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Tłıc̨hǫ Alphabet and Pronunciation Guide 

These are the characters or letters in the Tłı chǫ alphabet: /ɂ/, /a/, /b/, 

/ch/, /ch’/, /d/, /dl/, /dz/, /e/, /g/, /gh/, /gw/, /h/, /ı/, /j/, /k/, /k’/, 

/kw/, /kw’/, /l/, /ł/, /m/, /mb/, /n/, /nd/, /o/, /r/, /s/, /sh/, /t/, /t’/, 

/tł/, /tł’/, /ts/, /ts’/, /w/, /wh/, /x/, /y/, /z/, /zh/ 

Many are the same as in the English alphabet. Some characters are not in 

the English alphabet. Several characters and combinations of characters 

are not used in English. This section outlines these differences and what 

sounds different characters make. 

Tłı chǫ has four vowels: /a/, /e/, /ı/, /o/ and four kinds of vowel sounds. 

Low tone and nasal marks show the kind of vowel. 

▪ Plain—air flows through the mouth, no marks 

• /a/ sounds like pa 

• /e/ sounds like set 

• /ı/ sounds like ski 

• /o/ sounds like go; some say it like goo 

▪ Low tone—deeper voice, air flows through the mouth 

• /à/, /è/, /ì/, /ò/ 

▪ Nasal—air flows through nose and mouth 

• /ą/ sounds like want 

• /ę/ sounds like sent 

• /ı / sounds like means 

• /ǫ/ sounds like don’t 

▪ Nasal low tone—deeper voice, air flows through nose and mouth 

• /a ̨̀/, /e ̨̀/, /ı̨̀ /, /o ̨̀/ 

Tłı chǫ spelling has double matching vowels for all four vowels: /aa/, /ee/, 

/ıı/, and /oo/. When a Tłı chǫ word has a double matching vowel, the 
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vowel sound is the same as usual, but drawn out: e.g. in meaning ‘this’, the 

vowel sounds “dragged” like /i/ in machine rather than ski). When a Tłı chǫ 

word has a double non-matching vowel, each vowel sound is pronounced 

separately with its regular sound; e.g. dea ‘creek’ or godoa ‘a little above’. 

Sometimes neighbouring vowels come to be pronounced more like each 

other. Any double vowels, matching or non-matching, may be different 

types—different tone or nasal marks, as in, for example, the placename 

K’ı ąhkw’àı kaà, which translates as ‘dried birch narrows’. 

 

Tłı chǫ has two consonants not used in English: /ɂ/ 'glottal stop' and /ł/ 

‘barred l’.  

▪ /ɂ/ sounds like what we hear in the middle of the English ‘oh-oh’. 

This sound is an ordinary consonant and is found in many Tłı chǫ 

words, at the start or in the middle of a word. 

Elders Rosalie Wetrade, Bella Zoe, and Laiza Mantla — summer camp at K’ıą̨hkw’àık̨aà on Gamètı,̀ 
1996. This place is named for the abundance of birches and translated as ‘dried birch narrows’ 

due to the number of containers, dishes, and canoes made from birch and left there.  
Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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▪ /ł/ sounds most like the letter /l/ in English but with a breathy 

quality, as in flip or slip. 

An apostrophe or 'click' is written after a consonant or pair of consonants 

to show a distinct sound. These are called 'ejective' or 'glottalized' 

consonants. The sound is similar to the plain consonant, but with the click 

sound as part of it, with the release of the consonant. Only some 

consonants are ejective. 

▪ /ch/ sounds like chair; some dialects sound more like wetsuit  

/ch’/ same as /ch/ but with the click, an ejective /ch/  

e.g. ɂehch’e ̨̀ę meaning ‘pickerel’ 

▪ /k/ sounds like kit; in some words pronounced like /x/ or /h/ 

/k’/ same as /k/ but with the click, an ejective /k/ 

e.g. k’ı meaning ‘birch’ 

▪ /kw/ sounds like quit 

/kw’/ same as /kw/ but with the click, an ejective/kw/ 

e.g. kw’ah meaning ‘moss’ 

▪ /t/ sounds like tall 

/t’/ same as /t/ but with the click, an ejective /t/ 

e.g. t’ooh meaning ‘poplar tree’ 

▪ /tł/ sounds like settle or in some cases more like clue 

/tł’/ same as /tł/ but with the click, an ejective /tł/ 

e.g. tł’à meaning ‘bay’ 

▪ /ts/ sounds like cats 

/ts’/ same as /ts/ but with the click, an ejective /ts/ 

e.g. ts’oo meaning ‘muskeg’ 

A few other Tłı chǫ consonants need to be mentioned.  

▪ /dl/ sounds like glue; at times like badly  

▪ /dz/ sounds like adze 

▪ /gh/ no similar sound in English; sounds similar to the /r/ sound in 

the French word rouge 
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▪ /gw/ sounds like language 

▪ /j/ sounds like jet or adze depending on the dialect 

▪ /mb/ sounds like rumble; some people use the /b/ sound 

▪ /nd/ sounds like sandal; some people use the /d/ sound 

▪ /sh/ sounds like short; with some people it sounds more like sort 

▪ /w/ sounds like wet; in a prefix with an /e/ after the /w/ it sounds 

like wood  

▪ /wh/ a breathy sound like how some people pronounce when; in a 

prefix with an /e/ after the /w/ it sounds like whirr 

▪ /x/ no similar sound in English; sounds like a raspy /h/ or the /ch/ 

sound in the German name Bach 

▪ /zh/ sounds like pleasure; in some dialects it sounds more like 

please 

Other consonants sound like the English sound. For more info see Tłı chǫ 

Yatıì Enı htł’è — A Dogrib [Tłı chǫ] Dictionary1. 

 
1 Dogrib Divisional Board of Education 1996 
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Elder Pierre Jr Mantla with his wife Angelique Mantla and Maryann Apples at Nıd̨zıık̨aà on Semı ̨t̀ı ̀
— his childhood home in the background, 2000. Courtesy of Madelaine Chocolate Pasquayak 
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Intro 

This is an updated report of the original report from 2002. For this 

updated version we did some general editing and formatting. As well, the 

updated report reflects these changes. 

▪ Replace the term ‘Dogrib’ with ‘Tłı chǫ’ except where the term 

‘Dogrib’ is part of the name of an organization relevant to the time 

in history when the research happened. 

E.g. Dogrib Treaty 11 Council, Dogrib Divisional Board of Education 

▪ Update Tłı chǫ spellings where appropriate. 

▪ Include in the discussion of placenames the concept Tłı chǫ nèèk’e, 

which comes up again and again when Elders explain the place they 

call home. It means ‘the place where Tłı chǫ belong’ or ‘the place 

where you expect to find Tłı chǫ within the dè’ or ‘the place an 

individual belongs – as in where they were born’ or ‘the socio-

territorial region they belong to’. The meaning is tied to the context 

in which it is used. It is a concept from before the time of contact 

with kweèt’ı ì — ‘English speaking people’, and ‘White people’. 

▪ Recognize Tłı chǫ placenames as indicators of knowledge of dè, 

specifically Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè, rather than indicators of bio-

geographic knowledge, which we consider limiting and less 

accurate.  

• Dè is often translated as ‘land’ but is a much more complex 

concept. Dè encompasses land, water, air, rocks, spirits, sky, 

stars, and everything else —all the environment. It is based on 

the idea that living and non-living things, humans, and other-

than-human beings, exist in relationship with each other, that 

everything has life and spirit. 

• Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè is the traditional use area of the Tłı chǫ, 

as Mǫwhì described to the Treaty Commission. The boundaries 

were set when Mǫwhì signed the treaty in 1921. Mǫwhì is 

remembered as a great leader who travelled many trails, taught 

young people, and knew all the placenames. Gogha means ‘for 
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us’. Nı ı tłèè means ‘drew it’. Mǫwhì drew a line around Tłı chǫ 

nèèk’e, the place where Tłı chǫ belong and the places / spaces 

they need to thrive. 

The context of the updated report includes the fact that on August 25, 

2003, representatives of the Dogrib Treaty 11 Council and the 

Governments of Northwest Territories and Canada signed the Tłı chǫ Land 

Claims and Self-Government Agreement. It came into effect on August 4, 

2005 and sets out the structure of the Tłı chǫ Ndek’àowo — Tłı chǫ 

Government.  

Tłı chǫ Agreement sets out three boundaries related to land and land use.  

 

The constitution protects the rights of Tłı chǫ citizens, including from any 

wrongful action of the Tłı chǫ Government. It describes the main roles and 

responsibilities of officials and sets out the rules for elections and the 

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè 
Nıı̨t̨łèè: traditional 
area of the Tłıc̨hǫ. 

Wek’èezhìı: Tłıc̨hǫ and 
crown lands where co-

management and 
regulatory boards 
manage resources. 

Tłıc̨hǫ lands: lands vested in 
Tłıc̨hǫ government, or in 

which fee simple interest is 
held by Tłıc̨hǫ government. 
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Annual Gathering. It makes the Tłı chǫ Government accountable for 

decisions about money and managing Tłı chǫ resources properly. 

Importance of Placenames 

The Tłı chǫ word for placename is dè goı zì. This means 'land's name' 

according to the root words. Reports on the habitat of Tłı chǫ traditional 

territory show that placenames are very important indicators of 

knowledge within Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè.  

Placenames are interrelated with stories and storytelling, history and 

philosophy, and in the building of mental maps. Placenames and the 

associated stories show relationships among beings, where people come 

together, and what is on the land; they show timelines, events, and 

occurrences. Tłı chǫ elders involved in this research were the most 

knowledgeable of this knowledge. Their contributions are beyond valuing.  

Through placenames and associated stories, we gain information to follow 

and understand the knowledge system of the Tłı chǫ people. This is useful 

for monitoring change over time, adapting to change, and in many other 

ways. It demonstrates one of the most important traditional Tłı chǫ laws: 

to know dè so it can be respected and used in appropriate ways. Elders 

emphasize that if individuals know the placenames – and associated 

stories - they know what to expect and will be able to manage and monitor 

Mǫwhı̨̀ Gogha Dę̀  Nı ı tłę̀ę̀ , Wek’ę̀ezhı̨̀ı, and Tłı chǫ Lands.  

Elders constantly speak of their intentions that the information gathered 

is for the use of their grandchildren and the coming generations. Their 

wishes and plans are based on the assumption that Mǫwhı̨̀ Gogha Dę̀  

Nı ı tłę̀ę̀  will be protected and available for Tłı chǫ people's spiritual and 

physical wellbeing forever. 
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Feeding the Fire at Nıd̨zıık̨aà on Semı ̨t̀ı ̀1998. Courtesy of Allice Legat 

Fish camp at Whǫsìıwekǫǫk’e on Gòlotıd̀eè (Marian River), 2022. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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Summary 

This project is a continuation of the studies funded by the West Kitikmeot 

Slave Study Society on placenames as indicators of bio-geographic 

knowledge, and caribou migration and the state of their habitat. To record 

and document places and placenames in Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè, the 

research team worked with Elders in Tłı chǫ communities. They 

documented placenames and the stories Elders shared.  

Following the long-standing practice of projects done in conjunction with 

the Dogrib Treaty 11 Council, the research team used the participatory 

action research (PAR) method. Regional and community elders’ 

committees oversaw the project and identified expert knowledge holders. 

Tłı chǫ elders involved in this research represent the only people who have 

this information about placenames. Their contributions are beyond 

valuing. 

This report focuses on systems of naming and how the patterns in naming 

indicate what is found on the land: placenames as indicators of knowledge 

of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. Tłı chǫ elders and their stories are the source 

of this knowledge. 

In an existing database of about 4000 named and unnamed sites, the 

placenames in this report add up to 980 items. This number is large 

enough to support research into the nature of naming. These 980 

placenames form the basis of discussing the results of this research. The 

final section of the report is a list of all the placenames, in alphabetical 

order. 

During the project, the research team gathered information about places 

already in the database, checking names, spellings, and locations. Some 

information gathered was about ‘new’ places to add to the database. 

Because it made much more sense in checking to ‘travel’ with Elders as 

they followed the trails in their minds, in total we gathered information on 

750 places. Of these, more than half — 410 — were additions to the 

database, a wonderful outcome.  
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The research results show certain characteristics related to placenames as 

indicators of knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. 

▪ Placenames connected with land and water occur most often. Of the 

980 placenames in this report, 690 refer to water sites. Many of 

these placenames indicate water flow. 

▪ Placenames connected with vegetation, fish, and mammals are 

important, but less common than those related to land and water. 

▪ Placenames connected with spiritual sites are significant. These 

placenames indicate various kinds of spiritual forces, including 

spirits, burial sites, and others. Elders also know of many other 

spiritual sites that have no reference through placenames. 

▪ Placenames connected with human activity speak strongly about 

the intensity of the Tłı chǫ connection to Tłı chǫ nèèk’e – the place 

where they belong. 

▪ Placenames connected with change over time are significant for 

possible future use in exploring changes in the land caused by fire 

and other happenings. 

One of our important research results is to better understand and record 

the structure and origins of placenames. Placenames are an important 

source of information about the structure of language because the names 

form a tight and well-developed system, and many of them are 

millenniums old. The word-for-word translations in the alphabetical 

placenames list in the last section give details about word structures in the 

Tłı chǫ placenaming system. 

One of our research goals was to establish and use standardized spelling—

consistent and accurate spelling. Consistent means using the same 

spellings for words, all the time. Accurate means spellings that are correct 

for how the words sound. The standardized spellings used in this report 

are one of the major products of our research. The researchers followed 

the suggestions of Elders and worked according to the principles they 

developed. In general, the principles outline a process to match spellings 
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to spoken words and to choose when one placename has two or more 

pronunciations. We followed three basic principles as set out by The 

Dogrib Regional Elders Committee. 

▪ Use the principles of Tłı chǫ Yatıì Enı htł’è — A Dogrib Dictionary. 

▪ Use the spellings that match the dialect of people who live in the 

area of the named place. 

▪ Match the spelling to a commonly used pronunciation. 

The research clearly shows that placenames indicate profound knowledge 

of geography, land formations, and waterways in particular. Many 

placenames for waterways indicate water flow, water conditions, 

watersheds, and the relationships between land, water, wildlife, and 

people. Elders often made comments on how knowledge of water 

conditions and water flow is important when traveling by boat or in 

winter for harvesting caribou. They noted placenames that relate to travel 

in birch bark canoes. A large number of ‘water’ placenames are associated 

with fish or fishing. This is significant for hunting caribou. Caribou 

migration and distribution is unpredictable. If hunters camp where the 

fish are plentiful, people in the camp will have sufficient food until the 

caribou arrive or until they can move after spring thaw. 

The Tłı chǫ placenaming system uses landmarks in at least three ways: as 

part of the name of other places nearby, as a way to distinguish two or 

more places with the same name, and to mark important lakes with paired 

geographic features. The naming of places in Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè is 

highly organized through the use of landmarks. These placenaming 

patterns with landmarks, laid on top of principles of naming based on 

water flow, create a network of names to give those travelling across the 

land sure signs of their path and what lies ahead.  

Our research clearly demonstrates that placenames are indicators of 

knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. Detailed in the stories of places is 

knowledge of enduring ways of living on the land and cooperating with 

one another to make a good life. 
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Rapids near Ɂek’atıɂ̀etsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨— the place where water flows from Ɂek’atı,̀ 
1998. Courtesy of Dehga Scott 
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Project Outline 

This project is a continuation of research funded by the West Kitikmeot 

Slave Study Society on placenames as indicators of bio-geographical 

knowledge, and caribou migration and the state of their habitat. This 

research was conducted with Tłı chǫ people in the Northwest Territories 

of Canada. The study area takes in all of Tłı chǫ nèèk’e—the place where 

Tłı chǫ belong. This includes traditional territory within Mǫwhì Gogha Dè 

Nı ı tłèè as well as neighbouring areas well known to and used by Tłı chǫ 

people, especially areas to the northwest around Sahtì2, southwest to 

Dehtso3, and eastward into the tundra.4 

 

 
2 Officially known as Great Bear Lake 
3 Officially known as Mackenzie River 

4 Legat et al. 2001 refers to Richardson 1851, Back 1836, and Petitot 1883 in detailing some of what 
19th-century European travelers in the Tłıc̨hǫ region noted concerning the size of the traditional 
Tłıc̨hǫ territories. Savoie (ed.) 2001 is a useful resource on the geographic work of Émile Petitot. 

Mǫwhì Gogha 

Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè 
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Tłı chǫ elders now and in the past (as recorded by Helm5) describe the 

traditional territory of the Tłı chǫ people as lying between Tıdeè6 and Sahtì 

and extending from Dehtso in the west to Ko ̨̀ k’èetì, Ts’eèhgootì, and 

Ɂedaàtsotì7 in the tundra to the east. These lands partly overlap with 

territories used by Denaat’ı ı ̨̀, Shìhtaet’ı ı ̨̀, Sahtìet’ı ı ̨̀, K’àchoet’ı ı ̨̀, Tetsǫo ̨̀ t’ı ı ̨̀, 

and Hoteedà8.  

Objectives, Research Team, and Methodology 

The objectives of this research were to: 

▪ Continue listening to stories and recording Elder’s knowledge of 

places and placenames. 

▪ Continue analyzing placenames as indicators of knowledge of 

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. 

The research team included Allice Legat, research director; Georgina 

Chocolate, senior community researcher; Sally Anne Zoe Gon, GIS 

administrator; and Tina Black, data entry clerk. Cecilia Ashton took care of 

the literature, and organized maps and audiotapes. Leslie Saxon, on leave 

from the University of Victoria, was the project linguist. She has worked 

with Tłı chǫ people for about 25 years. Her experience includes work on 

Tłı chǫ Yatıì Enı htł’è — ‘A Dogrib Dictionary’, done together with language 

specialists and Elders in the Tłı chǫ communities. 

Following the long-standing practice of projects done in conjunction with 

the Dogrib Treaty 11 Council, the participatory action research (PAR) 

method was used.9 PAR ensures that the research is locally directed and 

controlled by those with the most knowledge and vested interest. In this 

 
5 Helm 1981 
6 Officially known as Great Slave Lake 
7 Officially known as Contwoyto Lake, Aylmer Lake, and Artillery Lake 
8 People of the southern Mackenzie River, people of the Mackenzie Mountains, people of Great Bear 
Lake, people of the Fort Good Hope area, and Dënesųłiné and Inuit people 
9 See earlier reports, in particular Legat et al. 1999 and 2001, and Chocolate et al 2000 for a 
discussion of the principles behind PAR and the benefits to projects like this one. 
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case, Tłı chǫ Elders known in their community for where they have 

travelled and their depth of knowledge and experience of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè 

Nı ı tłèè. This method also serves the needs and concerns of the Tłı chǫ 

Government and other Tłı chǫ organizations involved with initiatives and 

activities connected with co-management and self-government—the 

overall health and wellbeing of Tłı chǫ people and Tłı chǫ nèèk’e. 

Indigenous knowledge of dè in Tłı chǫ placenames and studied through 

PAR contrasts with results under methods growing out of European 

science traditions. To quote an earlier report: 

... scientific studies [...] reflect a limited time frame. There is concern among 

the Dogrib [Tłıc̨hǫ] and others that strategies developed from scientific data 

alone are not sufficient to protect dè from development. Indigenous 

knowledge is qualitatively and quantitatively different from 'scientific 

knowledge'. Documenting knowledge based on long-term observations is 

essential to provide reliable and extensive baseline data. Working together 

and complementing each other, researchers of indigenous and scientific 

knowledge can better identify and talk about environmental change and 

cumulative effects. This is necessary for the Dogrib [Tłıc̨hǫ] and others to 

have more confidence that dè, on which they have always depended, will be 

protected in an appropriate manner. 10  

The Dogrib Regional Elders' Committee oversaw the project. The project’s 

main office was in Behchoko ̨̀  where the Community Elders' Committee 

provided ongoing supervision. Community Elders' Committees of Whatì, 

Gamètì, Wekweètì, and Behchoko ̨̀  chose Elders who shared knowledge 

with the research team through oral narratives and experiences in the 

bush and on the tundra. The researchers consulted the Community Elders' 

Committees and discussed the work with them along the way. They 

worked together to make sure things went smoothly for the knowledge 

holders. 

 
10 Legat et al. 2001 
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Research Activities 

Research activities mainly focused on listening to Elders who shared 

stories associated with the topic of concern. Through stories, Sally Anne 

Zoe Gon, and Leslie Saxon discussed places and placenames with specific 

groups of Elders. Before travelling to communities Sally Anne Zoe Gon, 

prepared a large map to use in discussions with Elders. She printed a 

number of other maps for various purposes throughout the project. 

The research team first worked with Elders in Wekweę̀ ı̨̀, Whatì, Gamètì, 

and Behchoko ̨̀ . Thus, the information gathered has these communities as 

focal points. The Community Elders' Committees chose Elders to be 

directly involved. 

▪ Whatì: 3 - 5 October 2001 

Elders: Pierre Beaverho, Mary Adele Moosenose, Dora Nitsiza, 

Philip Nitsiza 

▪ Gamètì: 29 November - 1 December 2001 

Elders: Alphonse Apples, Angelique Mantla, Harry Simpson, Romie 

Wetrade, Philip Zoe 

▪ Behchoko ̨̀ : 14 - 16 January 2002 

Elders: Annie Black, Philip Chocolate, Laiza Koyina, Robert 

Mackenzie, Jimmy Paul Mantla, Matton Mantla, Jimmy Martin, 

Elizabeth Michel, Adele Wedawin 

▪ Wekweètì: A very different type of gathering was held in Wekweètì 

because the research team had not documented as much 

information with Elders there. The whole research team attended 

the three-day meeting in February, 2002 with all Elders who wished 

to attend, and several harvesters as well as Chief Joseph Judas. 

Those in attendance were Elders Louis Whane, Joseph P’ea, Alexie 

Arrowmaker, Elizabeth Arrowmaker, Rosa P’ea, Madelaine Judas, 

Lisa Thom, and Mary Boline; Harvesters Jimmy Kodzin, Noella 

Kodzin, and Bobby P’ea; along with Community Researchers Adele 

Tsatchia and Joseph Whane. 
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At each location the research team prepared for an Elders’ gathering. 

During the gathering they listened, recorded information on videotape, 

took written notes, and marked the maps prepared for the purpose. Leslie 

compiled lists of places each evening.  

An intensive period of data entry and analysis in the project office in 

Behchoko ̨̀  followed each community gathering. Sally Anne Zoe Gon, and 

Tina Black did all the data entry. Georgina Chocolate and Allice Legat, with 

the help of Elders, connected the location of places in the list compiled by 

Leslie Saxon and Sally Anne Zoe Gon to the National Topographic System 

index so places could be found more easily on maps. The research team 

were careful to tie photos and audio tapes to the place name via the data 

base. Information was transferred from the large maps onto smaller-scale 

maps which Sally Anne Zoe Gon digitized using GIS. Audiotapes were 

reviewed to recheck the information from the discussions and stories. 

Information was then entered into a data base11 for rapid searching and 

into MapInfo for place explanation. 

A regional, weeklong gathering was held in Behchoko ̨̀  with 18 female and 

male elders—four elders from each of the three smaller Tłı chǫ community 

and six from Behchoko ̨̀ . The purpose of the gathering was to verify the 

information and have Elders check the spelling and pronunciation for each 

placename. Tłı chǫ language specialists were invited to the gathering: Rosa 

Mantla, Phillip Rabesca, Mary Siemens, Lucy Lafferty, Madelaine Chocolate 

Pasquayak, Camilla Nitsiza, and Leslie Saxon. They listened, wrote the 

place name, discussed, and verified the pronunciation, reflected on the 

meaning of the word, and agreed on the spelling.  

The research team talked with Elders to clarify information already in the 

database and to make correct spellings and locations for placenames 

following project guidelines.12  

 
11 During the many office moves after 2005the data base, which tied place, placenames, photos, and 
specific information in the stories on the auto-tapes together, was misplaced. 
12 See the following section ‘Standardized spelling’ 
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The database 

Information gathered from Tłı chǫ Elders and other Tłı chǫ authorities in 

the past and used in this research is found in databases on places and 

placenames in development over the past years by the Dogrib Treaty 11 

Council in other mapping and Whaèhdǫo ̨̀  Nàowoò Ko ̨̀  research projects.13  

As well as doing the primary research, the research team devoted large 

amounts of time to putting the database in better order. This involved 

cleaning up information from gatherings where Elders addressed specific 

topics and stories in the computer files as well as verifying coordinates in 

the digitized geographic data against locations on the original paper maps. 

They also spent time on research to refine the information about word 

structure and the origins of root words, and on proofreading and checking 

to make sure that the information in the list of placenames is correct.  

Standardized spelling 

The research team and other language specialists in the Tłı chǫ region 

worked closely with Dogrib Elders Regional Committee to establish 

principles for standardized spelling. 

▪ Whaèhdǫo ̨̀  Ną̀owoǫ̀  Ko ̨̀  researchers Georgina Chocolate, Madelaine 

Chocolate Pasquayak, Bobby Gon, Allice Legat, Gabrielle Mackenzie-

Scott, Kathy Simpson, Adele Tsatchia, Joseph Whane, and Sally Anne 

Zoe Gon. 

▪ Leslie Saxon, language specialist, University of Victoria. 

▪ Mary Siemens, language specialist, Dogrib Community Services 

Board, GNWT. 

▪ Cecilia Wetrade-Boyd, translator. 

See the ‘Results’ section for a detailed discussion of the spelling principles 

that guided our work. Training with the research team focused on the 

importance of spelling and standardized spelling. 

 
13 See Legat et al. 2001 for details of previous studies on the topic of Tłıc̨hǫ placenames 
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▪ Review Tłı chǫ sounds and spelling.  

▪ Review the rules and decisions made by Elders. 

▪ Understand and use standardized spelling. 

▪ Verify and review place names and sounds for spelling. 

▪ Understand concepts of Tłı chǫ and English placenames. 

Other research activities 

As background to the project members of the research team read the 

report Rakekeé Gok'é Godı: Places We Take Care Of 14 and a volume on the 

19th century geographic work of Émile Petitot15. From this reference 

Leslie Saxon compiled a list of places in Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè 

documented by Father Petitot. This information is useful in case there are 

resources in the future to compare the information from Petitot with 

information from other sources and times. See the ‘Conclusions’ section 

for some further discussion comparing Petitot’s work with information 

from this project. 

Leslie Saxon and Allice Legat wrote the original report for the West 

Kitikmeot Slave Study Society. Georgina Chocolate, and Sally Anne Zoe Gon 

reviewed it.  

  

 
14 Sahtu Heritage Places and Sites Joint Working Group 1999 
15 Savoie 2001 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Nàowoǫ Xàgeht’à teams in Ɂek’atı ̀area, 1998. Back row: Elder Jimmy Martin, Georgina 
Chocolate, Dehga Scott, Sally Anne Zoe Gon, Darla Beaulieu, Peter John McKenzie, Harry Apples, 

and Kevin Kodzin. Sitting: Roger Champlain, Elizabeth Michel, Therese Zoe (behind Elizabeth), 
Julie Mackenzie, Joe Suzie Mackenzie, and Robert Mackenzie. Sitting far right: Christopher 

Football and Louis Whane. Courtesy of Roger Champlain 
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Research Results 

Working with Tłı chǫ Elders knowledgeable about Mǫwhì Gogha Dè 

Nı ı tłèè, the research team gathered a large amount of information about 

placenames—places on trails. They listened to stories associated with 

places and learned of their importance. Tłı chǫ placenames — the 

meanings and associated stories — describe places and events. Our 

research is based on the understanding that placenames are important 

indicators of knowledge of dè and the enduring ways of living within 

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè and cooperating with one another to make a good 

life.  

This report discusses systems of naming and how the patterns in naming 

indicate what is found within Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè, finding one’s way 

while travelling trails. In a database of about 4000 named and unnamed 

sites, the placenames in this report add up to 980 items. This number is 

large enough to support research into the nature of naming. These 980 

placenames form the basis of our discussions in this report. The report 

includes a list of placenames in alphabetical order, according to the Tłı chǫ 

alphabet. Throughout the discussion, we use many examples from the list. 

During the project, the research team gathered information about places 

already in the database, checking names, spellings, and locations. They 

also gathered information about ‘new’ places to add to the database. When 

checking information, it made much more sense to ‘travel’ with Elders as 

they followed the trails in their minds. In total they gathered information 

on 750 places. Of these, more than half — 410 — were additions to the 

database, a wonderful outcome.  

Besides the 240 spellings already in the database that were corrected, 

there is still a large number to check. This is especially true for places in 

the Wekweètì region and in areas to the east and north of Gamètì, where 

the research team has not yet ‘travelled’ with Elders. 
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The discussion of the research results is organized under six 

interconnected themes. 

▪ Origin and history of words that make a placename, and their 

structure 

▪ The importance of consistent and accurate spelling of placenames: 

standardized spelling principles 

▪ Overview of placenames as indicators of knowledge of Mǫwhì 

Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè 

▪ Terms related to land in the Tłı chǫ placenaming system 

▪ Terms related to water in the Tłı chǫ placenaming system 

▪ Landmarks in the Tłı chǫ placenaming system 

A few things to note about the examples and translations used in the 

discussion of the research results. 

▪ The placename appears in Tłı chǫ with an English translation, e.g. 

Whatì — 'Marten Lake'.  

Word structures in Tłı chǫ are not the same as in English. The 

translations in this section are what sound good as an English 

phrase.  

In the alphabetical list of placenames (final section of this report) 

there is a word-for-word translation of each part of the name. 

▪ When a term that is used in placenames is mentioned, it is put in 

italics and translated into English, e.g. deh ‘river’. 

▪ When there is no word in English for a Tłı chǫ word, the Tłı chǫ word 

is repeated in the English translation. 

▪ Words with sounds in the ‘alveo-series' /s–sh/, /z–zh/, /ts–ch/, 

/ts’–ch’/, /dz–j/ are given with both possible spellings. 

▪ When a root word or placename has two spellings, they are 

separated like this: sìh • shih — 'hill or mountain' or Ɂedaàtsotì • 

Ɂedaàtchotì — ‘Artillery Lake’. 
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▪ Any element of a placename that is very old and not known as 

related to any words in Tłı chǫ as people use it today, is represented 

as [unknown] in the translation in this section and with a question 

mark /?/ in the alphabetical list. The place is known but the root 

words are not. 

Structure and Origins of Placenames 

Placenames are like any other words in a language. They are an important 

source of information about the structure of language. Language structure 

is about how root words and other parts of words fit together in a pattern 

or system. Many Tłı chǫ placenames are thousands of years old or more, 

with origins and patterns established long before contact with white 

people. Studying word structure and origins of placenames helps us 

understand and follow the knowledge system of the Tłı chǫ people.  

One of our important research results is to better understand and 

communicate about this structure and the placenaming system — a tight 

and well-organized system. This information is only available through 

Tłı chǫ Elders. It is invaluable in our aim to express and share Elders’ rich, 

fine-grained knowledge and understandings of placenames as indicators 

of knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. 

When we look at Tłı chǫ word structure or how words are built, we start 

with root words. Like all words in a language, placenames are built from 

Tłı chǫ root words. A root word is the most basic 

word and has its own meaning, e.g. beh meaning 

‘knife’ and ko ̨̀  meaning ‘house or town’. Root words 

include descriptive terms such as –kàa ‘flat’, ‑ghoò 

‘rough’, –tso ‘big’, and –ka ‘top’. A compound word is 

two or more root words together, e.g. Behchoko ̨̀ , translated as ‘big knife 

town’.  

Many Tłı chǫ placenames are compound words like Behchoko ̨̀ , made from 

more than two root words, e.g. Kwebàadıì — ‘Island Alongside Rocks’, 

Root 

word 

Root 

word 
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Degaımı ̨̀hk’è — ‘Holy Net Site’, Kweghoòdıì — ‘Island of Rough Rocks’, and 

Ɂı t’o ̨̀ tsotì • Ɂı t’o ̨̀chotì — ‘Lake of Big Leaves’.  

The list of 980 placenames includes 390 root words — parts of names or 

the whole name — that are unknown or uncertain. With some of these, 

Elders had a feeling about the meaning but were not sure about the root 

words in Tłı chǫ. A good example of this is in the very old placename 

Deèzàatì for the body of water officially known as Point Lake and Lake 

Providence. Elder Jimmy Martin (personal communication) and others 

were sure that the descriptive word deèzàa has something to do with 

caribou calves, but Elders could not think of related words in the presently 

spoken Tłı chǫ language. 

A similar example is Ɂı ts’ǫtsotì — a lake that Romie Wetrade (personal 

communication) and others felt included the meaning of 'moose', because 

of how its first element sounds like a word for moose, ɂı ts’è. This lake, 

officially known as Margaret Lake, has a very large point within it, named 

Dedìıɂehdaà — 'Moose Point'. 

Besides root words, many placenames have other word parts, such as a 

prefix (word beginning) or a suffix (word ending) or both. The word parts 

fit together in certain patterns to 

create a Tłı chǫ placenaming system. 

Tłı chǫ patterns are different than 

English patterns. 

Areal prefix (word beginning) 

The areal prefix (AreaPref) is a word beginning that refers to an area or 

space. It takes the form go- or ho- and is found in quite a few placenames 

and other words. 

▪ Łıgòɂǫǫ — 'Area where There is Fish' 

▪ Tł’àgotso — 'Big Bay' 

▪ Hoteh — ‘portage’ 

▪ Hozìı — barrenlands/tundra 

Root word Suffix Prefix 
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Other prefixes will be mentioned in this report as they come up. 

Suffixes (word endings) 

Before discussing any suffixes in Tłı chǫ, think about a suffix in English. 

The English suffix -s means ‘more than one’ and is added to a noun, e.g. 

book or story. Books means more than one book. A suffix can change the 

spelling of the noun it is attached to. E.g. when we add the suffix –s to 

story, a noun that ends with /y/, the result ‘more than one story’ is spelled 

stories.  

In this research, three different Tłı chǫ suffixes are very commonly found 

in placenames. 

▪ Descriptive suffix (DSuff) 

▪ Small suffix (SmSuff) 

▪ Possessed noun suffix (PNSuff) 

Descriptive suffix (DSuff) 
The descriptive suffix occurs at the end of a sentence or verb phrase that 

describes a thing, e.g. Ts’ıedaa — ‘Living Spruce’. Ts'ı means 'spruce'. The 

verb eda means to be alive. The descriptive suffix makes the double vowel 

/aa/ at the end of the word and gives the meaning ‘living’. Whatever vowel 

the verb ends with, that vowel is doubled. The descriptive suffix also 

occurs at the end of these placenames. 

▪ Kwetı ı ɂàa — 'Rocks Extending into Water' 

▪ Kwekàateèlı ı  — 'Stream Over Outcrops of Rocks' 

▪ Dehdaèhzaa — 'River Dammed Up' 

A more complex example is the placename Same ̨̀ e ̨̀yek’ełıgo ̨̀ hɂǫǫtì — ‘Lake 

which Sammy found fish on’. The descriptive suffix makes the double /ǫǫ/ 

at the end of the describing sentence, which is Same ̨̀e ̨̀ yek’e łı go ̨̀hɂǫ, 

meaning ‘Sammy found fish on it’. Tłı chǫ language patterns control the 

order of the word parts, which is why the root word for ‘lake’ appears at 

the end of the placename. 
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Small suffix (SmSuff) 
The small suffix (SmSuff) adds –a to the end of a word or phrase to give 

the meaning of a small or dear thing. The next placenames involve this 

suffix, and they name small places in dè. E.g., the first one is the name of a 

pond, which is a small kind of lake. 

▪ K’òòtìa — 'Willow Pond' 

▪ K’aàwıdzıwìıdìa — 'K’aàwıdzıwìı's Islet' 

▪ Łıwets’aɂòa — 'Small [Place] Where Fish Swim in Circles' 

▪ Tèetìdeghaèlı a — 'Little Stream Through Tèetì’ 

Another suffix –tsoa gives a similar meaning 'small'. Besides suffixes 

meaning ‘small’, the suffix –tso • –cho gives the meaning ‘big’ and the suffix 

–deè gives the meaning ‘great’. These suffixes are found in placenames too. 

Possessed noun suffix (PNSuff) 
The possessed noun suffix (PNSuff) occurs on nouns that are defined in 

terms of a possessor, associated thing, or other defining element. This 

suffix is found in a great many placenames because places are often named 

after associated things.  

When the PNSuff is used in a word, it sounds like the last vowel of the 

noun and always has a tone mark. E.g. Ɂedaghoòdıı̨̀ meaning ‘gooseberry’s 

island’. This placename has two root words, ɂedaghoò, meaning 

‘gooseberry’, and dı, meaning ‘island’. The suffix is the final /ì/ of the 

placename.  

A few other comments need to be made about how nouns combine with 

the PNSuff. Because this suffix is found in so many placenames, it is 

important to know the additional patterns.  

▪ The word tı meaning 'lake' has a slightly exceptional PNSuff form. 

With this word we simply add the tone mark to the existing vowel 

/ı/. This pattern is found in the very well-known placenames Whatì, 

Gamètì, Wekweètì, Sahtì, Dehtì — and most of the names of lakes. 
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▪ There is a pattern in Tłı chǫ for at most two vowels at the end of a 

word. So, if the root word ends in two vowels before the PNSuff is 

added, then the suffix combines with the last vowel. E.g. 

Ts’èzǫo ̨̀ ɂehdaà, translated as ‘Old Lady’s Point’. Ts’èzǫo ̨̀  means ‘old 

lady’ and ɂehdaa means ‘point’. The placename ends with a double 

/eè/ showing the tone mark from the PNSuff on the last vowel of 

the root word meaning ‘point’. 

▪ Nouns that end with the SmSuff –a (e.g. dea — 'creek' or dıa — 

'small island') show an exceptional PNSuff form. E.g., 

K’aàwıdzıwìıdìa, translated as 'K’aàwıdzıwìı's Islet [small island]'. 

K’aàwıdzıwìı is the person who the small island is named after. The 

last part of the placename includes the root word dı, meaning 

‘island’, together with the SmSuff  -a and the PNSuff (low tone). 

▪ If the noun is like deh, meaning ‘river’, ending with /h/, the doubled 

vowel replaces the /h/, e.g. Nàk’aèzıìdeè — 'Nàk’aèzıì's River', from 

root words Nàk’aèzıì (a name) and deh ‘river’. The placename ends 

with /deè/ from deh plus the PNSuff. 

▪ If the PNSuff is added to the noun is sìh • shìh ‘mountain, hill’ the 

suffix is –sìì • –shìì or –zìì • –zhìì. The spelling depends on whether 

there is an /h/ right before the noun ‘mountain’ or not. E.g. the 

name Nı hsìì • Nı hshìì is spelled with the /s/ or /sh/ because there is 

a /h/ before the root ‘mountain’. The name Ɂedèezìì • Ɂedèezhìì is 

spelled with the /z/ or /zh/ because there is no /h/ before it. 

 

Rita Wetrade at 
Ɂedèezhıı̀, 2012. 

Courtesy of Allice 
Legat 
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The PNSuff occurs in placenames when the place is defined or described 

by a whole sentence, as in the earlier example Same ̨̀ e ̨̀ yek’ełıgo ̨̀ hɂǫǫtì ‘Lake 

which Sammy found fish on’. All complex placenames of this type include 

both the DSuff (on the describing sentence) and the PNSuff (on the noun). 

Here are some other examples. 

▪ Ts’ınàwhedaatì — 'Lake Where Ts’ınà is [Buried]' 

▪ Nàk’òı ɂaats’ahtì — 'Side Lake of Willow Standing' 

▪ Tawoòhàelı ı tì — 'Lake of Open Water Flowing Out’ 

▪ Bıayek’enàı dèetì — 'Lake on Which Bıa Lived' 

The following table gives some examples from our database, where many 

placenames include the PNSuff. The first column shows some nouns 

commonly found in placenames, with translation. The second column 

shows the possessed noun form: noun + PNSuff. The third column gives 

examples of placenames with both the noun form and the PNSuff form. 

The examples are all compound words, describing the place, or possessive 

expressions, where the place is associated with a particular person. The 

main noun is underlined in each placename. 

Noun Noun + PNSuff Placenames showing noun and noun + suffix 

ɂehdaa 

‘point’ 

-ɂehdaà Ɂehdaakw’oò — '[unknown] Point' 

Ɂehdaatso — 'Big Point' 

Ts’èzǫǫ̀ɂehdaà — ‘Old Lady’s Point’ 

Ɂejıɂehdaà — 'Ɂejı's Point' 

Ɂenıh̨tł’èdawhetǫǫɂehdaà — 'Point of the Sign' 

dea 

‘creek’ 

-dèa Deamǫǫ̀t’ııtì — 'Lake Stretching around the Creek' 

Ɂedetsıt̨ìdèa — 'Ɂedetsıt̨ì Creek' 

Tsàdèa — 'Beaver Creek' 
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Noun Noun + PNSuff Placenames showing noun and noun + suffix 

deh 

‘river’ 

-deè Dehtso — 'Big River' 

Dehdaèhzaa — 'River Dammed Up' 

Semı ̨d̀eè — '[unknown] Net River' 

T’oohdeè — 'Poplar River' 

dı 

‘island’ 

-dıì Dıkwìts’ìı — 'Island Comb' 

Dınàıt̨soo — 'Pointed Island' 

Ɂek’adıì — 'Fat Island' 

Dèdlıı̨d̨ıì — 'Old Growth Forest Island' 

Sahdıì — ‘Bear Island’ 

dıı̨k̨a 

‘narrows’ 

-dıı̨k̨aà 

-ık̨aà 

Dıı̨k̨atsoa — 'Small Narrows' 

Gòloodıı̨k̨aà — 'Burnt Area Narrows' 

Nàgotsaàdıı̨k̨aà — 'Narrows of Nàgotsaà' 

Łèdzèık̨aà — '[Type of Clay] Narrows' 

hoteh 

‘portage’ 

-hoteè Hotehtso — 'Big Portage' 

Behk’òdeèhoteè — 'Behk’òdeè Portage' 

Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìak’ètł’àahoteè — 'The Portage at the Far 

End of Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa' 

kwe 

‘rock, 

mountain’ 

-kweè Kweɂèè — 'Rock Fishtrap' 

Kwenàıɂ̨aatì — 'Standing Rock Lake' 

Ts’ıakweè — '[unknown] Rock' 

Tatsakweè — ‘Falcon Rock’ 

Łèdzèhkweèdıì — 'Clay Rock Island' 
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Noun Noun + PNSuff Placenames showing noun and noun + suffix 

sìh • shìh 

‘mountain, 

hill’ 

-sìì • shìì 

-zìì • zhìì 

Sìhk’etì • Shìhk’etì — 'Lake on the Mountain' 

Sìhkałıetì • Shìhkałıetì — 'Mountain-top Fish Lake' 

Nıh̨sìì • Nıh̨shìì — ‘[unknown] Mountain’ 

Ɂedèezìì • Ɂedèezhìì — 'Horn Mountain' 

Kwetsoozìì • Kwechoozhìì — 'Rock [unknown] 

Mountain' 

tı 

‘lake’ 

-tì Tıdeè — 'Great Lake' 

Sahtì — 'Bear Lake' 

Ɂehtł’ètì — 'Mud Lake' 

tł’à 

‘bay’ 

-tł’àà Tł’àmę̀ę̀ —'Bay Net' 

Tł’àgotso — 'Big Bay' 

Ɂehdaalatł’àà — 'End of the Point Bay' 

Ɂehts’ę̀ęk’ètł’àà — 'Pickerel Site Bay' 

what’àa 

‘esker’ 

-what’àà What’àanàıt̨sòo — 'High Esker' 

Tł’atsoòtìwhat’àà — 'Esker of Tł’atsoòtì ' 

Wenàzèèwhat’àà — 'Wenàzèè's Esker' 

Contractions—shortened versions of words 

Compound words and old words in any language often have contractions 

or shortened versions. E.g. Edmonton, Kingston, Washington, Walkerton, 

and many other English placenames include the element ‘–ton’. This is a 

short form of town, shortened because of use over centuries.  

Tłı chǫ placenames have similar kinds of short forms of words. One 

example is the short form of the word dı ı ka 'narrows' which is ı ka. See the 

examples in the above table.  

Contractions can make it harder to know the roots of words and the 

indicators that they contain.  
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Connector /h/ 

Placenames built by compound words and possessive expressions may 

involve a suffix (word ending). In compound words the letter /h/ 

sometimes comes in to join the two parts of the compound word. An 

example is Ɂelàetǫhtì — 'Boat-trail Lake'. The /h/ in the spelling connects 

the descriptive part of the compound ɂelàetǫ 'boat trail' to the designator 

word tì 'lake' that tells us the kind of place we are talking about. This 

pattern is not very common. Here are a few more examples. The connector 

/h/ is underlined. 

▪ Kweı kahtì — 'Rock Narrows Lake' 

▪ Kweɂèhtì — 'Rock Fishtrap Lake' 

▪ Dlaahtì — 'Algae Lake' 

▪ Kw’ǫo ̨̀yeèhtì — 'Overflow Pack Lake' 

▪ Whagweèhdıì — 'Sandy Area Island' 

▪ What’àahdıì — 'Esker Island' 

▪ Ko ̨̀ k’èhdıì — 'Fire Site Island' 

The connector /h/ does not seem to have any meaning by itself. We 

cannot tell ahead of time when the /h/ is used, but it seems to be 

characteristic of compound words. The connector /h/ is used in 

compound words other than placenames, e.g. tsǫhɂeè 'raincoat'. 

Word origins 

The Tłı chǫ Elders clarified many difficult word origins. A good example is 

the placename Ko ̨̀mo ̨̀ laa, which on the surface almost looks like a 

combination of ko ̨̀  'house' and mo ̨̀ laa 'European'. But these words are not 

combined in the usual way that Tłı chǫ compound words are built. The 

ordinary pattern is found in mòlano ̨̀daà, meaning 'cat'. This word means 

'European lynx' according to the root words. The descriptive word for 

'European' comes before the word for 'lynx'. This is the usual way 

compound words are built.  
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Our research uncovered the roots of Ko ̨̀mo ̨̀ laa in traditions carried to the 

Tłı chǫ area by Europeans—traditions of more importance than just a 

house. This word is a shortening of the phrase ko ̨̀mǫo ̨̀  whelaa, translating 

literally as 'where there are ko ̨̀mǫo ̨̀ '. Ko ̨̀mǫo ̨̀  means 'around houses' if we 

think of its root words. It has a specialized meaning in this phrase, 

referring to the fences around graves, usually called emǫo ̨̀ ts’ǫo ̨̀  in the 

Tłı chǫ language spoken today. Grave fences, we were told, were not used 

before the influence of Christianity. So this term indicates a European 

presence in the area, but it does not mention Europeans directly. 

 

The history of Ts’ıekw’ǫo ̨̀ tì is partly exposed in the root words of its name, 

which translates as 'Bare Spruce Lake'. We were told that the trees were 

bare from people using the branches for the flooring of tents, indicating a 

place where people gathered at some time. 

The lake Saàhmı ı tì is described by a shortened form of the phrase sah 

naèhmı ı , which translates as 'where a bear swam across'. This tells people 

who know this name that there is probably a narrow place in the lake. 

This information would probably not be picked up without an accurate 

understanding of the root words for the name. 

The placename Kweagee was difficult to understand until Elders clarified 

the root words. They said that this name is a short form for the phrase kwe 

Madelaine Drybone, 
Adele Wedawin, and 

Paul Wetrade at 
Kǫ̀mǫ̀laa on Gamètì, 

1996. Courtesy of 
Allice Legat 
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naègee, translated as 'rocks carried again and again'. The story of the 

name indicates that the place is important for fishing, near a spot in the 

water where a long net can be used. The rocks in the name are the sinkers 

for the net. A long net requires cooperation. The name describes this idea, 

as the prefix na-, meaning 'again and again', is a sign of the action of the 

group.  

It was very important in our research that we rely on the most 

knowledgeable Elders for information about the origins of the root words 

in placenames. Their stories and instructions clarified many other 

placenames. Recording their information is very important to correctly 

document the indicators of what is on the land. For quite a few 

placenames, this information is lost in time. No information about the 

name is available, except that it is a name passed down from earlier 

generations. 

Placenames—Standardized Spelling 

One of our research goals was to establish and use standardized spelling—

consistent and accurate spelling. Consistent means using the same 

spellings for words, all the time. Accurate means spellings that are correct 

for how the words sound. 

It is easy to lose information or get it mixed up when spellings are not 

consistent or accurate. E.g. two Tłı chǫ words can look the same except for 

a low tone or nasal mark. 

▪ jıh — ‘mitt’ 

jìh — ‘fishhook’ 

▪ yehtsı  — ‘he or she is making it’ 

yèhtsı  — ‘he or she made it’ 

▪ tso — ‘firewood’ 

tsǫ — ‘rain’ 

▪ ıdà (or ıhdà) — ‘I was there’ 

ı dà — ‘he or she was there’ 
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These pairs of placenames have very similar spellings but they are not the 

same. 

▪ Kwekaghoòtì — 'Lake of Rough Tops of Rocks' 

Kwekagho ̨̀ tì — 'Lake of Jagged Tops of Rocks' 

▪ Ɂeehgotìtsoa — 'Small Clear Lake' 

Ɂehgotìtsoa — 'Small Elbow Lake' 

▪ Ts’ıɂehdaà — 'Spruce Point' 

Ts’ıedaa — 'Living Spruce' 

 

  

Elders Joe Migwi and Robert Mackenzie tell Georgina Chocolate who is buried on the esker close 
to Ts’ıɂehdaà, on Ɂewaànıt’ııtı.̀ Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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The meaning of different parts of a word can often be understood from the 

spelling. Accurate spelling is an important tool in studying placenames as 

indicators of knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. 

The standardized spellings used in this report are one of the major 

products of our research. The researchers followed the suggestions of 

Elders and worked according to the principles they developed. In general, 

the principles outline a process to match spellings to spoken words and to 

choose when one placename has two or more pronunciations. 

Accuracy and completeness are always important in research. As 

placenames are part of both language and culture, precise details of both 

aspects of a name are important. Spelling expresses the sound of the word 

and in many cases also expresses the word's origins and the parts it is 

Claim stake just below grave site near Ts’ıɂehdaà — that both Tłıc̨hǫ elders 
and government biologists in the 1990s wanted protected due to its 

environmental uniqueness. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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built from. With this research we clarified a number of names that were 

confusing. E.g. the names Kwedaakǫǫ and Kwedaahsìı were thought to be 

based on the basic words ko ̨̀  'house' and sìh 'mountain'. Accurate spellings 

showed us that the origins of these words are found in other root words. 

From further research we learned that these names actually tell us about 

physical characteristics of these two places. Kwedaakǫǫ is a short form of 

the phrase kwe dawhekǫǫ, translated literally16 as 'rock raised up [on a 

plateau]' and has nothing to do with a house. Kwedaahsìı is short for kwe 

dawhehsìı, translated as 'humped up rock'. This is a different idea than a 

mountain. 

The Tłı chǫ sound system is complex. Training, experience, care, and 

attention to detail are needed to come up with consistent spellings for 

placenames (or any set of words). 

The basic principles of the Tłı chǫ standard spelling system are presented 

in Tłı chǫ Yatıì Enı htł’è — A Dogrib Dictionary17 and briefly in Legat et al.18 

The Dene Languages Orthographic Standardization Committee, GNWT 

developed these principles in the late 1980s. Their report was presented 

to the Legislative Assembly in 1990. 

The most challenging thing in the Tłı chǫ system is spelling vowels: tone, 

nasalization, and doubling of vowels. The spellings used in this project are 

different from spellings in other group’s mapping projects, mainly in how 

we spell vowels. The ‘other’ spellings are quite accurate in representing 

consonants and word structures. Inaccurate or incorrect spellings come 

up partly from using computers not equipped with special symbols or 

fonts for writing Tłı chǫ language. The special symbols found in Dene 

spellings are very important for passing information from one person to 

another in writing. 

 
16 This means translated word-for-word according to the meanings of the root words. 

17 Dogrib Community Services Board 1996 
18 Legat et al. 2001 
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Spelling Principles 

These eight principles guided our work throughout the project. We based 

all our decisions about the principles on discussions with Elders. 

 Use the principles of Tłı chǫ Yatıì Enı htł’è — A Dogrib Dictionary to 

make spellings match pronunciations accurately. 

Dictionary principles include the use of certain letters to represent 

certain sounds, the use of doubled vowels to show vowels that 'drag', 

and the use of marks on vowel symbols for low tone and nasalization.  

The dictionary does not write high tone. In Tłı chǫ only low tones 

need to be written. Noticeably higher tones sometimes come right 

before a low tone. 

The dictionary usually avoids contractions, though some very 

common contractions are included. Contractions leave out letters and 

this could leave out important information. 

For the ‘alveo-series’ of consonants, the dictionary uses either way of 

spelling. The possibilities involve /s–sh/, /z–zh/, /ts–ch/, /ts’–ch’/, 

/dz–j/. The spelling depends on which sound an Elder or a translator 

uses. In the database, the spellings with /s/, /z/, /ts/, /ts’/, /dz / are 

usually used as the main spellings. 

Many terms and placenames have two spellings, to recognize 

consistent variation in how different Tłı chǫ communities pronounce 

words spelled with /ch/, /ch’/, /j/, /sh/, and /zh/, e.g. sìh • shìh 'hill 

or mountain' and Ɂedaàtsotì • Ɂedaàtchotì ‘Artillery Lake’. 

There are a few other differences in our spellings from spellings in 

the dictionary. Our research gives us confidence in what we have 

found out — placenames research was not a priority for the 

dictionary. E.g. we prefer the spelling Dıkwìts’ìı to what is in the 

dictionary [Dıkwìts’ì] because it clearly shows that the word is built 

out of the root words dı 'island' and kwìts’ìı 'comb'. 
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 Write the glottal stop in every position in a word—in prefixes and 

root words, even with a glottal stop at the beginning of words. This 

principle does not follow the dictionary. 

In the dictionary, ɂ is written at the beginnings of words as part of 

root words (e.g. ɂah 'snowshoes' or ɂoo 'spruce boughs') but not as 

prefixes or word beginnings. E.g. the words we write as ɂeɂèè 

'fishtrap or [beaver] dam', ɂełèèdlı ı  'confluence or fork in a river', and 

Ɂı hdaak’ètì —'Marian Lake’ are spelled in the dictionary without the 

first ɂ.  

As the dictionary aims to provide school children and others with 

simple spellings that are also accurate, their decision was an 

excellent one.  

 Write a compound word with no spaces in the word. E.g. Gǫąhtì — 

‘Sarah Lake’ rather than Gǫąh Tì 

Each placename expresses one meaning, which is a complete word by 

itself. Researchers do not have to make decisions about where to 

leave spaces in the placename and this simplifies their work. 

 Write three common suffixes (word endings) as follows, whenever 

they are found in placenames. 

• Write the possessed noun suffix used on nouns [PNSuff] as a 

low-tone copy of the last vowel of the word, with certain 

exceptional nouns.  

• Always spell 'small thing' or diminutive suffix [SmSuff] as –a. 

• Write the suffix of description [DSuff] on descriptive verbs as a 

high-tone copy of the last vowel of the word. 

Understanding these suffixes and their use helps in understanding 

the formation of placenames from their component parts and how 

they get the meanings they have. The suffixes are sometimes affected 

by the 'two-vowel pattern'. Words in Tłı chǫ can end with at most two 

vowels. 
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 Do not use the pre-nasalized consonants /mb/ and /nd/ at the 

beginnings of words, though there are some uses for them in the 

middle of words. 

 For prefixes in words with contractions of the /d/ sound, use the 

spelling with /d/ instead of the spelling with /r/. 

This applies to only one example in our current database, 

Kwedegootahą̀ taı ɂą̀a. 

 If there is a dialect difference over a placename, use the spelling that 

matches the dialect used by people who live in the area of the named 

place. 

This principle ensures that we record the most accurate (or correct) 

name for a place. By focussing on a particular area in the larger 

Tłı chǫ region and working with Elders who have often travelled far 

in that area the researchers got the best information. For places in 

areas known to many people, Elders agreed about the placenames 

given to us. Elders we worked with were extremely knowledgeable 

and always listened to each other, and specifically to the Elder with 

the most knowledge of particular locations. 

We were interested to find that 15 of the 980 places have two 

separate names. Sometimes only some people knew the two names. 

We were told that in some cases one name is older. E.g. the older 

name for Gamètì — 'Gamè's Lake' is Kwìgamı ̨̀ı ̨̀. The name Kwìgamı ̨̀ı ̨̀ 

comes from the person named Gamè or Kwìgamı ̨̀ı ̨̀ associated with a 

particular island in the lake.  

Elder Angelique Mantla told her grandmother's story about the 

person named Kwìgamı ̨̀ı ̨̀ who saved his own life. The man paddled to 

an island and went to sleep there. A bear swam across and was about 

to eat him while he was sleeping. He woke up in time and by using 

medicine to keep the mouth of the bear open he saved himself. Romie 

Wetrade gave some background on the story, saying that earlier 

Kwìgamı ̨̀ı ̨̀ had killed that bear's cub. When he paddled away the bear 

called to him to come back to shore but he wouldn't. The bear said 
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that he would take his revenge and warned the man not to sleep 

alone. The man said that he would defeat him. Later the bear found 

him and was crouched over him, licking him on both sides of his 

mouth to wake him up. When he woke up, the bear asked, 'how do 

you want me to kill you?' The man said to kill him alive. The man 

used his power to keep the bear's mouth wide open. The man asked 

the bear why he was fooling around with himself [to close his 

mouth]. The man grabbed the bear's legs and tore it in two, throwing 

one half onto the land and the other half deep into the earth. People 

should not sleep here. 

In other cases the two placenames are both used nowadays, as with 

Det’ǫtsodıì — 'Eagle Islands' and Tàtł’aadıì — '[unknown] Islands'.  

 Match the spelling to a commonly used pronunciation, not 

necessarily the most ancient pronunciation that is known. This 

principle came up in practical application during discussions when 

we asked Elders to choose between two or more pronunciations for 

spelling. 

Elders are aware of different ways of pronouncing some placenames. 

E.g. the placename Hàèlı ı  can be pronounced with /k/ instead of /h/ 

at the beginning of the name. Using this principle, Elders advised 

researchers to use the spelling with /h/ because it matches the more 

common way of saying the placename. 

This principle seems to come partly in conflict with the ‘avoid 

contractions’ principle.  This is settled by knowing that placenames 

are not equivalent to the combination of roots that make up the 

name. E.g. the lake named Teht’atì has its roots in the word tèeht’aà, 

meaning 'water lily'. But the name of this lake is never pronounced 

with the full form of tèeht’aà. Therefore, the spelling Teht’atì is not a 

contraction. 

The spelling principles are very important for the many placenames that 

are so old that their root words are unknown, such as Wèet’aà, Nàgotsaà, 

and many others. With these names it isn't possible to figure out the name 
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from the root words because they are not known. The sound of the 

placename and its matching spelling are the only ties to the location on the 

land and knowledge of that place. 

Accurate spellings are particularly important as Tłı chǫ and other 

Indigenous people shift from a tradition where knowledge is given orally 

from generation to generation, to where knowledge is given both orally 

and in writing. In an oral tradition, knowledge passes from one person to 

another and spellings are just reminders for names that are kept in 

memory. The authority lies in the knowledgeable person’s spoken word. 

When knowledge appears on paper, the expert and the learner may not 

know each other or have a chance to talk. The words might be known only 

in written form and the spellings must be consistent and accurate. 

There is also a key practical reason for standardized spellings. The 

placenames are part of a large and complex computer database. With 

standardized spelling, it is possible to find placenames and sort them in 

any research that comes after this project.  

And there are other things to think about in developing standardized 

spellings. If neighbouring groups of people each adopt similar spelling 

standards, it is easier to compare placenames for locations known by all 

groups. E.g. Tłı chǫ name the place where Gots’atìdeè19  flows into Sahtì  as 

Tıı ̨̀lı ı . Slavey people from Délı nę name this same place as Turılı .20  

These names appear to be built on the same root words.21 The shared 

name indicates knowledge of the place by both groups of people, and 

 
19 The most downstream section of the river officially known as the Johnny Hoe River 
20 Sahtu Heritage Places and Sites 1999 

21 The /u/ in Slavey words consistently corresponds to /ı/ in Tłıc̨hǫ such as in the Slavey and Tłıc̨hǫ 
names for Great Bear Lake: Sahtú and Sahtì. Likewise, /r/ found between vowels in Slavey words is 
consistently absent in Tłıc̨hǫ. The idea that the names in the two languages have the same root 
words comes from this kind of patterning in how words in the two languages are pronounced. 
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possibly also shared use.22 The possibility of comparing placenames in this 

way suggests an important area for future research. 

Standardized spelling is interconnected with how placenames are 

structured as words. When we understand word structure, it is easier to 

apply standardized spellings. The goal of recording accurate spellings and 

complete documentation of word structure is to make sure that the 

knowledge expressed in the names is available in written form to those 

who find it meaningful. 

Information from Tłı chǫ culture and language has been passed down from 

one generation to the next forever. Tape recordings and videos are 

another way for information to be saved and learned by the next 

generations. When spellings are accurate and correct, the spellings give 

another way to maintain the information in placenames into the future. 

 

 
22 The documentation on Turilı ̨in Rakeké Gok'é Godi: Places we take care of — Sahtu Heritage Places 
and Sites 1999 describes shared Slavey and Tłıc̨hǫ use of this area in the fishery. 

Allice Legat and Charlie Tailbone at Nıd̨zıık̨aà on Semı ̨t̀ı,̀ 2000. Courtesy of Madelaine 
Chocolate Pasquayak 
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Placenames as Indicators of Knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè 

This is an overview of Tłı chǫ placenames as indicators of knowledge of 

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. Placenames have so much to tell us.  

In a 2001 research project23 we sorted 310 Tłı chǫ placenames into nine 

categories. Each placename was assigned one category. 

Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames as Indicators of Knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè [2001] 

Category Frequency (N=310) 

Indicators of Probable Crucial Lakes/Rivers Information 114 

Indicators of Probable Landforms 35 

Indicators of Probable Locations of Mammals 31 

Indicators of Probable Vegetation 28 

Indicators of Probable Fish and Fishing Locations 28 

Name very old, meaning difficult to determine 27 

Indicators of Human Habitat 23 

Indicators of Political and Spiritual Sites 19 

Indicators of Probable Bird Sites 5 

This 2002 research project has a much larger sample of placenames, with 

980, and much more information and detail. The 980 placenames from 

this project are sorted into 13 categories. Some names appear in more 

than one category. These changes from the 2001 methods allow for a 

much more accurate and fair description of what was learned and what 

needs to be shared and understood. 

  

 
23 Legat et al. 2001 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames as Indicators of Knowledge of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè [2002] 

Category Frequency (N=980) 

Indicators of Probable Information about Still Water 499 

Indicators of Probable Information about Water Flow 296 

Indicators of Probable Landforms 485 

Indicators of Probable Locations of Vegetation 144 

Indicators of Probable Locations of Fish and Fishing 115 

Indicators of Probable Locations of Mammals 99 

Indicators of Probable Bird Sites 25 

Indicators of Probable Insect Sites 4 

Indicators of the Passage of Time 43 

Indicators of Spiritual Sites 53 

Indicators of Political Sites 9 

Indicators of Directions (excluding Water Flow) 18 

Indicators of Human Activity  

(Indicators of Named Individuals) 

176 

(55) 

The total number of indicators is almost twice the number of placenames 

in the database. That does not mean that most placenames have two 

meaningful parts. It is more complex than that.  
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These examples illustrate the reasoning behind how we organized the 980 

placenames into the 13 categories.  

▪ The placename Dlòomı ̨̀ts’ahtì — 'Side-lake of Squirrel's Net' shows 

how many indicators can appear in one name. This name indicates 

knowledge of mammals, fish, human activity, and water flow.  

▪ A placename based on the term ɂedaà '[caribou] crossing' indicates 

probable water and land formations and probable locations of 

mammals.  

▪ Indicators of water flow are separate from indicators of still water. 

A part of a name is counted for either water or water flow. For 

example, the term tı 'water/lake' is grouped under water, while 

dehtì 'river-lake' is grouped under water flow. Nàı lı ı  'falls' is 

counted as indicating water flow rather than water. 

▪ Indicators of landforms are separate.  

▪ A placename like Kwık’ìıɂedaà — 'Gun Crossing' is counted as 

indicating both water and land because that is in the nature of 

crossings.  

▪ A name like Kweı kahtì — 'Rock Narrows Lake' indicates water, 

water flow, and characteristics of the land. 

▪ Tıkwootì — 'Yellow Water Lake' is included in the ‘water’ category 

twice, because the descriptor 'yellow water' and the designator 

'lake' tell us what kind of place we are talking about. 

▪ Separate categories are indicators of political and spiritual sites. 

Many more placenames indicate spiritual sites than political. 

▪ The category of human habitation in the earlier study is broadened 

to include indicators of all types of human activity: e.g. fishing, as in 

Xomı ̨̀hk’è — 'Year's Net Site'; hunting, as in 

Mado ̨̀ o ̨̀ yek’eɂekwo ̨̀ ı hk’èetì — 'Lake on which Mado ̨̀ o ̨̀  Shot Caribou'; 

and other activities.  

▪ Since individual people belong to dè, we added a category for places 

named after specific people as a subgroup of those indicating 
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human activity. Bıdoòmǫmı ̨̀hk’è — 'Bıdoò's Mother's Net Site' and 

Whǫsìıweko ̨̀ o ̨̀  — 'Whǫsìı [Blackduck's] Camp' are two placenames 

counted in this category. 

 

 

Georgina Chocolate and Rita Wetrade in Rita’s childhood home at Whǫsìıwekǫ̀ǫ̀, 
Tıdeè, 2011. Courtesy of Allice Legat 

Elder Melanie Lafferty and Community Researcher Albertine Eyakfwo, at 
Whǫsıı̀wekǫ̀ǫ̀, 2011. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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▪ Placenames that refer to the passage of time in some way are 

classed together. This group includes several islands and lakes that 

have names containing the element gòloo 'burned over area', as well 

as other places such as Weyìıhàak’èe — 'Blasted Out from Inside'. 

All of these make obvious reference to time. 

▪ A minor category relating to directions includes placenames like 

Tsı k’eèmı ̨̀tì — 'North Net Lake' and Dehtìk’ètł’àahoteè — 'Portage at 

the Far End of Dehtì'.  

▪ A category for insects is a very small set that includes Ts’ıhdìıwàı lı ı  

— 'Ant's Mouth Stream'. 

▪ The placename term mı ̨̀hk’è 'net site' indicates fish and human 

activity. 

▪ A placename like Tatsakweè — 'Falcon Rock' fits into two 

categories; Tł’àmı ̨̀ɂehdaà — 'Bay Net Point' fits into four, indicating 

water, land formation, fish, and human activity. 

▪ There are placenames with meaningful parts that don't fit any 

category, e.g. Deghàedaa — 'Looking at Itself'. This placename 

presents an image of something outside any category in the table. 

▪ There is no category 'Name Very Old' because it is hard to 

determine how unknown elements in names function as indicators.  

Although we cannot directly compare the two tables, we note two general 

characteristics. 

▪ Terms related to land and water occur most often. 

▪ Terms related to water are more common than terms related to 

land. 

▪ Terms related to vegetation, fish, and mammals are important in 

placenames, but less common in the placenaming system than 

terms related land and water. 

We note other characteristics specific to the 2002 results for the 980 

placenames. 
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Placenames as indicators of change over time (43) can help us recognize 

and understand changes in the land caused by industrial development and 

other human activity. For example, Rayrock is the common name for the 

area where Rayrock Mine Ltd. mined uranium during the mid-1950s. 

When listening to stories of events before the mine, Elders often use the 

placename Kwetı ı ɂą̀a—where hunters used to walk to the top of the hill, 

sit, and feel happy as they watched for moose. The name evokes visions of 

sitting on the hill and observing an area full of life. If the event occurs after 

mine production, Elders use the name Rayrock, which indicates an area of 

death and destruction. 

Placenames as indicators of change over time are also significant for 

possible future use in exploring changes in the land caused by fire. If the 

dates of fires can be determined from human memory or records, a lot can 

be learned about biologic systems on the land by comparing sites where 

fires burned at different periods. Twelve places in our database of 980 

items have names that include the term gòloo 'burned over area'. The 

opposite term, dèdlı ı  'old growth forest area [where there hasn't been a 

fire]' is also significant. Our database includes six places named with this 

term or a related word. This information is of obvious value for 

environmental monitoring. 

The number of indicators of spiritual sites (53) is significant, although 

much smaller than the number of geographic or biologic indicators. The 

placenames indicate different kinds of spiritual forces, including spirits, 

burial sites, and others.  

On spiritual sites more generally, Elders discussed 148 sites out of 980 

that have special spiritual significance. These 148 sites include the 53 

whose names involve spiritual reference and other places where stories 

refer to burials or spiritual events. In our current research Elders also 

pointed out 20 unnamed locations of graves. Other research24 reports 40 

 
24 Andrews and Zoe 1997 and Andrews, Zoe, and Herter 1998. See especially Andrews, Zoe, and 
Herter 1998 for some discussion and classification of "sacred sites" in Tłıc̨hǫ territory. 
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burial sites and 14 other sacred sites along a single trail between Tıdeè 

and Sahtì.25 

The 176 placenames that indicate human activity speak strongly about the 

intensity of the Tłı chǫ people's connection to dè. Elders' remarks about 

placenames sometimes make the heart-felt connection between working 

and the land very clear. 

Long ago, Elders that were before our fathers and that worked upon the 

land were the ones who named the lakes, and to this day their names are 

still upon them and that is probably why they did it. And that until the end 

of the world. People do replace one another, but whatever [place] name is 

given, if Elders did not work the land the placenames would disappear.26  

Because they [our ancestors] thought it is a good land they worked 

extensively on it. Not only for fur but for something to eat.27  

Consider also a story that came out in our research on Tseèmı ̨̀ — 'River 

Mouth Net', a narrows, a great place to set nets for different kinds of fish. 

Long ago, a man lived there all year long, and when he was about to leave 

he said, 'oh my beautiful place', because of the fish. 

An interesting finding is that only two placenames in our list include terms 

for caribou: Wedzìımı ı tì — ‘Lake of the Male Caribou that Swam’ and 

Mado ̨̀ o ̨̀ yek’eɂekwo ̨̀ ı hk’èetì — 'Lake on which Mado ̨̀ o ̨̀  Shot Caribou'. Caribou 

is the most important animal to the Tłı chǫ and most families have a full-

time hunter. One might assume that if placenames are indicators of 

knowledge of dè, then placenames with caribou should be numerous. But 

within the Tłı chǫ worldview, it is disrespectful to mention an animal’s 

name. For example, a hunter will say they are going to a particular place 

but will not say why they are going. Similarly, a berry picker will explain 

where they are going. Out of respect, many placenames act as indicators of 

caribou but do not mention their name.  

 
25 Įdaà Trail linking Great Slave Lake and Great Bear Lake 
26 Joseph P’ea 97/08/13-2/5, cited in Legat et al. 1998 and 2001 
27 Jimmy Kodzin 95/10/26, cited in Legat et al. 1996 
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For example: 

▪ Ɂedaàtsotì • Ɂedaàchotì — ‘Lake of the Big Crossing’: named for an 

important caribou crossing. 

▪ Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì: there is a caribou crossing at a narrow spot on the lake 

where there is a place to lie in wait for caribou. 

▪ Kwık’ìıɂedaà — ‘Gun Point’: the site is on both sides of Deę̀zą̀atı̨̀ 

where caribou travel and is known as an important caribou water 

crossing. 

▪ Tł’àɂedaà — ‘Bay Crossing’: a major crossing for caribou on their 

trail. 

 

Elder Roseanne Martin at Deèzàatı ̀preparing ɂekwǫ̀ hide, 1999. 
Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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Our findings fit within Elders' knowledge and understandings in these 

ways. 

▪ As noted in previous studies28, caribou migration and distribution is 

unpredictable and variable. It is vital when traveling to know where 

other food sources can be located. A large number of the 

documented placenames are associated with fish or fishing. 

During spring migration of caribou, it was wise for people to camp 

near a good fishing area where birch trees were numerous. While 

waiting for the caribou, people sustained themselves on fish and 

built their summer canoes. If caribou did not arrive in the area, the 

people could move as soon as the water was open.29  

▪ Knowledge of water conditions and water flow is important when 

traveling by boat or in winter. Many of the names of waterways 

indicate water flow, water conditions, watersheds, and the 

relationship between land, water, wildlife, and people. 

Because Tłı chǫ people travel great distances to hunt caribou, it is 

 
28 Legat et al. 2001 
29 Legat et al. 1995 and 2000 

Elder Phillip Zoe pegging and drying a hide to make ɂekwǫ̀ rug, Deèzàatì, 
1999. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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vital that hunters know what water conditions lie ahead, especially 

when paddling birchbark canoes.30 

▪ A number of placenames refer to caribou by mentioning a favourite 

caribou food, e.g. Daàghǫǫtì — '[Type of Lichen] Lake’ or a caribou 

crossing, e.g. Kwık’ìıɂedaà — 'Gun Crossing'. These kinds of names 

are potentially more informative than names that just include the 

word caribou because they indicate descriptions of dè that are 

useful for other purposes. 

Because terms related to land and water are most common in the Tłı chǫ 

placenaming system, the next two sections discuss these in some detail. 

Separating land and water terms is somewhat artificial. Some terms refer 

to a combination of land and water, e.g. dı ı ka 'narrows'. And Tłı chǫ Elders 

consider land and water as part of the integrated relationships within dè. 

Placename designator 

Most placenames include a 'designator', a word that shows what kind of 

place it is: a lake, a river, a hill, a point, etc. E.g. for Ɂı hdaatì — 'Jackfish 

Lake', the designator is tı 'lake'. Some placenames do not have a 

designator. E.g. Kwekàatenaedèa — 'Little Flights across Flat Rocks' is an 

island, but the name doesn't include the word dı 'island'. In a few 

placenames the designator doesn't match the type of place it is. E.g. 

Dedìıtsı ̨̀wek’ewheɂǫǫtì — 'Lake on which there is a Moosenose' is not a 

lake, even though the name includes the designator word tı 'lake'. Instead 

it is dehgà ‘part of a river between rapids’. Examples like this are not 

common. 

Before going into a detailed discussion of these terms, we list the 

designators in alphabetical order. Suffixes (word endings) can be used on 

some of these terms. They change the sound and spellings of the words a 

little. 

 
30 Andrews et al. 1998 
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Alphabetical List of Designators in Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames 

Tłıc̨hǫ English Translation 

ɂeɂèè fishtrap or [beaver] dam 

ɂedaà caribou crossing 

ɂehdaa point 

ɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨ confluence of rivers or where rivers flow together 

ɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• ɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨or 

ɂetsèelıı̨ ̨

where a stream or river flows away from a lake  

ɂets’ahtì • ɂech’ahtì side-lake 

daaɂàa landing 

daadlıı̨ ̨ waterway between ɂets’ahtì and the main body of water 

dagoèɂàa landing 

dahɂaak’è site for casting for fish 

dea creek or small river 

deh river 

dehgà part of a river between rapids 

dehk’è channel or current 

dehtì river-lake 

dehtsoa creek or small river 

dı island 

dıı̨k̨a narrows 

hàɂaa where a place extends or lengthens out; if it is a river, the 

river is making a wider, lengthened area in a lake 

hàèlıı̨ ̨ mouth of a river, where a river flows out onto a lake 

hàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ mouth of a river when a river flows out into a bay 
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Alphabetical List of Designators in Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames 

Tłıc̨hǫ English Translation 

hàtaèɂaa where water extends or lengthens out 

hàtaıɂ̨àa where water extends or lengthens out near a place on land 

hoteh portage 

jìhk’è site for jigging for fish 

-k’ètsıı̨ ̨ ̀• -k’èchıı̨ ̨ ̀ base (of a point) 

kwe rock 

kw’ǫǫ̀ ice overflow on a river or lake in winter, or a glacier 

łàtaèhdlıı̨ ̨ watershed or place where streams flow apart 

mı ̨h̀k’è site for setting a fishnet 

nàelıı̨ ̨or nàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ falls 

sìh • shìh hill or mountain 

tahgà part of a river between rapids and the mouth of the river  

tata in the midst of waters 

tawoò open water in winter 

tı lake 

tık’ètł’àa the far end of a lake 

tł’à bay 

weghataıɂ̨àa straits or a passage of water through an area 

wek’enìwhelıı̨ ̨ where a stream reaches a lake 

weyèedıı whirlpool 

what’àa esker 
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Terms Related to Land in the Tłıc̨hǫ Placenaming System 

The placenames presented in this section indicate profound knowledge of 

land within Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. This section discusses terms for land 

used in Tłı chǫ placenames so that they can be recognized as parts of 

names and their importance can be understood. A few terms have a simple 

English translation, such as kwe  'rock' or sìh • shih 'hill or mountain'. Most 

terms are much more complex. 

The terms used to name land are organized here into four groups.  

▪ Kwe 'rock', sìh • shìh 'hill or mountain', what’àa 'esker' 

▪ Land in relation to water: dı 'island', ɂehdaa 'point', -k’ètsı ı ̨̀ 'base [of 

a point]', tata ‘in the midst of waters' 

▪ Movement through land/waterscape: ɂedaà 'crossing' and hoteh 

‘portage’ 

▪ The root –ɂàa 'extending or going out over space' 

Kwe 'rock', sìh • shìh 'hill or mountain', what’àa 'esker' 

These words occur as the designator in quite a few placenames. Here are 

some examples.  

▪ Ɂejıekweè — Muskox Rock' 

Ɂelàk’ekweè — 'Rock on Canoe' 

▪ Gohdlı ı hsìì • Gohdlı ı hshìì — 'Old Growth Mountains' 

Ts’èzǫo ̨̀sìì • Ts’èzǫo ̨̀ shìì — 'Old Woman's Mountain' 

▪ Wenàzèèwhat’àà — 'Wanazah's Esker' 

What’àtèwhekòo — 'Wide Flat Esker' 

In these examples, the spellings –kweè, –sìì • –shìì, and –what’àà include 

the possessed noun suffix (PNSuff)31.  

 
31 This suffix occurs on nouns when they are known in terms of a possessor, associated thing, or other 
defining element. See the section ‘Suffixes’ for details. 
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Andrews and Zoe32 made the point that places designated by the term kwe  

'rock' not only stand out as rocky hills but some of them were culturally 

important in an earlier time as quarries, places for finding specific types of 

rock. 

The term sìh • shìh 'hill or mountain' can be used to name a hill or 

mountain or else a ridge or range of mountains. 

The term what’àa  'esker' includes the root word wha- meaning 'sand'. 

This root word isn't used by itself. It is found in compound words like 

whagweè 'sandy area' and in a different shape in the common word ɂewaà 

'sand'. 

 

 
32 Andrews and Zoe 1997 

Ɂewaànıt’ıı, the esker crossing the lake Ɂewaànıt’ııtı,̀ 2001 
Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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Land in relation to water: dı 'island', ɂehdaa 'point', -k’ètsıı̨ ̨̨̀ 'base [of a 

point]', -tata ‘in the midst of waters' 

Other terms for landforms identify areas of land in relation to water. Dı 

'island' and ɂehdaa 'point' are simple cases. Dı 'island' is surrounded by 

water and ɂehdaa 'point' sticks out into water. In the following placenames 

these two words are used as designators indicating the type of place it is. 

In most of these placenames the PNSuff is included, with spellings -dıì and 

-ɂehdaà. 

▪ Yat’ǫo ̨̀ hdaadıì — 'Swallow Islands' 

Ɂedaghoòdıì — 'Gooseberry Island' 

Dıkwìts’ìı — 'Island Comb' 

Kwebàadıì — 'Island alongside Rocks' 

▪ Kweghoòɂehdaà — 'Rough Rock Point' 

T’èɂehdaà — 'Charcoal Point' 

Tłı ehxooɂehdaà — 'Dog Barker Point' 

Tsàtsèɂehdaà — 'Beaver Tail Point' 

The term –k’ètsı ı ̨̀ 'base [of a point]' can be added to the end of the name of 

a point. These placenames typically identify shortcuts for travel when 

going around a point would take longer or be more dangerous. 

▪ Wèet’aàk’ètsı ı ̨̀hoteè — 'Portage at the Base of Wèet’aà' 

The term tata occurs in placenames to designate land surrounded by two 

or more lakes. Tata itself literally means 'in the midst of waters' and is 

always understood in a placename in relation to a named lake. 

▪ Ɂek’atìtata — 'Land Bounded by Ɂek’atì [and Ɂewaànıt’ııtì and 

Nǫdìıhahtì]' 

▪ Kw’ıtìtata — 'Land Bounded by Kw’ıtì [and Tadeetì]' 
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Movement through the land/water: hoteh ‘portage’ and ɂedaà 'crossing' 

These two terms have meanings that include the physical relationship 

between land and water, and movement of animals or people through dè.  

The term hoteh means a portage on a canoe or sled trail going between 

lakes or going around rough or open water. The term literally means 'area 

across'. The word includes the areal prefix ho-, a word beginning that is a 

reference to an area or space. With the PNSuff, the spelling is -hoteè. 

▪ Hotehtso — 'Big Portage' 

▪ Łàtaèhdlı ı hoteè — 'Portage of Flowing Apart' 

▪ Nàı lı ı hoteè — 'Falls Portage' 

▪ T’oohdeèhoteè — 'T’oohdeè Portage' 

▪ Whagweètehoteè — 'Portage over Sandy Area' 

 

  

Community Researcher Albertine Eyakfwo and Jonathan Black, after carrying bundles across 
Sahk’eèdeèhoteè — the portage at Sahk’eèdeè where the river flows out of Behtsotì, 2022. 

Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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The term ɂedaà 'crossing' names fording places where caribou or other 

animals have trails across shallow waters. 

▪ Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı ɂedaà — 'Crossing of Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı  [Lake]' 

▪ Kwık’ìıɂedaà — 'Gun Crossing' 

▪ Tł’àɂedaà — 'Bay Crossing' 

The general term ɂedaà is understood as referring to a place where 

caribou cross. For other animals, the name of the animal is specified, as in 

the placename Dedìıɂedaàdehtìa — 'Little River-lake of Moose Crossing' or 

the term golǫdaà 'moose crossing'. 

In general, crossings and portages are of great cultural importance. People 

often gather and camp at these places, now and in the past. 

Shelly Eyakfwo and Lisa Smith helping Elder Jimmy Rabesca into boat at Sahk’eèdeè, 2022. 
William Drybones and Jonathan Black also ready to help, as is Jimmy P. Mantla in boat and 

Richard Rabesca sitting by boat. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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The root –ɂàa 'extending or going out over space' 

The words dagoèɂàa and daaɂàa identify landing places, where a trail goes 

off a lake up onto the land. These terms are based on the verbal word root 

–ɂàa 'where [an area] extends (or goes) up'. These two ‘landing’ terms are 

the same except for having or not having the areal prefix go-. 

▪ Ɂeehgòtìtsodagoèɂàa — 'Landing of Ɂeehgòtìtso' 

▪ Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àaɂelàetǫdaaɂàa — 'Landing of the Boat Trail at the 

Far End of Gots’ǫkàtì' 

Many words are built on the root –ɂàa and all of them relate to trails and 

pieces of land or other types of areas that go on for a distance in a line. 

Each of these words combines the root with a prefix (word beginning) that 

expresses the lie of the land or water. This root word occurs in roughly 36 

placenames in this report, including names for land and water, portages, 

and trails. Here are two more samples of placenames with this root. 

▪ Dehdootegoèɂaa — 'Area Extending Over Suckers' (a portage) 

▪ Behtsotìtıaghagoèɂàa • Behchotìtıaghagoèɂàa — 'Area Extending 

through the Ponds of Behtsotì' (a sled trail) 

The terms above include the areal prefix go-. Those below do not, though 

both sets indicate areas on land. 

▪ Nìı ɂaa — 'Reaching [by Extending]' (a very long thin point) 

▪ Kwetı ı ɂàa — 'Rocks Extending into Water' 

▪ Ɂehdaałetànı ɂàa — 'Points Extending to Each Other' (two points 

opposite each other) 

Some of the words with the root –ɂàa are spelled -ɂàa and some are 

spelled -ɂaa. We are not sure if there are two separate word roots meaning 

'extending' or only one. 33 The root words -ɂàa and -ɂaa include the 

descriptive suffix (DSuff) — an ending that turns verbs into descriptive 

words. 

 
33 See Howard 1990 for the roots meaning 'extending' in the South Slavey language 
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Terms related to Water and Water Flow in the Tłıc̨hǫ Placenaming System 

The Tłı chǫ language is very rich in descriptions of water. Of the 980 

placenames in this report, 690 refer to water sites. For people traveling 

long distances on the ground and over water, knowing about water and 

water flow is vital to establishing and following trails and routes, and 

forming mental pictures of the topography for getting from one place to 

another in the best way possible. The many ways that Tłı chǫ placenames 

refer to water clearly shows extensive, detailed, and intimate knowledge 

of waterways within Tłı chǫ nèèk’e and their importance in Tłı chǫ life. 

A few terms have a simple English translation, such as deh 'river' and tı  

'lake'. Most terms are much more complex. The terms are organized into 

six groupings, each with examples of placenames that use the terms. 

▪ Basic terms: tı ‘lake’, tł’à 'bay', deh river, dı ı ka 'narrows' 

▪ Dehtì ‘river-lake’ and ɂets’ahtì • ɂech’ahtì ‘side-lake’ 

▪ Terms that use the root –lı ı  'flowing of water’: nı lı ı  'flow', hàèlı ı  ‘out 

flowing’, ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • ɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  ‘tail flowing’, nàı lı ı  • nàelı ı  ‘flowing down’, 

ɂełèèdlı ı  ‘flowing together’ 

▪ Terms that use the root –ɂàa 'extending (going out) over space' (for 

areas on water) 

▪ Terms related to special conditions: tawoò ‘open water’, kw’ǫo ̨̀  

‘overflow’, and weyèedıı 'whirlpool' 

▪ Four terms related to fishing 

Besides these terms, three prefixes (word beginnings) relate to water. 

They are found in verbs or other words describing waterways. 

▪ ta- 'water' as in a lake or river 

E.g. the term tata refers to an area of land surrounded by lakes. This 

word can be divided into two parts: the prefix ta- 'water' and the 

word ta 'in the midst of'.  

E.g. if we look at the root words, the term tak’è means 'watery spot'. 

It is the term for the middle of a lake. 
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▪ te- 'in or into water' 

E.g. the placename Kwetı ı ɂàa translates as 'Rocks Extending into 

Water'. The syllable /tı ı / includes the prefix te- 'into water'. 

▪  tèe- or tè- 'underwater' 

E.g. the placename Tèetì literally means 'Underwater Lake'.  

Tı ‘lake' 

Tı 'lake' in Tłı chǫ is also the word for 'water'. Half the placenames in our 

list contain this term, either naming a lake or another location in relation 

to a named lake.  

 

  

Elders Louis and Therese Zoe enjoying view of the lake, Gamètı,̀ 2013. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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In the examples below, the word 'lake' is the designator, indicating that a 

lake is being named. The other part of the name describes the lake in some 

way. It is called the descriptor. Descriptors can have all kinds of meanings. 

They can relate to what is on the land, history, or many other types of 

information. The spelling with –tì includes the possessed noun suffix 

(PNSuff). 

▪ Gots’ǫkàtì — 'Cloudberry Lake' 

▪ Ɂelàetǫhtì — 'Boat Trail Lake' 

▪ Mado ̨̀ o ̨̀ yek’eɂekwo ̨̀ ı hk’èetì — 'Lake on which Mado ̨̀ o ̨̀  Shot some 

Caribou' 

▪ Kwenàı ɂaatì — 'Standing Rock Lake' 

Not every lake's name includes the word 'lake', but most of them do. 

Compared to about 500 names that include the word 'lake', just five lakes 

in our inventory do not have the designator 'lake'.  

▪ Dètaı ̨̀htǫǫ — '[Water] Contained in the Midst of Lands' 

▪ Ɂehk’èdoo — 'Upper' 

▪ Ts’ınàzèe — 'Hunting Canoe' 

▪ Ts’ooteı kw’ı ı ̨̀ '— [unknown] across Muskeg' 

▪ Wek’ats’ıì — '[unknown]' 

Lakes can be long or big. One way to identify one end of a lake or another 

is in relation to a trail. The far end of a lake in relation to travel away from 

a settlement is termed tık’ètł’àa. This word is found in only a small 

number of placenames, but is commonly used as a term in descriptions of 

travel. It highlights the delicacy and precision of the naming system used 

in the study area. 

▪ Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa — ‘Far End of Gots’ǫkàtì' 

▪ Dehtìk’ètł’àahoteè — 'Portage of the Far End of Dehtì' 

▪ Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìak’ètł’àahoteè — 'Portage of the Far End of Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa' 
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An exciting finding of this research is that some placenames indicate 

watersheds. Ɂehts’ǫo ̨̀dlı ı tì — 'Lake where Streams Flow Away from Each 

Other' is in the western part of nǫdìı, the plateau area in the western part 

of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. This lake is at the watershed between two 

great river systems, one draining into Dehtso towards the southwest and 

the other into Sahtì34 towards the northwest. The name itself indicates the 

special character of the lake as being at the headwaters. Ɂehts’ǫo ̨̀dlı ı tì is 

itself part of the river system flowing eventually into Dehtso. 

A major watershed in an eastern part of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèèı̨̀  is 

marked by two named portages. Both include the element łàtaèhdlı ı  

'flowing apart'. 

▪ Łàtaèhdlı ı  — 'Flowing Apart / Watershed' 

▪ Wek’ewhàı lı ı tìłàtaèhdlı ı  — 'Flowing Apart / Watershed of 

Wek’ewhàı lı ı tì' 

These portages mark the two ends of Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì — '[unknown] Lake'.35 

This lake is separated from Tatso ̨̀ tì — '[unknown] Lake'36  on the 

southwest by Łàtaèhdlı ı  — 'Flowing Apart / Watershed' and from 

Wek’ewhàı lı ı tì37 on the northeast by Wek’ewhàı lı ı tìłàtaèhdlı ı  — 'Flowing 

Apart / Watershed of Wek’ewhàı lı ı tì'.  

Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì is at the headwaters of a great river system flowing northward 

towards Deèzàatìdeè38 and the Arctic Ocean. The knowledge of this river 

system is indicated in the name of Wek’ewhàı lı ı tì — 'Lake on Which 

[Water] Flows for a Long Way'. In future research we hope to study how 

this watershed is thought of within Tłı chǫ nèèk’e. 

The way that one lake is identified hints at the presence of a watershed. A 

lake in nǫdìı named Ts’ootì — 'Muskeg Lake' is one of six lakes with this 

 
34 Officially known as Mackenzie River and Great Bear Lake 

35 Corresponds to the western part of Rawalpindi Lake (official name) 

36 Officially known as Grenville Lake 

37 Corresponds to the eastern part of Rawalpindi Lake (official name) 
38 Officially known as the Coppermine River 
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name in our current database. It can be identified as Tsàdeè yìınadà 

Ts’ootì — 'Ts’ootì going back into Tsàdeè'.39 From its position on the map 

it looks as if this lake lies between two branches of what is officially called 

the 'Horn River'.40 The two lakes closest to it seem to have waters flowing 

into the northern branch, termed 'Pine Creek' on official maps.41 This lake, 

on the other hand, flows into Tsàdeè, the more southerly branch. 

Identification of this lake in terms of the river it flows back into is 

particularly useful as an indicator of a watershed.  

Dehtì ‘river-lake’ and ɂets’ahtì • ɂech’ahtì ‘side-lake’ 

Two important terms identify types of lakes in relation to a river or a 

larger lake: dehtì ‘river-lake’ and ɂets’ahtì • ɂech’ahtì  ‘side-lake’. Both of 

these types of lake are described in terms of something else, and so the 

PNSuff is used, and ‘lake’ is spelled -tì. 

Dehtì 'river-lake' designates a lake that sits in the flow of a river. These 

water bodies are like lakes and rivers both. A current runs through them 

but they are wide enough for us to call them 'lake'.  

▪ Whagweèghaelı ı dehtì — 'Whagweèghaelı ı  River-lake' 

▪ Waàghoòdehtì — 'Waàghoò's River-lake' 

▪ Kwekaghoòtìdehtì — 'Kwekaghoòtì River-lake' 

▪ Ts’ıekw’ǫo ̨̀ tìdehtì — 'Ts’ıekw’ǫo ̨̀ tì River-lake' 

The term ɂets’ahtì • ɂech’ahtì has no good English translation. It could be 

translated as 'side-lake' because it names a lake off to the side of a more 

major lake (or waterway), joined to it by a short passage or channel. This 

word can't be used by itself in a placename. It is usually added to the name 

of a closely related site. This is true in the first three of the four 

placenames below. 

 
39 This stream is listed in our database as Tsàdèa — 'Beaver Creek' rather than Tsàdeè — 'Beaver 
River'. It is part of what is officially called 'Horn River'.  

40 We have not recorded all the Tłıc̨hǫ names of this waterway.  

41 We have not recorded the Tłıc̨hǫ name(s) of this waterway. 
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▪ Kweɂèèts’ahtì • Kweɂèèch’ahtì — 'Kweɂèè Side-lake' 

▪ Kwekàateèlı ı ts’ahtì • Kwekàateèlı ı ch’ahtì — 'Kwekàateèlı ı  Side-lake' 

▪ Kwık’ìıɂedaàts’ahtì • Kwık’ìıɂedaàch’ahtì — 'Kwık’ìıɂedaà Side-lake' 

▪ Taanıts’ahtì • Taanıch’ahtì — 'Middle Side-lake' 

The term ɂets’ahtì • ɂech’ahtì indicates a lake off to the side. It has two 

closely related uses in the placenaming system. Several lakes with this 

term in the name lie next to a major lake and off the main flow of water. 

Kweɂèèts’ahtì • Kweɂèèch’ahtì — 'Kweɂèè Side-lake' is a good example of 

this type.  It lies just off on the major trail between Ɂı ts’èetì — 'Moose 

Lake' and Sahtì — 'Bear Lake'.42  The lake on the trail is called Kweɂèhtì — 

'Kweɂèè Lake'. Both of these lakes are named for a site on the daadlı ı  

between them, Kweɂèè — 'Rock Fishtrap'. 

The names of ɂets’ahtì • ɂets’ahtì do not typically repeat the name of the 

neighbouring lake in the descriptive part of the name but use some other 

nearby landmark for this purpose. Thus Kwìtsèts’ahtì • Kwìchèch’ahtì — 

'Kwìtsè Side-lake', a side-lake by Tso ̨̀ tì (officially known as Lac La Martre) 

has a descriptive part based on the name of the small bay Kwìtsè • Kwìchè 

— '[unknown] Tail' rather than on Tso ̨̀ tì itself. 

Other 'side-lakes' are located to the side of the defining landmark but in 

the major flow of water. Examples of this pattern are No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ts’ahtì • 

No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ch’ahtì — 'Side-Lake of No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ' and Tseèmı ̨̀ts’ahtì • 

Cheèmı ̨̀ch’ahtì — 'Side-lake of Tseèmı ̨̀'. Names of this type do not 

themselves give indications of the major flow of water. 

  

 
42 Officially known as Hottah Lake and Great Bear Lake 
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Tł’à 'bay' 

Lakes often contain bays. The Tłı chǫ word tł’à corresponds to the English 

'bay'. This word may be the same root as the word 'bottom'. Bays are 

named for their shape or size, for the point of land that separates them 

from the larger body of the lake, or in terms of other landmarks or 

descriptions. With the PNSuff, ‘bay’ is spelled -tł’àà. 

▪ Tł’ààdoo — 'Long Bay' 

▪ Ts’ıɂehdaàtł’àà — 'Ts’ıɂehdaà Bay' 

▪ Ɂı hdaagokwı ı ̨̀tł’àà — 'Ɂı hdaagokwı ı ̨̀ Bay' 

▪ Dıkwìts’ìıtł’àà — 'Dıkwìts’ìı Bay' 

▪ Ɂehts’e ̨̀ ęk’ètł’àà • Ɂehch’e ̨̀ ęk’ètł’àà — 'Pickerel Site Bay' 

An example of a bay that does not include the designator tł’à 'bay' is 

Degaımı ̨̀hk’è — 'Holy Net Site'. 

Harvesters cleaning the area around a baby’s grave at Dètaı ̨h̀tǫǫ (a side lake) on Tsǫ̀tıd̀èè, 2022. 
From the back: William Drybones, Joseph Mantla, Jonathan Black, Larry Rabesca.  

Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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Deh 'river' 

Rivers make up the second largest set of named water sites. Some rivers' 

names are so very old that the root words are no longer understood as 

words of everyday language. Others are named after nearby landmarks, 

geography, plants, animals, people, and events.  

In Tłı chǫ, deh is the basic term for 'river'. When it is the designator in a 

placename, the PNSuffix form of the word ‘river’ is -deè. 

▪ Behk’òdeè — 'Seagull River' 

▪ Kwewıìtadeè — 'River in the Midst of Puffy Rocks' 

▪ Nàk’aèzıìdeè — 'Nàk’aèzıì's River' 

▪ Gokw’eèdeè — 'Umbilical Cord River' 

▪ T’oohdeè — 'Poplar River' 

▪ Ɂebòts’ıtìdeè — 'Ɂebòts’ıtì River' 

▪ Tehtsàatìdeè — 'Tehtsàatì River' 

 

  

Allice Legat discussing verification with harvesters Jonathan Black and Larry Rabesca at 
Behk’òdeè. Courtesy of Albertine Eyakfwo 
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Many rivers are named after the lake that they flow out of, including the 

last two listed above. This is an important pattern to notice, as the names 

of these rivers, because of their names alone, indicate very important 

information about water flow. 

One or two rivers are named after the lake that they flow into, a very rare 

pattern. The river that flows below Dehdaèhzaa, the Snare Hydro Dam, has 

two names. One is Ts’eètìdeè, after a lake upriver from the dam, and the 

other is Hobàatìdeè, for a lake below the dam. In terms of patterning, the 

second one is unusual.  

Two terms related to 'river' are dehtsoa and dea. Both mean 'small river' 

or 'creek'. These words are formed by joining the word deh with a suffix 

(word ending) meaning 'small', –tsoa or –a. (Because the suffix -a is quite 

common, it is described as SmSuff in a section earlier in this report.) With 

the PNSuff, dea is spelled -dèa in the placenames where it is the 

designator. 

▪ Dlòodèa — 'Squirrel Creek' 

▪ Tł’ok’àetǫdèa — 'Tł’ok’àetǫ Creek' 

▪ Ko ̨̀mo ̨̀ ladèa — 'Grave Fences Creek' 

▪ Gòlootìdèa — ‘Gòlootì Creek' 

▪ Tłı ehxooɂehdaàtł’ààdehtsoahàı ɂàa — 'Extension of the Creek of 

Tłı ehxooɂehdaàtł’àà' 

▪ Tł’ok’àetǫdèa — 'Creek of Foxtail Grass Trail' 

▪ Tsàdèa — 'Beaver Creek' 

Also related to deh ‘river’, the word dehk’è identifies a river or channel 

between larger bodies of water. According to the root words it translates 

as 'river site'. Dehk’è is the name of the channel between Ɂı hdaak’ètì43 and 

the North Arm of Great Slave Lake. 

 
43 Officially known as Marian Lake 
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Two other terms — dehgà and tahgà—are important in understanding 

placenames related to rivers. As words they have similar formation, 

combining deh 'river' or the prefix ta- 'water' with gà, meaning 'beside'. 

Dehgà is the term for a portion of a river between rapids. Tahgà is the 

term for the part of a river from a set of rapids to where the river flows 

out into a lake. There is no obvious translation for these terms. Both terms 

occur in placenames, though quite rarely. 

▪ Wek’ewhaèhtsootìdehgà • Wek’ewhaèhchootìdehgà — 'Dehgà of 

Wek’ewhaèhtsootì' 

▪ Wek’ewhaèhtsootìtahgà • Wek’ewhaèhchootìtahgà — 'Tahgà of 

Wek’ewhaèhtsootì' 

▪ Dehtsotseètahgà • Dehchocheètahgà — 'Tahgà of Dehtsotseè' 

▪ Wekwìt’aı lı ı tìtahgà — 'Tahgà of Wekwìt’aı lı ı tì' 

Placenames for rivers can be strong indicators of water flow. Knowing the 

direction of water flow is vital to travelling across the land efficiently. As 

mentioned earlier, a major pattern is that rivers are named for the lake 

they flow out of. Here are some examples. Each of these rivers is named 

for the lake that is its immediate or direct source. 

▪ Ɂehts’ǫo ̨̀dlı ı tìdeè — 'River of the Lake where Streams Flow Away 

from Each Other' 

▪ Tł’otetìdeè — 'River of Grass Flats Lake' 

▪ Ghòatìdeè — 'River of [unknown] Lake' 

▪ Ɂedetsı tìdèa • Ɂedechı tìdèa — 'Creek of [unknown] Lake' 

Another example is three rivers that form part of what is called the 

Wopmay River in English. 

▪ Kwebàatìdeè — 'River of the Lake Alongside Rocks' 

▪ Gòotìdeè — 'River of Worm Lake' 

▪ Tł’otetìdeè — 'River of Grass Flats Lake' 
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We also know of one or two rivers with names that don't seem to follow 

this rule. In future research studying names that don't seem to fit the rules 

can help us understand how they fit into the placenaming system. 

▪ Hobàatìdeè — 'River of Hobàatì' 

▪ Wek’ewhaèhtsootìdeè — 'River of the Lake on which Sand 

[unknown]' 

In another important but less common pattern, some rivers and creeks are 

named for a site at the river's mouth. 

▪ Denàdzìıdeè • Denàjìıdeè — 'River of Denàjìı' 

▪ Tłı keèdeè — 'River of Tłı keè' 

Or they are named for a place somewhere along the length of the river. 

▪ Ts’ıhdìıwàı lı ı deè — 'River of Ant's Mouth Stream' 

▪ Wenaelı ı deè — 'River Flowing Across It' 

These names too can be understood as indicating water flow. We need to 

do further research to understand what the name Wenaelı ı deè — 'River 

Flowing Across It' indicates. What (if anything) is the river flowing across? 

Other rivers are named so that they indicate something about the flow of 

the river. 

▪ Kwewıìtadeè — 'River Amidst Puffy Rocks' 

▪ Kw’ǫo ̨̀yeèhdeè — 'River of Overflow Packs' 

Or they indicate something about the land that they flow through. 

▪ Kweek’oodeè — 'River of Red Rock' 
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Dıı̨k̨a 'narrows' 

Dı ı ka 'narrows' is another basic term for water. A number of places are 

simply named 'narrows', 'big narrows', or 'small narrows'. There is a long 

vowel /aà/ when the PNSuff is part of the word for ‘narrows’. 

▪ Dı ı katso • Dı ı kacho — 'Big Narrows' 

▪ Dı ı katsoa — ‘Small Narrows’ 

▪ Nàtł’ıɂèèdı ı kaà — 'Narrows of Nàtł’ıɂèè' 

Most of the other narrows are named by saying something about the land 

in the area. An example is Ts’ıı kaà — 'Spruce Narrows', an old name for 

Behchoko ̨̀ . In these placenames, the word dı ı ka 'narrows' has a shortened 

form. Usually it is said and spelled as –ı kaà, with the first part of the word 

missing and the possessed noun suffix (PNSuff) added. It is unusual for a 

word to be shortened in this way, but sometimes there are exceptions like 

this. 

▪ K’ı ąhkw’àı kaà — 'Dried Birchbark Narrows' 

▪ Whaı kaà — 'Sand Narrows' 

▪ Hobàadıìaı kaà — 'Narrows Through Hobàadıì' 

▪ Naàzǫǫkaà — 'Narrows of Naàzǫ' 

▪ Ɂelèı kaà — '[Type of Clay] Narrows' 

▪ Kwekàı kaà — 'Flat Rock Narrows' 

▪ Behk’ìı kaà — 'Cliff Narrows' 

▪ Gòloodı ı kaà — 'Burnt Area Narrows' 

Four lakes in the study area are named after narrows. All these lakes are 

large and have a complex shape, with major narrows. The word dı ı ka 

'narrows' is really short in these names. It is even shorter than –ı kaà, so 

we hardly know the word for 'narrows' is part of these words. But Elders 

told us for sure that this is what the names mean.  

▪ Kweı kahtì — 'Rock Narrows Lake' 
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▪ Nǫdìıhahtì • Nǫdìıkahtì — 'Plateau Narrows Lake' 

▪ Ɂı t’o ̨̀ ąhtì — 'Leaf Narrows Lake' 

▪ Gǫąhtì — 'Pine Narrows Lake' 

The sound /k/ in Tłı chǫ is often pronounced like /h/. Because /h/ 

sometimes is not pronounced in some words in Tłı chǫ, the consonant in 

the middle of –ı kaà can be missing. That is what happened in the last two 

placenames. 

Terms that use the root –lıı̨:̨ nıl̨ıı̨ ̨'flow', hàèlıı̨ ̨‘out flowing’, ɂetsı ̨̨̀ıl̨ıı̨ ̨• 

ɂechı ̨̨̀ıl̨ıı̨ ̨‘tail flowing’, nàıl̨ıı̨ ̨• nàelıı̨ ̨‘flowing down’, ɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨‘flowing 

together’ 

In the Tłı chǫ language, the root word –lı ı  refers to flowing of water. It 

includes the descriptive suffix (DSuff) added to verbs to turn them into 

descriptive words. Without the suffix the root word is –lı . Several words 

are built from the root word –lı ı  to specify a particular type of location in 

terms of water flow in the area. 

Nı lı ı  is the simplest term built from this root. This word always occurs 

joined with other parts of words; it isn't known as a placename itself. The 

placenames that use nı lı ı  usually show how water flows or in what 

direction. When nı lı ı  is combined with other parts of words, the /n/ isn't 

pronounced; the /ı / or /e/ can be heard in the syllable before the root 

word –lı ı . In the placenames below, the word nı lı ı  is translated as ‘flow’. 

▪ Kweyìı lı ı  — 'Flow Inside Rock' 

▪ Whataelı ı  — 'Flow in the Midst of Sand' 

▪ Whalaelı ı  — 'Flow Where There is Sand' 

▪ Ts’ıhdìıwàı lı ı  — 'Ant's Mouth Flow' 

▪ No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı  — '[unknown] Flow' 

The terms hàèlı ı  and ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • ɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  are very important in providing 

information about the main course of water flowing in a lake. 
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The term hàèlı ı  includes the prefix (word beginning) hà- meaning ‘out’. 

Together with the root word –lı ı , the meaning is 'out-flowing'. This term 

refers to the mouth of a river—where it flows into a lake. In the 

placenames below, the word hàèlı ı  is translated as 'mouth'. This is a 

common term when talking in English about where a river flows into a 

lake. 

▪ Ɂı hdaatìdeèhàèlı ı  — 'Mouth of Ɂı hdaatìdeè' 

▪ Ɂeèdàtìts’ǫhàèlı ı  — 'Mouth from Ɂeèdàtì' 

▪ Yawàatìhàèlı ı  — 'Yawàatì Mouth' 

▪ Ts’èkomı ̨̀ı ̨̀tìhàèlı ı  — 'Ts’èkomı ̨̀ı ̨̀tì Mouth' 

Five other terms share some characteristics with the term hàèlı ı : hàı lı ı , 

hàɂaa, hàtaèɂaa, hàtaı ɂàa, and wek’enìwhelı ı . They all indicate different 

types of places where waters flow out to form a larger body of water, 

usually a lake. 

The term hàı lı ı  also means 'out-flowing'. It occurs in the following 

placenames, where a stream flows into a bay. This Tłı chǫ word is again 

translated as 'mouth'. 

▪ K’ıwìıhtìtł’àhtsoahàı lı ı  — 'Mouth of the Small Bay of K’ıwìıhtì' 

▪ Whaı ̨̀tsòotł’ààhàı lı ı  — 'Whaı ̨̀tsòotł’àà Mouth' 

According to the root words, the term wek’enìwhelı ı  translates as 'where a 

stream reaches [it]'. It is another term used for a river mouth. It occurs in 

placenames attached to the name of the lake that the river flows into. 

▪ Ɂehtł’ètìk’enìwhelı ı  — 'Stream Reaching Ɂehtł’ètì' 

▪ Daàts’ıìtìk’enìwhelı ı  — 'Stream Reaching Daàts’ıìtì' 

▪ Wekwìt’aı lı ı tìk’enìwhelı ı  — 'Stream Reaching Wekwìt’aı lı ı tì' 

The term ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • ɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  has root words meaning 'tail-flowing' and 

identifies a place where waters flow out of a lake. It is formed by ɂetsè • 

ɂechè ‘tail’ with nı lı ı  ‘flow’. Several placenames use the term ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • 
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ɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı . The most common way for it to be used is in the name of the lake 

that the water flows out of, as in the two placenames below.  

▪ Ɂek’atìɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • Ɂek’atìɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  of Ɂek’atì' 

▪ Beɂaıtìɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • Beɂaıtìɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  of Beɂaıtì'  

 

There are other patterns too. 

▪ Dıɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • Dıɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Island Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı ' 

▪ Tseèmı ̨̀ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • Cheèmı ̨̀ɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  of Tseèmı ̨̀' 

▪ Nàakaàzıìdeèɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  • Nàakaàzhıìdeèɂechı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  of 

Nàakaàzıìdeè' 

In the last two examples, the places are named after an important fishing 

spot and a river, rather than after the lake that the water is flowing out of. 

The term for waterfall, nàı lı ı  or nàelı ı , can be translated as 'flowing down'. 

The prefix (word beginning) nà- means 'down'. 

▪ Dehtìnàelı ı  — 'Dehtì Falls' 

▪ Nàı lı ı tì — 'Falls Lake' 

Rapids near Ɂek’atıɂ̀etsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨— the place where water flows from Ɂek’atı,̀ 1998.  
Courtesy of Dehga Scott 
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▪ Wets’ǫnàı lı ı tì — 'Lake from which [Water] Flows Down' 

The term ɂełèèdlı ı  refers to a river confluence, where two rivers flow 

together to make one river. The root word here takes the shape –dlı ı  

rather than –lı ı . This follows a general pattern in Tłı chǫ for situations that 

involve some back-and-forth action. Only a few placenames include this 

word. 

▪ Tso ̨̀ tìdeè Ɂełèèdlı ı  

At this place four waterways meet44, going to Tso ̨̀ tìdeè, K’eàgotì, 

Hozìıdeè, and Hàèlı ı . On an island at this place there are three 

graves: a son of Annie Black and two babies. 

▪ K’eàgotìdeèɂełèèdlı ı  

The term daadlı ı  uses the same lengthened root – dlı ı . This term refers to a 

waterway that connects ɂets’ahtì ‘side-lake’ and the linked body of water. 

It is used in a few placenames in the database. 

▪ Daadlı ı tł’àà — 'Daadlı ı  Bay' 

▪ Ɂı hdaatìdaadlı a — 'Little Daadlı ı  of Ɂı hdaatì' 

▪ Ɂek’atìdaadlı ̨̀a — 'Little Daadlı ı  of Ɂek’atì' 

The placenames below also involve the lengthened root –dlı ı . Each of them 

indicates a place where two waterways are connected in some way. 

▪ Ɂeghaehdlı ı  — 'Flowing Past Each Other' 

▪ Ɂehgàk’ìdlı ı ɂehdaà — 'Point on which Streams Flow Beside Each 

Other' 

▪ Ɂehts’ǫo ̨̀dlı ı tì — 'Lake where Streams Flow Away from Each Other' 

▪ Łàtaèhdlı ı  — 'Flowing Apart / Watershed' 

 
44 In discussing with Harvester Noel Football, Albertine Eyakfwo determined that when at Ɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨
there are three waterways meeting, but when go up to Gamètı ̀on the way to Hozıı̀deè there are four 
waterways.  
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▪ Wek’ewhàı lı ı tìłàtaèhdlı ı  — 'Watershed of the Lake on which 

[Water] Flows for a Long Way' 

The last three are especially interesting as they indicate watersheds. The 

first of that three is the name for a lake ‘where streams flow away from 

each other’. The last two are names for portages, built on the term 

łàtaèhdlı ı  'flowing apart'. These names are of major significance as they 

are indicators of knowledge of the landscape at a profound level. 

The root –lı ı  also occurs inside placenames, where the flowing of water 

provides a description for a related site. In the four examples below we 

find two lakes, a river, and a point. 

▪ Wek’ewhàı lı ı tì — 'Lake on which a Stream Flows a Long Way' 

▪ Wekwìt’aı lı ı tì — 'Lake of Top-of-the-Head Stream' 

▪ Wenaelı ı deè — 'Flowing-Across-It River' 

▪ Ɂehdaalàwhelı ı ɂehdaà — 'Point Where it Flows Around the End of 

the Point' 

Terms that use the root –ɂàa  'extending (going out) over space'  

The root –ɂàa ‘extending or going out over space’ was discussed earlier in 

the context of terms related to land. We mentioned how many words are 

built on this root and all of them relate to trails and pieces of land or other 

types of areas that go on for a distance in a line. This root word is also 

used in terms for areas of water. 

The terms hàɂaa, hàtaèɂaa, and hàtaı ɂàa all refer to places where water 

extends or lengthens out from a named place. The three of them are 

similar because they all include the prefix (word beginning) hà- 'out', plus 

the root word. The last two also include the prefix ta-. This prefix relates 

to water. 

In placenames these words are always used with a description, never 

alone. In the information collected to the present, hàɂaa always refers to 

the wider lengthening out or extension of a river out into a lake. Hàtaèɂaa 
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is used this way and also for naming the wider lengthening out or 

extension of other types of areas in water. 

▪ Hobàatìdeèhàɂaa — 'Extension of Hobàatìdeè' 

▪ Łıgòɂǫǫdeèhàɂaa — 'Extension of Łıgòɂǫǫdeè' 

▪ Ɂenìı tı ı deèhàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of Ɂenìı tı ı deè'  

▪ Tłı keèdeèhàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of Tłı keèdeè' 

▪ Nàbele ̨̀ ąhàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of Nàbele ̨̀ ą' 

▪ No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı hàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ' 

Hàɂaa and hàtaèɂaa indicate extensions or lengthening out in the direction 

of water flow, in that these places are 'downstream' of the site given in the 

placename. The term hàtaı ɂàa, a slight variation on hàtaèɂaa, is used to 

indicate extensions of water named in relation to a site on land rather 

than a site in the water. 

▪ Dedìıɂehdaàhàtaı ɂàa — 'Extension of Waters at Dedìıɂehdaà' 

▪ Kwedegootahàtaı ɂàa — 'Extension of Waters in the Midst of White 

Rocks' 

The term weghataı ɂàa 'extension or passage of waters through [it]' names 

a watercourse passing through and around a collection of islands. It occurs 

in the names below, translated into English as 'straits'. 

▪ Dıhoèlaaghataı ɂàa — 'Straits of Dıhoèlaa' 

▪ Tłeèdıìghataı ɂàa — 'Straits of Tłeèdıì' 

Several other names of places in water use the root word -ɂàa. Some 

examples are shown below, each including different prefixes (word 

beginnings) to show exactly how the waters go or pass by land. 

▪ Kwekàatı ̨̀ı ɂàa — 'Flat Rocks Extending Underwater' 

▪ Nìı ɂaataı ɂàa — 'Extending in the Midst of Nìı ɂaa' 

▪ Dètaèɂaa — 'Extending In the Midst of Lands' 
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▪ Nadègòɂaa — 'Where Land Extends Across' 

Terms for special conditions: tawoò ‘open water’, kw’ǫǫ̨̀ ‘overflow’, and 

weyèedıı 'whirlpool' 

These terms describe a particular physical condition at a water site rather 

than the type of site or location.  

Tawoò and kw’ǫo ̨̀  are terms for special conditions of water in winter. 

Tawoò ‘open water’ includes the prefix ta– relating to water. This is water 

in a river or lake that doesn't freeze or isn't frozen, usually because of a 

strong current or rapids at that site. Kw’ǫo ̨̀  is related to the root word 

ekw’ǫo ̨̀  'bone' and translates as 'overflow' or frozen ridges where water 

floods out from under ice on a lake or river and freezes in layers. These 

terms are used in a handful of placenames. 

▪ Tawoòtsots’ahtì • Tawoòchoch’ahtì — 'Side-lake of Big Open Water' 

▪ Tawoòmı ̨̀hk’è — 'Open Water Net Site' 

▪ Tawoòhàèlı ı tì — 'Lake of Open Water Mouth' 

▪ Ɂı ts’èedıìɂehdaàlǫtawoò — 'Open Water of the Tip of Ɂı ts’èedıì 

Point' 

▪ Kw’ǫo ̨̀htì — 'Overflow Lake' 

▪ Kw’ǫo ̨̀yeèhdeè — 'Overflow Bundle River' 

▪ Hodàèhkw’ǫo ̨̀dehtì — 'River-lake of Fallen-down Overflow' 

Because open water and overflow are dangerous for winter travel, we 

would expect to find these important terms used in placenames. At the 

same time, open water and overflow areas provide opportunities for 

fishing or other water use not available everywhere in winter. Knowing 

about these places through placenames is very useful. 

The term weyèedıı 'whirlpool' indicates a unique type of place in water 

because of its fearful nature. The word is translated into English in several 

different ways: 'whirlpool', 'underwater creature', and 'magnet'. Elders’ 

knowledge indicates that the first part of the word translates as 'inside it'. 
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Whatever translation is used, the location of weyèedıı is full of danger, as 

people and boats that venture close are always at risk. Stories about 

weyèedıı tell that the creatures causing the whirlpools do not necessarily 

remain at a place but may move or be defeated or harmed. One point and 

two lakes in our database are named after weyèedıı in the area. 

▪ Weyèedıı — 'Whirlpool' 

▪ Weyèedııtì — 'Whirlpool Lake' 

The longer name of the point Weyèedıı — 'Whirlpool' is Wetł’aezǫtì k’e 

Weyèedıı. Romie Wetrade and Harry Simpson both told versions of this 

story.  

About 100 people were coming back from hunting in the area Ɂık̨wę̨̀ę. 

They were camping together at this place. One man had a dream 

warning the people not to take their boats straight past this point. The 

people didn't believe him and said, 'what are you talking about that 

kind of thing for? It isn't windy!' Everyone on shore was packing 

everything up and there was a lot of commotion and rushing around.  

The boats left in the direction he had said not to go but he waited 

because he had the feeling that something was going to happen. He 

left in his boat but he stayed close to the shore. He could hear 

shouting and crying out from the people in the boats. The boats were 

going around and around and then they went down. The water just 

looked calm after this all happened. He was the only one who 

survived. He passed the word around about weyèedıı.  

In the past people had never heard about weyèedıı. So, a year later, 

he wanted to know what had happened to his relatives and how they 

had died. He was thinking about it and couldn't get it out of his mind. 

He knew that he would have to go back and find out what happened. 

Other people asked, 'what are you talking about?' They said they 

would wait for him at the other end of the lake in the bay.  
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He went to the place where his family was killed. His canoe was just 

going around and around and then it went down. When he arrived 

back he was telling his family that weyèedıı is very scary, and when his 

boat went down, he could see some kind of creature, and the boat 

went by him and through his hand. After, his boat made it to where 

his family was waiting for him. This way people would know what 

happened there.  

People are afraid to go there because of what happened earlier. 

Nobody is allowed to go there, no matter what kind of travel they are 

doing. The point is shaped like a house. On the top of the hill is a small 

lake. The water in it looks black, burnt, because of the black rock lining 

the lake. PHP-01/12/01-1/7 

Four terms related to fishing sites  

The term ɂeɂèè 'fishtrap' is quite old. The fishtrap could be a natural 

geographic formation or something built. The word is identical to 

'[beaver] dam' and since fishtraps are not really used for fishing 

nowadays, 'beaver dam' is the common translation. 

The three other terms are compound words, built out of the word for a 

type of fishing equipment and the suffix -k’è — 'site'.  

▪ Mı ̨̀hk’è is a place for setting a fishnet 

▪ Dzìhk’è • jìhk’è is a place for jigging fish 

▪ Dahɂaak’è is a place for casting for fish.  

Casting is usually done with a fishing rod, but sometimes it is done 

by hand, throwing a line into the water and dragging it or attaching 

it to something. 

About 20 placenames include the word mı ̨̀hk’è. Very few use the other 

terms. There are many descriptions for net sites. 

▪ Ɂı hdaamı ̨̀hk’è — 'Jackfish Net Site' 

▪ Łıedaebeemı ̨̀hk’è — 'Floating Fish Net Site' 
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▪ Bıdoòmǫmı ̨̀hk’è — 'Bıdoò's Mother's Net Site' 

▪ Xomı ̨̀hk’è — 'Year's Net Site' 

▪ Tawoòmı ̨̀hk’è — 'Open Water Net Site' 

▪ Tłeèdıìmı ̨̀hk’è — 'Tłeèdıì Net Site' 

▪ Degaımı ̨̀hk’è — 'Holy Net Site' 

▪ Kweɂèè — 'Rock Fishtrap' 

▪ Kweɂèhtì — 'Kweɂèè Lake' 

▪ Dahɂaak’è — 'Cast-fishing Site' 

▪ Tıkwootìdahɂaak’è — 'Cast-fishing Site of Tıkwootì' 

 

In their stories, Elders talk about many places besides these as fishing 

places. This concept holds true for all of the many terms used in 

placenames. A term describes more places than are named using that 

term. 

Elder Eddie Camille at 
Xomı ̨h̀k’è on Tıdeè, 2011.  
Courtesy of Rita Wetrade 
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Landmarks in the Tłıc̨hǫ Placenaming System 

A landmark is a familiar and important or recognized place that serves as 

a guide when traveling and navigating. Even a quick scan of the list of 

Tłı chǫ placenames reveals the frequent use of landmarks to identify other 

named places.  

The Tłı chǫ placenaming system uses landmarks in at least three ways 

within placenames.  

▪ Landmarks appear as a part of the names of other places nearby.  

▪ Landmarks are used to distinguish two or more places with the 

same name.  

▪ Landmarks used in physical relationship. E.g. a named waterway is 

godoo ‘above’ another place. The other place serves as the 

landmark. 

▪ Important lakes can be marked by the presence of paired 

geographic features with the same name positioned one on each 

side of the lake. 

These patterns of naming in terms of landmarks are of great interest in 

defining and understanding the Tłı chǫ placenaming system.  

Landmarks as part of names of other places nearby 

In the wealth of placenames that cover the Tłı chǫ region, many landmarks 

stand out by sharing their names with places next to them. E.g. these 

places are named after Nàbele ̨̀ ą.  

▪ Nàbele ̨̀ ąts’ahtì — 'Nàbele ̨̀ ą Side-lake' 

Nàbele ̨̀ ąts’ahtìdı ı katso — 'Big Narrows of Nàbele ̨̀ ą Side-lake' 

Nàbele ̨̀ ąhàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of Nàbele ̨̀ ą' 

Nàbele ̨̀ ąɂetsı ̨̀goèɂàa — 'Extension of [unknown] of Nàbele ̨̀ ą' 
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Consider the important lake Gots’ǫkàtì — ’Cloudberry Lake’. This lake's 

name appears in the names of other sites that are named after it. 

▪ Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa — 'The Far End of Gots’ǫkàtì 

Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àaɂelàetǫdaaɂàa — 'Landing of the Boat Trail at the 

Far End of Gots’ǫkàtì' 

 

Here are several other examples. 

▪ Ɂek’atì — 'Fat Lake' 

Ɂek’atìɂehdaà — 'Ɂek’atì Point' 

Ɂek’atìɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Ɂek’atì Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı ' 

Ɂek’atìdaadlı ̨̀a — 'Ɂek’atì Daadlı ̨̀a' 

Ɂek’atìdeè — 'Ɂek’atì River' 

Ɂek’atìtata — 'Land Bounded by Ɂek’atì' 

▪ No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı  — '[unknown] Stream' 

No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ɂehdaà — 'No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı  Point' 

No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı hàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ' 

No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ts’ahtì — 'Side-lake of No ̨̀ ǫyawhelı ı ' 

▪ Dehtsotseè — 'Big River Mouth' 

Dehtsotseèɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  — 'Dehtsotseè Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı ' 

Dehtsotseèhàtaèɂaa — 'Extension of Waters of Dehtsotseè' 

Gots’ǫkàtì — Ɂekwǫ̀ fall hunting camp, 1988. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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Dehtsotseètahgà — 'Dehtsotseè Tahgà' 

Dehtsotseèts’ahtì — 'Side-lake of Dehtsotseè' 

The element tseè • cheè does not seem to be used as a separate word in 

Tłı chǫ or other Dene languages. Therefore it’s meaning is a bit uncertain. 

In languages related to Tłı chǫ (e.g. Chipewyan and Alaskan languages 

Ahtna45 and Koyukon46) the matching element has been translated as 

'stream mouth'. This meaning goes along with the information from Elders 

that we are reporting on here. The uses of a number of the examples 

suggest that this term applies to the land at a stream mouth. But we have 

not confirmed this. 

A placename based on the name of a landmark can in turn serve as the 

landmark in a more complex name. 

▪ Nàbele ̨̀ ą — 'Otter [unknown]' 

Nàbele ̨̀ ąts’ahtì — 'Side-lake of Nàbele ̨̀ ą' 

Nàbele ̨̀ ąts’ahtìdı ı katso — 'Big Narrows of Nàbele ̨̀ ąts’ahtì' 

▪ Łıgòɂǫǫ — 'Area Where There is Fish' 

Łıgòɂǫǫdeè — 'Łıgòɂǫǫ River' 

Łıgòɂǫǫdeèhàɂaa — 'Extension of Łıgòɂǫǫdeè' 

The examples above show three levels of placenaming. Placenames at the 

second and third levels of reference to a landmark are very common. Our 

database includes a few at the fourth level, though these are rare. 

▪ Tatso ̨̀ tìɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı ɂelàetǫdaaɂàa — 'Landing of the Boat Trail of the 

Ɂetsı ̨̀ı lı ı  of Tatso ̨̀ tì' 

Tłı ehxooɂehdaàtł’ààdehtsoahàı ɂàa — 'Extension of the Creek of the 

Bay of Tłı ehxoo Point' 

  

 
45 Kari 1990 
46 Jetté and Jones 2000 
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A more subtle reference to landmarks is also possible. The pair below 

provides a good example. 

▪ Ɂek’atì — 'Fat Lake' 

Ɂek’adıì — 'Fat Island' 

Ɂek’adıì is an island on Ɂek’atì. Through the shared part of their names, 

ɂek’a 'fat', they are understood as being associated places in the same area. 

The three places below share the element ɂedaghoò 'gooseberry'. They are 

located together in a corner of Gots’ǫkàtì — 'Cloudberry Lake'. 

▪ Ɂedaghoòɂehdaà — 'Gooseberry Point' 

Ɂedaghoòdıì — 'Gooseberry Island' 

Ɂedaghoòtł’àà — 'Gooseberry Bay' 

Below are further examples of this way of using a common part of the 

names to group places in the same locality. 

▪ Ɂı hdaak’ètì — 'Jackfish Site Lake' 

Ɂı hdaagokwı ̨̀ı ̨̀ — 'Jackfish Axe' 

▪ T’èhtsedeè — 'Ash River' 

T’èhtsetł’àà — 'Ash Bay' 

▪ Nı ̨̀ht’èı kaà — 'Nı ̨̀ht’èh [blackened earth] Narrows' 

Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa — 'Nı ̨̀ht’èh [blackened earth] Pond' 

It is quite common for a pair of lakes close to one another to be given the 

same name. They are kept separate by calling one 'bigger' and the other 

'smaller' using the suffixes –tso — 'big' and –tsoa — 'small'. 

▪ Ɂehtł’ètìtso — 'Big Mud Lake 

Ɂehtł’ètìtsoa — 'Small Mud Lake' 

▪ Teht’atìtso — 'Big Waterlily Lake' 

Teht’atìtsoa — 'Small Waterlily Lake' 

▪ Hobàatìtso — 'Big Hobàatì' 

Hobàatìtsoa — 'Small Hobàatì' 
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▪ Łıt’aàtìtso — 'Big Fish Fin Lake' 

Łıt’aàtìtsoa — 'Small Fish Fin Lake' 

The two lakes are landmarks for one another. To a lesser extent this 

pattern is also used with other types of geographical features, as in the 

placenames below. 

▪ Dı ı katso — 'Big Narrows' 

Dı ı katsoa — 'Small Narrows' 

▪ Ɂedazo ̨̀ tso — 'Big [old-aged47]'(a point) 

Ɂedazo ̨̀ tsoa — 'Small [old-aged]' (a point) 

▪ Whagweèhdıì — 'Sandy Area Island' 

Whagweèhdìa — 'Sandy Area Islet' 

Landmarks as identifiers—to distinguish two or more places with the 

same name 

As in any major list of placenames, there are many times when two or 

more places have the same name. To keep these places apart, our research 

shows that nearby landmarks are used as identifiers. Placename 

identifiers play a significant role in drawing mental maps for Mǫwhì 

Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè and Tłı chǫ nèèk’e.  

One example is Gots’ǫkàtì k’e Ɂedaghoòtł’àà — 'Gooseberry Bay on 

Gots’ǫkàtì'. This phrase identifies one of the two bays in the Tłı chǫ 

territory called Ɂedaghoòtł’àà — 'Gooseberry Bay'.  

Another example is Behk’ìı kaà Yawàatì — 'Yawàatì of Behk’ìı kaà'. 

Behk’ìı kaà is the landmark. The phrase tells us that we are talking about a 

lake named Yawàatì that is at Behk’ìı kaà.  

  

 
47 Dr. John B. Zoe noted that Zǫ̀ means ‘old-aged’, therefore his1 translation replaced ‘unknown’.   
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Here are some other examples of how landmarks are used to identify two 

places with the same name. The phrase with each placename is the key to 

which place is being talked about. 

▪ Gamètì Tł’ààdoo — 'Tł’ààdoo of Gamètì' 

Ɂı t’o ̨̀ ąhtì Tł’ààdoo — 'Tł’ààdoo of Ɂı t’o ̨̀ ąhtì' 

▪ Nı ̨̀ht’èı kaà Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa — 'Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa of Nı ̨̀ht’èı kaà' 

Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa — 'Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa of Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa' 

Names of places identified by a landmark like these are similar to two-

level placenames such as Dehtsotseèts’ahtì — 'Side-lake of Dehtsotseè'. 

The difference is that in a name like Dehtsotseèts’ahtì, the side-lake 

doesn't have its own name. With the pair above, each of the ponds does 

have a name: Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa. They are known as places independent of any 

other place. 

Landmarks of physical relationship: godoo ‘above’ and others 

With some placenames, the term godoo ‘above’ describes the relationship 

between the place/waterway and the landmark. E.g. with the example 

Dı ı katso godoo Yawàatì — 'Yawàatì above Dı ı katso' the landmark Dı ı katso 

joins to a lake named Yawàatì with the word godoo ‘above’. This tells us 

about the relationship between the place/lake (Yawàatì) and the 

landmark (Dı ı katso).  

This pattern uses the most common linking word godoo ‘above’. Here are 

some other examples of landmarks along waterways and travel routes. 

▪ Kweı kaàtsoa godoo Dats’aɂòtì — 'Dats’aɂòtì above Kweı kaàtsoa' 

▪ Tseèmı ̨̀ godoo Dats’aɂòtì — 'Dats’aɂòtì above Tseèmı ̨̀' 

▪ Tso ̨̀ tì godoo Gòlootì — 'Gòlootì above Tso ̨̀ tì' 

▪ Nàbele ̨̀ ą godoo Yawàatì — 'Yawàatì above Nàbele ̨̀ ą 

▪ Tso ̨̀ tì godoo Gòlootì — 'Gòlootì above Tso ̨̀ tì' 

In these examples the landmark is downstream of the named place. This 

way of naming not only identifies one place from among others with the 
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same name but it also indicates something about its location on the land. It 

makes sense for the landmark to be on the usual path towards the place. 

Two places in the North Arm of Tıdeè48 are identified as being 'above' a 

landmark. They are Dınàgà godoo Tł’àgotso — 'Big Bay above Dınàgà [an 

island]' and Edzo wegodoa Ts’ıɂehdaà • Ch’ıɂehdaà — 'Spruce Point a little 

above Edzo'. 

Besides godoo 'above', several other words are used to describe how a 

place is physically related to a landmark. The placenames below show 

some of the possibilities we found in our research. 

▪ Waàghoò ts’ǫ nı wà-lea Gòlootì whehtǫǫ — 'Gòlootì sitting not far 

from Waàghoò' 

▪ Weyèedııtì ɂı ts’èehɂo ̨̀ ǫneè Wedaàwhìleetì — 'Wedaàwhìleetì on the 

other side of Weyèedııtì' 

▪ No ̨̀ ǫhɂèe godaà Kwedaahshìı — 'Kwedaahshìı ahead of No ̨̀ ǫhɂèe' 

▪ Naedıı t’ıı tadaà Hàèlı adeèhàɂàa — 'Hàèlı adeèhàɂàa across from 

Naedıı t’ıı' 

▪ Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì k’e K’òotseè — 'K’òotseè on Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì' 

▪ Weyìıts’atłaa wezhıì Ɂehdaakw’oò — 'Ɂehdaakw’oò below 

Weyìıts’atłaa' 

▪ Tsàdeè yìınadà Ts’ootì — 'Ts’ootì going back into Tsàdeè' 

The last example is quite interesting. When the lake Ts’ootì is identified in 

this way, it suggests a watershed boundary area. We would like to test this 

idea in future research. 

A few placenames are built on words like godoo 'above' with the nearby 

landmark left unsaid. E.g. Ɂehk’èdoodehtì — 'Upper River-lake' is built on 

the root word -doo 'above'. This place is the river-lake above 

Wedzeèbàadehtì 'Wedzeèbàa's — ‘[Pierre Washie] River-lake', the 

 
48 Officially known as Great Slave Lake 
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landmark that is not mentioned. Another example is the lake called 

Ɂehk’èdoo — 'Upper' above Tso ̨̀ tì on its eastern side. This pattern of 

naming goes right along with greater patterns in the Tłı chǫ placenaming 

system. 

Paired placenames around a landmark 

Our research shows indications of another system in naming places. We 

didn’t have the resources to look deeply into this topic and feel this needs 

more research. 

Nı ̨̨̀ht’èhtìa and Sąa ̨̨̀deèdehtì 
Two important lakes in the Tłı chǫ territory are Gots’o ̨̀kàtì — 'Cloudberry 

Lake'49 and Deèzàatì — '[unknown] Lake'50.  On each side of these lakes is a 

pair of smaller lakes with the same name. Two ponds both named 

Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa are found on either end of the trail that passes through 

Gots’o ̨̀kàtì. Two river-lakes called Sąa ̨̀deèdehtì are found west and east of 

Deèzàatì. No other lakes in the whole Tłı chǫ region are named Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa 

or Sąa ̨̀deèdehtì. Elders pointed out to the researchers that these smaller 

lakes are in a special relationship to the lake of importance. 

K’ıwìıdeè 
Two rivers with the same name, K’ıwìıdeè — 'Birch Cluster River' both 

flow into a lake called K’àdzàetì — 'Dry Willow Lake' on the western 

border of Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. One flows from the northeast of the 

lake and one from the northwest. These are the only two rivers in our 

current database to have this name. 

An explanation for some of the pairs of names may come from habitat. 

About Nı ̨̀ht’èhtìa, Elders told us that the name seems to refer to blackened 

earth. As the land around Gots’ǫkàtì is black with a kind of moss, the two 

named lakes may be used to mark off the habitat in which Gots’ǫkàtì sits. 

The same could be true of the land surrounding K’àdzàetì. This land may 

 
49 Officially known as Mesa Lake 

50 Officially known as Point Lake and Lake Providence 
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be particularly good for birch, so there are two rivers named K’ıwìıdeè. 

More research is needed to understand this patterning of placenames. 

Dats’aɂòtì 
Three lakes in the study area have the name Dats’aɂòtì — 'Lake of 

Floating'. It is interesting that these three lakes are not found just 

anywhere in the Tłı chǫ territory but lie in a line roughly alongside the 

eastern shores of Ɂı t’o ̨̀ ąhtì — ‘leaf narrows lake’, Kweı kahtì — ‘rock 

narrows lake’, and Ɂı ts’èetì — ‘moose lake’. These are lakes on the major 

trail to Sahtì. And all three are similar in size and shape. Future research 

might be able to tell us more about this pattern. 

Yawàatì 
Two large lakes have the name Yawàatì (root words not known), to the 

east of Ɂı ts’èetì, close to each other. These two lakes are larger than the 

lakes named Dats’aɂòtì, but roughly the same size as one another and 

similar in shape. Further study might show whether they fit the same 

pattern. A third lake with this name, much further east, may not fit into the 

pattern. 

Wèet’aà and K’òotseè 
These names belong to peninsulas (points of land): Wèet’aà (root words 

not known) and areas at the mouths of two creeks: K’òotseè — 'Willow 

Mouth'. The two places sharing a name are close to one another on the 

same trail. No other places with the same name are known elsewhere in 

the Tłı chǫ territory. 

The two points named Wèet’aà are on Gots’o ̨̀kàtì — ‘Cloudberry Lake’ and 

Tatso ̨̀ tì — ‘[unknown] Lake’. These are historically and culturally 

important lakes next to each other on a great trail leading to hozìı ‘tundra’.  

The two wooded areas named K’òotseè are on Tatso ̨̀ tì and Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì51,  the 

next lake on the outward journey towards hozìı. K’òotseè is a name that 

mentions willow. These lakes are east towards detsı laa ‘treeline’. These 

placenames in this region might indicate areas with trees, as trees would 

 
51 The western part of the body of water officially known as Rawalpindi Lake in English 
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be in short supply and very necessary. These places next to each other 

with the same names are striking, and again possibly point to a significant 

pattern in placenaming. 

If there is a pattern in these or other pairs of names, it appears to be an old 

pattern, as most of the names involved are old names with unknown root 

words. The pattern is very noteworthy because it goes against a principle 

that sites with the same name are not close to each other for fear of getting 

them mixed up. What these pairs or triples of names seem to do is mark a 

zone of significance for habitat or travel. Future research is needed. 

In summary, landmarks play a role in the organization of placenaming in 

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. Named landmarks in the Tłı chǫ topography 

anchor the identification of other places. They relate places and routes of 

travel. The placenaming patterns using landmarks, laid on top of 

principles of naming based on water flow, create a network of names to 

give those travelling across the land sure signs of their path and what lies 

ahead. 

Future study might focus on the landmarks themselves to understand the 

role of landmarks more fully and why these places and not others are the 

anchors in the system. 

Besides the use of landmarks, there is also a more general system where 

places are identified by region, e.g. hozìı k’e Ɂǫhtsı ̨̀k’e — 'Ɂǫhtsı ̨̀k’e in the 

tundra'. The research on this system still has to be done. We expect 

further study to provide information to separate out Tłı chǫ regions such 

as hozìı ‘barrenlands/tundra’, detsı laa ‘treeline’, detsı ta ‘woods’, and nǫdìı 

‘plateau’ and show the importance of these regions in the history of the 

Tłı chǫ people. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

It is important to stand back from the details of the research results to 

consider the larger patterns and bring together the questions for further 

research. Our research clearly demonstrates that placenames are 

indicators of knowledge of Tłı chǫ nèèk’e of which Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè 

is a part. The term dè accurately describes the extent and complexity of 

the knowledge. It encompasses all living and non-living things, existing in 

relationship with each other, and having life and spirit. Placenames are 

indicators of knowledge of enduring ways of living on the land and 

cooperating with one another to make a good life. 

Each of our previous reports52 presents a particular focus on dè: places, 

habitats, and information about placenames. Our focus in this report has 

been on the system for naming places in the Tłı chǫ language and what this 

system indicates, especially about water flow and landmarks. Since most 

other research in the NWT does not have such a heavy focus on language, 

this study is potentially useful to researchers in other areas for 

comparative purposes. 

During the entire research process, Elders emphasized the work with 

placenames as an effective and appropriate way to monitor Mǫwhì Gogha 

Dè Nı ı tłèè. They know that places and associated stories can be linked 

with indicators to note and understand changes that are occurring, and to 

take action to adapt to change. Traditional monitoring methods help 

protect Tłı chǫ nèèk’e and ensure Tłı chǫ people's spiritual, emotional, and 

physical wellbeing forever. 

From what Elders Joseph P’ea, Jimmy Kodzin, and others have said, dè in 

the traditional Tłı chǫ view is not to be left idle but is to be worked and 

enjoyed. The blessings of the land and of working on the land have been 

brought out in other studies.53 Elder Joe Suzie Mackenzie, in considering 

 
52 Legat et al. 1995, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001; Chocolate et al. 2000 
53 In particular Legat et al. 1996 and Chocolate et al. 2000 
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changes he sees taking place on the land, composed a marvellous 

prayer/poem on these themes54. 

Thank you for the land55 

In the barrens, on the land, it's very beautiful! 

People work on the land, 

Evidently, lots of people have worked on the land. 

The land is big, it seems like it's by itself. 

God's words, blessings, don't seem to be on it. 

Already, how can it be that white people, with the land 

Being very big, are working on it? 

Do white people pray on the land? It's not known. 

God's words, blessings, need to be on it, not without. 

How will it be? — Don't know, don't know, for the future. 

The land is very beautiful! 

This is what I think and say. 

Émile Petitot’s Understandings of Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames 

Donat Savoie edited a book56 documenting Émile Petitot’s research in the 

last century. It is beneficial to those investigating history and geography in 

this area and neighbouring territory. Of the 1534 items in the toponymic 

inventory57 in that book, 211 relate to places in the Tłı chǫ traditional 

territory. Some places are listed twice, so the inventory documents about 

200 separate named places.  

Petitot gives more than one name for some places, as is true in the 

alphabetical list of placenames in this report. He recounts stories about 

 
54 Translated by Gabrielle Mackenzie-Scott 
55 Joe Suzie Mackenzie BHPbio-98/08/05, cited in Chocolate et al. 2000 
56 Savoie 2001 

57 Rachelle Castonguay compiled and edited the inventory, which is most of chapter III of Savoie, 
2001. Toponymy is the study of place names. 
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places and sometimes provides lyrical descriptions of the sites he visited 

and details of travel routes, fisheries, hunting trips, and other information 

that is very valuable for understanding aspects of dè and the Tłı chǫ 

relationship to it. This quotation describes the lake identified as K’eàgotì 

— ‘Hislop Lake’ in the alphabetical list. 

When the night's chill air had crusted the snow's surface and thus 

firmed up the paths, we set out again and crossed the lake Ki-go-tc-ié 

(lac aux Lièvres blancs) [lake of white hares], to which I gave the name 

of Mr. Hardisty, the officer in charge of the Mackenzie River district.58 

Petitot's description matches our information on a point on Gamètì called 

Kweɂehdaà — 'Rock Point'. 

Olivier showed me a granite promontory rising on the left side of the 

lac des Lacets-à-Lièvres [Hare Snare Lake]. it is called the cap de Roche 

[Rock Cape], Kfwè-êta. Exactly opposite, on the other side of the lake, 

rises the cap Qui a laché la montagne [Cape which has let go of the 

mountain (?)], Kfwè-naréti-êta. Another excision in stone. Between 

these two capes the lake is only half a league broad, and is thickly 

strewn with clumps of greenery. Because of this, the reindeer use this 

site as their summer pass when they leave the interior and make their 

way northward to the open steppes of the Arctic coast. …This was the 

strait where we were to meet the rest of the Ta-Kfwèlè ottinè tribe, 

who were going to give us something to eat.59  

Petitot describes the lake called Yaɂı ı tì — ‘Lac Séguin’. 

On the northern slope of the montagne des Loges à Castor [Beaver 

Lodge Mountain], we immediately find the large lake Yanéhi tié, a 

name that contains the particle néhi, a vision of something that is 

supposed yet not expressed—probably reindeer. The lake is divided 

into five bays, of which the southeastern one is the largest. From a 

 
58 Savoie 2001 citing a letter from Petitot to J. Fabre O.M.I. 30 September 1864 
59 Savoie 2001 citing Petitot 1891 
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bay on the northwest, a Dogrib [Tłıc̨hǫ] trail leads to the Coppermine 

River. The lake is as large as the lac Ste. Croix [Holy Cross], but does 

not possess a single island. I did not cross it, indeed I did not even go 

down to it, but I gave it the name of Séguin.60  

The mountain described in this quotation below is identified as 

Gokw’ahshìì in the alphabetical list of placenames. 

We descended then onto the lac des Pyrites [Pyrite Lake], which we 

crossed without sledges, carrying only a game bag containing 

provisions, and hunting ammunition for Nantèli, who also had his gun. 

We occupied the entire day in traversing the lake, and encamped 

below the declivities of a long mountain called Kokkwa-jyoué or du 

Barrage [Barrier], because it forms a complete separation between 

the tributaries of Great Slave Lake and those of Great Bear Lake.61  

In these cases and many others the places are known in Tłı chǫ by the 

same names today as they were in the 1860s. In some other cases this is 

not true. An example is the name of the lake officially known as 'Snare 

Lake', called Wekweètì — ‘Lake of his Rock' in the list of placenames, and 

called Ka-mi-tcié — 'Hare Snare Lake' by Petitot.62  

It would be interesting to compare what is known today with what Father 

Petitot recorded so many years ago. The few examples from Savoie’s book 

give a hint of the kinds of commentary he wrote about the places he 

visited. He recorded a lot of information and it could be significant for 

understanding history, geography, travel routes, and the mental maps of 

Tłı chǫ people, changes in the land, and other studies about Tłı chǫ nèèk’e. 

 

 
60 Savoie 2001 citing a letter from Petitot to E.G. Deville, no date 
61 Savoie 2001 citing Petitot 1891 
62 Savoie 2001 item 756 
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Alphabetical List of Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames — Dè Goız̨ì 

The placenames are listed in a table, in alphabetical order, according to 

the Tłı chǫ alphabet and spelling. The table has three columns. 

▪ Column 1: Tłı chǫ name 

▪ Column 2: Map number and ‘official’ name (if one exists) 

▪ Column 3: Literal translation and remarks 

Tłıc̨hǫ name 
The spellings for the Tłı chǫ name are based on the spelling principles we 

developed with Elders. See the section ‘Standardized Spelling’ for a list of 

the spelling principles and a detailed discussion.  

A few places have two names. Both names are noted in the table. As well, a 

number of names appear more than once. To distinguish one place from 

another with the same name, the placename includes an important 

geographic feature in the neighbourhood to identify the place. See the 

section ‘Landmarks’ for details. 

Map number and official name 
When a place has an official name on a government map, this column gives 

that name. It also includes map numbers to localize named places. The 

map numbers refer to Canadian topographic maps: 1:50,000 scale and 

1:250,000 scale. See pages 99 to 101 for more information about these 

maps and how to use them. 

Tłı chǫ and official names for a place do not necessarily cover the same 

area. E.g. the Tłı chǫ lake named Wekweètì is a body of water identified by 

two official names: Snare Lake and Roundrock Lake. Rawalpindi Lake 

corresponds with two Tłı chǫ lakes: Wek’ewhàı lı ı tì (in the east) and 

Ɂetsaàɂı ̨̀ı tì (in the west). 
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Literal translation and remarks 
This column gives a literal or word-for-word translation of the internal 

word parts (prefix, root word(s), suffix) that make up the placenames. In 

the literal translation, the word parts appear in the order that they occur 

in the Tłı chǫ word. Tłı chǫ patterns determine the structure of Tłı chǫ 

words. This order or pattern is different than English word patterns, so 

the word-for-word translation often sounds a bit odd.  

In the literal translation we use abbreviations to the represent the three 

types of suffixes and one type of prefix that typically appear in 

placenames. See the section ‘Structure and Origins of Placenames’ for 

more details and discussion. 

▪ DSuff = descriptive suffix 

Occurs at the end of a sentence or verb phrase that describes a 

thing. 

▪ PNSuff = possessed noun suffix 

Occurs on nouns when they are known in terms of a possessor, 

associated thing, or other defining element. 

▪ SmSuff = small suffix 

Occurs when the suffix –a is added at the end of a word or phrase, to 

give the meaning of a small or dear object. 

▪ AreaPref 

Occurs when the prefix go– or ho– is added at the beginning of a 

word, to indicate a reference to an area or space. 

For some placenames we know nothing about the origins of the name at 

this time. For others we have some information. Placenames can be vastly 

old, so word origins have been lost over time. In the literal translation we 

use a question mark /?/ to show ‘unknown’. This may apply to a whole 

placename or to root word(s) and other word parts. For some placenames 

we provide educated guesses from Elders for some word parts. As we 

learn more about the places and their names, we can replace some of the 

question marks with more firm information. 
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This column may also include some notes from Elders’ knowledge. These 

notes range from a physical description of the locale, to information about 

burial sites and habitat, to stories or legends about the place and its 

associations. 

 

  

Elder Harry Apple visiting his baby sister’s grave, 2011. She’s buried across 
from Ts’ooɂehdaà, Tıdeè near Whǫsıı̀wekǫ̀ǫ̀. Ts’ooɂehdaà is an important 

camping locale with access to trapping, fishing, waterfowl, and various 
berries. Courtesy of Allice Legat 
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Narcisse Chocolate at Ɂedèezıı̀ ̀2012. Narcisse, a harvester for the elders, wanted to know if tǫdzı 
had returned after the massive fire in 1996. Courtesy of Allice Legat 

Elder Laiza Mantla at Nıd̨zıık̨aà on Semı ̨t̀ı,̀ 2000. Courtesy of Madelaine Chocolate Pasquayak 
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Map of Tłıc̨hǫ Socio-territorial Regions 
Tłı chǫ recognize socio-territorial regions within Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nı ı tłèè. They have 

intimate, experiential knowledge of the land in the region they identify with — stories, 

placenames, landscape, etc. — including stability and change through time. 

 

Movement between regions was and continues to be common. Tłı chǫ like to visit people 

and experience places in other regions. The boundaries and families of each region are 

not fixed. Yet people always know who serves the food, who has the intimate knowledge, 

and who the visitors are. To learn about the people, places, and landscapes within a 

region, it’s always best to ask the Tłı chǫ who identify with that region. 

 Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè 
 Wek’èezhıı̀ Boundary 
 Tłıc̨hǫ Boundary 
 Socio-territorial regions 
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Map of Landscape Units 
This map is from the Tłı chǫ Land Use Plan. 

 

  

 Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè 
 Wek’èezhıı̀ Boundary 
 Tłıc̨hǫ Boundary 
 Landscape Unit Boundaries 
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In his PhD63, Tom Andrews includes landscape units located outside the Tłı chǫ 

boundaries.  

 

Andrews states that each Tłı chǫ landscape unit reflects expected conditions related to 

topography, ecology, biogeography, and culture. The Tłı chǫ landscape is ‘known’ through 

individual travel, oral narratives and myths, and kinship and political connections with 

neighbouring groups and other-than-human beings. In this way, they convey knowledge. 

To the north and south, these landscape units are often open-ended — without 

boundaries —as these areas were beyond the direct experience and ‘knowing’ of Tłı chǫ 

 
63 Andrews, Thomas D., “There will be many stories" Museum Anthropology, Collaboration, and the Tłıc̨hǫ, University of 
Dundee, 2011. All the text on this page and the next few pages is adapted from this document. 
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travellers. The transition from one landscape unit to the next may be abrupt or gradual. 

For example, the transition from Nodìı to Ɂdaà is a sharp 65-metre drop with waterfalls 

and precipitous cliffs marks. The transition between Hozìı and Hozı̨̀ıdeè is a more gradual 

65 metre rise. In summer, both require a long, hard portage. 

Landscape Unit Characterization 

Yambahtì 
‘big water’ 

Arctic Ocean 

▪ Visited rarely and usually for special reasons (e.g. men travelling to a coastal 
trading post).  

▪ Regarded as the territory of the Xoteèdà (‘always winter people’ or Inuit) who 
may be encountered at any time.  

▪ Must carry wood from the treeline. 

Hozıı̀deè 
‘big barrens’ 

The region with no trees; only low shrubby vegetation.  

▪ Usually only Tłıc̨hǫ men travel here: spring to hunt musk ox, fall to hunt 
caribou, winter (19th and 20th centuries) to trap white fox, wolverine, and 
wolf for trade. 

▪ Rare to travel to this area in summer. 

▪ Contact with Inuit expected; happened relatively often in historic times.  

▪ Long, hard portages; sudden storms in any season; possible dangerous 
encounters with grizzlies. 

▪ Must carry wood from the treeline. 

Hozìı 
‘barrens’ 

The area just beyond the treeline, well within Tłıc̨hǫ traditional territory. 

▪ Low growing dwarf shrubs and herbaceous plants, and rare patches of 
stunted trees.  

▪ Caribou common in late summer and fall.  

▪ Historically musk ox and white fox important economic species; taken in 
spring (musk ox) and winter (white fox).  

▪ Men most often travel here, though groups sometimes included women on 
fall caribou hunts.  

▪ Occasional contact with Inuit expected in some seasons, and occurred 
relatively often in historic times.  

▪ Must carry wood from treeline.  
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Landscape Unit Characterization 

Dechìl̨aa 
‘edge of the 
trees’ 

Considered the home of Dechìl̨aat’ìı̨ ̨(edge of the woods people). 

▪ Trees thin here, giving way to the tundra; low Arctic vegetation dominated by 
dwarf birch.  

▪ Caribou during spring and fall migration; widely and thinly distributed in 
winter. 

▪ Wolves follow the caribou, denning along the treeline, often encountered. 

▪ Lakes are rich with fish, especially whitefish and lake trout. 

▪ Migratory waterfowl common in season. 

▪ Moose rare. 

▪ Travellers can expect to encounter Tłıc̨hǫ relatives. 

Įkwę̀ 
‘towards the 
barrens’ 

Broad band of open boreal forest (Canadian Shield). 

▪ Large expanses of exposed bedrock. 

▪ Many clear lakes with lots of lake trout and whitefish.  

▪ Considered part of the caribou winter grounds; barren land caribou common 
in winter.  

▪ Moose also an important species.  

▪ Wood is plentiful. 

▪ Travellers can expect to encounter Tłıc̨hǫ relatives. 

Ɂdaà 
‘the way ahead’ 
or 
‘up this way’ 

Central corridor of access to Tłıc̨hǫ homeland. Considered the homeland of Sahtì 
Gòtìı̨ ̨(Bear Lake People) and Et’aatìı̨ ̨(People next to another People). 

▪ A single trail called Ɂdaàtıl̨ı marks the region. Gives access to many other 
trails.  

▪ The ecosystem is similar to Įkwę̀ with denser vegetation towards the south 
end. Wood is plentiful. 

▪ Travellers can expect to encounter Tłıc̨hǫ relatives. 
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Landscape Unit Characterization 

Nodìı 
‘plateau’ or 
‘upland’ 

Considered the homeland of Ts’ǫ̀tìt’ìı̨ ̨(Lac La Martre People). 

▪ Fewer lakes and meandering rivers. More soil deposition. 

▪ Boreal species dominate. Denser vegetation. 

▪ Important subsistence species include woodland caribou, moose, whitefish, 
and lake trout. 

▪ Historically important trapping area. 

▪ Wood is plentiful. 

▪ Travellers may encounter Tłıc̨hǫ relatives. 

Dehchoga 
‘big river valley’ 

Refers to the Mackenzie River valley, homeland of a variety of Slavey bands. 
Considered the home territory of Denaat’ìı̨ ̨(Slavey). 

▪ Tłıc̨hǫ historically traded at Fort Simpson; lengthy experience with this area. 

▪ Birthplace of many men and women who married into Tłıc̨hǫ society. 

Shıdeè 
‘high 
mountains’ 

Considered the homeland of Shihtat’ìı̨ ̨or Mountain Dene. 

▪ Rarely visited by Tłıc̨hǫ hunters. 

▪ Encountered Shùhtagot’ıne during trade at Fort Norman (Tulita)  

▪ Known through extraordinary travel and kinship links through marriage of 
Mountain Dene into Tłıc̨hǫ society. 
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Index of Topographic Maps for Tłıc̨hǫ Lands 

The next two pages have images that show two versions of the index of topographic maps. 

▪ 1:250,000 scale 

▪ 1:50,000 scale 

Use the reference in column two of the alphabetical list to help locate a placename on a 

map. Some placenames have no reference in that column.  

Use the 1:250,000 scale for placenames that have a number and letter. For example, 85O. 

▪ 85 is the big number on the index. 

▪ O is the letter within the ’85 square’. 

Use the 1:50,000 scale for placenames that have a number, letter, and another number. 

For example, 86B/14. 

▪ 86 is the big number on the index. 

▪ B is the letter within the ’86 square’. 

▪ 14 is the small number within the 86B square. 

Neither reference gives a very exact location. But it can be very helpful when two or more 

placenames have the same name but have different locations. 
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I:250,000 Scale Index of Topographic Maps for Tłıc̨hǫ Lands 

 

 

  

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè 

Wek’èezhıı̀ Boundary 

Tłıc̨hǫ Boundary 
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I:50,000 Scale Index of Topographic Maps for Tłıc̨hǫ Lands 

 

 

 

Mǫwhì Gogha Dè Nıı̨t̨łèè 

Wek’èezhıı̀ Boundary 

Tłıc̨hǫ Boundary 
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Alphabetical List of Tłıc̨hǫ Placenames Final List 2002 

Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 

Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂaàdǫtì 85N/7 ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is a grassy lake. The name is old and it is not known what it refers to. 

Ɂamę̀ęwetsıawhedaatì • 

Ɂamę̀ęwechıawhedaatì 

85O [name]-his-younger brother-SmSuff-isDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The burial for the younger brother of Ɂamę̀ę (Amen) is here and the lake is named 
after him. This lake is on a major sled trail. 

Ɂarìageladehtì 85O [name]-SmSuff-?-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ Here are the graves of a couple who died together when they were travelling back 
from the tundra. They had been sick. The man's name was Ɂarìa (Harry) and the lake 
is named after him. Ts’ǫ̀ǫzǫǫ̀ wetà was with them. It is a big whagweè and it isn't 
known exactly where the graves are. The middle part of the name is probably short 
for gık’e whelaa — 'where they are lying on it’. 

Ɂarìagık’ewhelaadehtì  [name]-SmSuff-them-on-there areDSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name means 'river lake on which Ɂarìa and them are [buried]'. This dehtì is 
named after Ɂarìa and whoever is buried with him at this place. 

Ɂebòts’ıtì Boyer Lake? ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ On the southeast end of the lake two old women are buried: Mǫwhì wemǫ and 
Jimmy Rabesca's grandmother. 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 

Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂebòts’ıtìdeè 85N ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a curve in the river downstream from Whatı ̀where there is a 
strong current. 

Ɂedaàtsotì • Ɂedaàchotì Artillery Lake crossing-big-lakePNSuff 

▪ Named for an important caribou crossing. 

Ɂedaghoòɂehdaà 86B/14 gooseberry-pointPNSuff 

▪ A point on Gots’ǫkàtì, named after the berries found here. It is very brambly at the 
end of the point. 

Ɂedaghoòdıì 86B/14 gooseberry-islandPNSuff 

▪ Ɂekècho hid on top of this island. 

Ɂedaghoòdıì 85N gooseberry-islandPNSuff 

▪ The name for five or six islands in the middle of Marian Lake. 

Ɂedaghoòtł’àà 86B/14 gooseberry-bayPNSuff 

▪ The name for both arms of the bay. A fuller name is Gots’ǫkàtì k’e Ɂedaghoòtł’àà. 
There are lots of brambles here. On top of the mountain near here people can see a 
long way. Before when people used to travel back and forth they would look out for 
boats from up there. That was their survival route (ɂedaatıl̨ıì). All the Tłıc̨hǫ people 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 

Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

used that route every year, which Ɂekècho knew. Ɂedzo had killed five Chipewyan 
people and Ɂekècho wanted to get his revenge for that. He knew that Ɂedzo had 
gone hunting and every day he lay in ambush for him. Ɂekècho's eyes were like 
binoculars and from the top of the mountain he looked out for Ɂedzo, in order to kill 
him. He always thought negatively.  
Ɂekècho and some Chipewyan people were living there. The people who were 
returning from ɂık̨wę̀ę would have all of their drymeat and so on stolen from them. 
That was the purpose of the ambush. K’àtehwhì was ɂek’aàwı for the Chipewyan 
people and his wife was Ɂedzo's sister. Every night K’àtehwhì watched out towards 
Tatsǫ̀tì for his brother-in-law, to warn him. So Ɂedzo and his people were talking, and 
they only took what they needed, like rope, hide, meat, drymeat, and went to 
Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa. They only traveled at night and they had their arrows at 
the ready, and they thought they had passed through the most dangerous area. They 
reached Ts’eèht’ıı̨n̨ǫǫ̀hoteè at around sunrise and thought they had passed the 
rough stage. Ɂedzo told someone to make fire to make tea and something to eat. 
Some people were afraid but they ate fast and took off over the portage right after 
they ate. Most people had gone ahead; only Ɂedzo and his brothers were left behind. 
Ɂedzo and his wife and kids were hidden.  
K’aàwıek’oa, the son of Ɂedzo, was crying. 'What about if you are killed? What is 
going to happen if you die? I was living off you', he was saying to his father. So he 
went with his father. There were only five of them. He was making everything ready 
for his wife and kids to be left behind on an island, hiding the canoes, hiding them in 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 

Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

the bushes, so that nothing could be seen. 'If four days and four nights pass, if I am 
not returned by five nights’, he told his wife to travel only at night with his son. 
'When the days come, hide with his son and hide with the canoes. Sleep in the day 
time.' He told them that they planned to go back to Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa. He 
told them how they were going to get back there, how they were going to use their 
medicine to tear the minds of the Chipewyan people apart. Ɂedzo knew that 
K’aàwıek’oa was capable of doing something, so he left him behind a rock and gave 
him the four guns. He told him that when the Chipewyan people arrived, if it didn't 
look good, then he should use the four guns at once to shoot the Chipewyan people. 
He knew that K’aàwıek’oa could do this [because it was understood that he had 
medicine]. PHP-01/12/01-4/7 

Ɂedaghoòtł’àà 85K gooseberry-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of gooseberries here. 

Ɂedaghoòzìì • Ɂedaghoòzhìì 85K gooseberry-hillPNSuff 

Ɂedazǫ̀tso • Ɂedazǫ̀cho  ?-big 

Ɂedazǫ̀tsoa  ?-small 

▪ Point on Tsǫ̀tì 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 

Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂedèezìì • Ɂedèezhìì Horn Plateau 

85L 

horn?-?-mountain?PNSuff 

▪ This place is given the name Tsáchokę̨́ ‘Lodge of Big Beaver’ in South Slavey Topical 
Dictionary 1993. 

Ɂedetsıt̨ì • Ɂedechıt̨ì 85M ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A little girl is buried here, the daughter of Paul Quitte's sister Elizabeth. There is nice 
wood around. 

Ɂedetsıt̨ìdèa • Ɂedechıt̨ìdèa 85M ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

Ɂedzoɂehdaateıt̨’ııtì 86B/14 [name]-point-over-it stretchedDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ ‘Edzo's lake that stretches over the point’. Ɂedzo paddled back and forth on this lake 
(wek’e naìt’e) at the time just before his encounter with Ɂekècho. 

Ɂeèdàtì Lever Lake 

86F/6 

chin-lakePNSuff 

▪ Lots of trails lead to this lake because of the many animals in the area for trapping. 

Ɂeèdàtìts’ǫhàèlıı̨ ̨ 86F chin-lakePNSuff-from-out-it flowsDSuff 

▪ People used to live here; there are lots of moose and fish here. Alphonse and his 
father camped here and were hunting. They went for a boat ride and saw two moose 
and lots of fish. 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 
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Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂeehgòtìtso • Ɂeehgòtìcho  clear-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ 'big clear lake'. 

Ɂeèhgòtìtso • Ɂeèhgòtìcho 85O clear?-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ An alternative name for Dınàhkotì. 

Ɂeehgòtìtsoa  clear-lakePNSuff-small 

▪ This lake is named after how it looks: 'small clear lake'. It is very clear; you can see 
rocks on the bottom of the lake. Pierre Beaverho contrasted this name with the word 
Ɂehtł’ètì — 'mud lake', which has an opposite meaning. 

Ɂeehgòtìtsodagoèɂàa • 

Ɂeehgòtìchodagoèɂàa 

 clear-lakePNSuff-big-up-(path) extendsDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'big clear lake landing'. 

Ɂeghaehdlıı̨ ̨ 96A each other-through-it flowsDSuff 

▪ A place on the river where two rivers flow apart. 

Ɂehdaaghoò 86H point-rough 

▪ There are lots of small rocks on this point. 

Ɂehdaakwę̀ę 76D point-offshore region 
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Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂehdaakw’òa 85N/7 point-stretched out-SmSuff 

▪ A confluence of rivers. 

Ɂehdaakw’òa 85N point-stretched out-SmSuff 

▪ Also can be called Ɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨Ɂehdaakw’òa to distinguish it from other points with this 
name. Philip Tatchia’s father has a house here. 

Ɂehdaakw’oò  point-stretched out 

▪ Two places have this name, one near Hàèlıı̨.̨ It names a narrow point of land 
extending into a lake. People buried at one (or both?) of these places. 

Ɂehdaakw’oò 85N point-stretched out 

▪ Lots of fish are found here. This point is below Wezìıts’atłaa • Wezhìıts’atłaa and so is 
also called Wezìıts’atłaa wezhıì Ɂehdaakw’oò. 

Ɂehdaakw’oò 85N point-stretched out 

Ɂehdaalatł’àà  point-end-bayPNSuff 

▪ A bay in Sahtì north of the area of our map. Madǫ̀ǫ̀'s grandfather Sahkwòa is buried 
here. They lived here all summer long, following moose and moose tracks. 
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Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂehdaalàwhelıı̨ɂ̨ehdaà 86D/3 point-end-it flowsDSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'point where the water flows right around the point’. 

Ɂehdaałetànıɂ̨àa 85J point-each other-?-it extendsDSuff 

▪ Two points facing each other in Dehtìtso. 

Ɂehdaateetǫ 85N point-over-trail 

▪ A route near Wedaàłèèdlıı̨k̨weè. 

Ɂehdaatso • Ɂehdaacho 85M point-big 

Ɂehdaazoòtso • 

Ɂehdaazoòcho 

85M point-?-big 

Ɂehdaazoòtsoa 85N/4 point-?-small 

Ɂehdaazoòtsotł’àà • 

Ɂehdaazoòchotł’àà 

85M point-?-big-bayPNSuff 

Ɂehgàk’ìdlıı̨ɂ̨ehdaà 85M each other-beside-?-it flowsDSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ Twenty-six (26) graves are located here, including Mǫwhì wedè, Madlę̀tsoa, Bınàa, 
Kw’atılıwì wetà. A point with rivers flowing on both sides of it, what’àa. 
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Tłıc̨hǫ Official name 

Map number 

Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂehgòtìtsoa  elbow/knee-lakePNSuff-small 

Ɂehk’èdoo 85M each other-above 

▪ 'upper' or ‘a little higher [lake]’, so translated by Mike Nitsiza. 

Ɂehk’èdoodehtì 85J each other-above-river-lakePNSuff 

Ɂehk’èdook’ıwìıhdııwheɂǫǫ  upper-K’ıwìıhdııwheɂǫǫ 

Ɂehk’eębàatì 85O ?-alongside-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is on the sled trail. 

Ɂeht’aat’ıı̨m̨ı ̨h̀k’è 85O each other-?-net-site 

▪ Lots of fish are found here at tǫts’ì. 

Ɂeht’aet’ıı̨ ̨t̀ì 85K/13 [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ Named after people named Ɂeht’aet’ıı̨ ̨.̀ 
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Literal translation and remarks 

Ɂehtł’ètì James Lake 

85N, 85K 

mud-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are a lot of fish in the creek feeding (?) this lake, which is named this way 
because it is very shallow. There are lots and lots of fish. Robert and Jimmy Mantla 
were talking about how Victor Quitte fished here at night and got large quantities of 
fish. He knocked down the clay and mud along the river so that now all of this has 
blocked the river. 

Ɂehtł’ètìk’enìwhelıı̨ ̨ 85N mud-lake-it flows ontoDSuff 

▪ There are two houses here. 

Ɂehtł’ètìtso 

Ɂehtł’ètìcho 

85N mud-lakePNSuff-big 

Ɂehtł’ètìtsoa 85N mud-lakePNSuff-small 

Ɂehts’ę̀ęk’ètł’àà • 

Ɂehch’ę̀ęk’ètł’àà 

85K pickerel-site-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of pickerel in this area. 

Ɂehts’ǫǫ̀dlıı̨t̨ì 95P/2 each other-away from-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake good for beaver. 

Ɂehts’ǫǫ̀dlıı̨t̨ìdeè 95P each other-away from-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 
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Ɂejıɂehdaà 86C [name]-pointPNSuff 

▪ A point named after an old woman of long ago named Ɂejı. 

Ɂejıekweè  muskox-rockPNSuff 

▪ There was hunting of muskox in this area. The place is named after a hill. 

Ɂejıenaazìı • Ɂejıenaazhìı 76D muskox-across?-slope?DSuff 

▪ This name is for high hills and was a place where people possibly hunted muskoxen 
in the past. 

Ɂekèahodàèhtłaa 86C [name]-down-he wentDSuff 

▪ The name of a hill where the man Ɂekèa fell down. There are cliffs along the 
waterway on the route from Yaɂıı̨t̨ì. Ɂekèa's dog was going along the what’àa and 
reached the clifftop. From there the dog fell over the edge. The man got angry and 
tried to follow the dog, but he slipped and the rocks fell out from under him. He fell 
down and died. 

Ɂek’aàwıdzıwìıdìa • 

Ɂek’aàwıjıwìıdìa 

 [name]-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ A small island in Russell Lake named after the person Ɂek’aàwıjıwìı, the father of 
Alphonse Eronchi. He lived here with his son in the summer time. Dǫk’aàwı is a word 
for middlemen in the fur trade. 
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Ɂek’adıì island on Lac 

de Gras 76D 

fat-islandPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'island of fat’. 

Ɂek’adıì 86H fat-islandPNSuff 

▪ This is a large island in Deèzàatì. It can also be called Deèzàatì Ɂek’adıì. A good place 
for moose. Harry Simpson visited this place three times when he was about 30 years 
old. 

Ɂek’adıìlǫ 76D fat-islandPNSuff-tip 

▪ Point on Ɂek’adıìtso where people camped. 

Ɂek’adıìtso • Ɂek’adıìcho greater Lac de 

Gras Island 

76D 

fat-islandPNSuff-big 

▪ The name translates as 'big island of fat’. 

Ɂek’atì Lac de Gras 

76D 

fat-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'fat lake'. 

Ɂek’atì Itchen Lake 

86H 

fat-lakePNSuff 
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Ɂek’atìɂehdaà point on Lac 

de Gras 76D 

fat-lakePNSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'fat lake point’. 

Ɂek’atìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• Ɂek’atìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨ 76D fat-lakePNSuff-tail-flowsDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'outflow from fat lake'. 

Ɂek’atìdaadlı ̨à  fat-lakePNSuff-?-flowsSmSuff 

▪ The term daadlı ̨à refers to the waterway connecting to a ɂets’ahtì. A place to set bait 
for fish. 

Ɂek’atìdaadlı ̨àts’ahtì • 

Ɂek’atìdaadlı ̨àch’ahtì 

76D fat-lakePNSuff-?-flowsSmSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ Side lake to Ɂek’atì associated with Ɂek’atìdaadlı ̨à. 

Ɂek’atìdeè Lac de Gras 

river 76D 

fat-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'river of fat lake'. 

Ɂek’atìdehtì 76D fat-lakePNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ Dehtì means a lake that is in the flow of a river. 

Ɂek’atìtata 76D fat-lakePNSuff-water-among 

▪ An area bounded by bodies of water, which are Ɂek’atì, Ɂewaànıt’ııtì, and Nǫdìıhahtì. 
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Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀łaèɂı ̨ı̀t̨ì 86A bone-?-behind?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is on the edge of the tundra, near Jolly Lake (Ɂezǫtì • Ɂezhǫtì) so the bushes 
are generally short here. The wood in this area was used to make snowshoes and the 
like. There is a great white spruce tree here where people used to camp. 

Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀łaètì  bone-?- lakePNSuff 

Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀łaetsıı̨ ̨ ̀• 

Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀łaechıı̨ ̨ ̀

 bone-?-woodPNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a wooded area of mostly ts’ıwà, with kw’ìa also, at the edge of 
the tundra, on the great boat trail to Jolly Lake, Ɂezǫtì • Ɂezhǫtì. The 'bone' in the 
name refers to short, stubby trees. 

Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀tì 85M bones?-lakePNSuff 

Ɂekw’oòtìa  ?-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ Beyond this lake is Ɂekw’oòtìtso • Ɂekw’oòtìcho. 

Ɂekw’oòtìa 85O ?-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ There is a trail from here to Daàts’ıìtì with two portages on it. 

Ɂekw’oòtìtso • Ɂekw’oòtìcho  ?-lakePNSuff-big 
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Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀tsatıı̨ ̨ ̀ 86F ? 

▪ A mountain that forms a point. 

Ɂekw’ǫǫ̀tsatıı̨ ̨t̀ł’àà 86F ?-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish and otters in this bay, which has major open water. 

Ɂelàetǫhtì  boat-trail-lakePNSuff 

Ɂelàk’ekweè 86C boat-on-rockPNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a big mountain that is bowl-shaped and very windy at the top, 
with whirlwinds twisting: weka nıh̨ts’ı dawhekǫǫ. 

Ɂelàk’ekweèhoteè 86C boat-on-rockPNSuff-portagePNSuff 

▪ A portage on ɂelàetǫ and behtsı ̨ètǫ leading from Dehdoomı ̨ı̀ ̨t̀ł’àà. It is a short cut 
over nice whagweè, where you climb up to go over the portage. 

Ɂelàts’ıìwek’ewhelaatì • 

Ɂelàch’ıìwek’ewhelaatì 

86B canoe-old-it-on- there areDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake on which there are old canoes'. A slightly shorter form 
of this name is Ɂelàts’ıìwhelaatì • Ɂelàch’ıìwhelaatì, which means 'lake where there 
are old canoes'. 

Ɂelèık̨aà 85L type of clay-narrowsPNSuff 
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Ɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨ 85N each other-with-it flowsDSuff 

▪ At this place four waterways meet, going to Tsǫ̀tìdeè, K’eàgotì, Hozìıdeè, and Hàèlıı̨.̨ 
A fuller designation is Tsǫ̀tìdeè Ɂełèèdlıı̨.̨ Three graves are on an island at this place: 
two babies and a son of Annie Black. 

Ɂełeèdzìtì • Ɂełeèjìtì 85L/10 each other-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A good place for jackfish; a shallow lake with lots of mud. 

Ɂemǫǫ̀ts’ıìtì 86B around-gutsPNSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after the fatty caribou guts which sit around the wall of the belly. 
Its name is also pronounced as Ɂewoòts’ıìtì. 

Ɂenàket’òò 85L ? 

▪ A portage here, over kwekàa. 

Ɂenàts’ıìkwì Dogrib Rock 

86A/11 

enemy?-? 

▪ Ɂenà is an old term for 'enemy'. Fighting took place at this site. Also heard as 
Ɂenàts’ıı̨ ̨k̀wì. 

Ɂenèegoo 85N/4 ? 

▪ Point on the end of Nìıɂ̨aa, which is a dam made in the time of Yamǫǫ̀zhaa. 
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Ɂeneèkogǫ̀awek’ełıgǫ̀hɂǫǫtì 85O old man-skinny-it-on-fish-foundDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named for a person from Wekweètì. Wejìì is his other name. It is a long 
narrow lake. 

Ɂeneèkogǫ̀ayek’ełıgǫ̀hɂǫǫtì  old man-skinny-it-on-fish-he foundDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Ɂeneèkokw’ǫǫ̀whelaa 85N/2 old man-bones-there areDSuff 

▪ Four elders are buried at this place. Annie Black mentioned graves here. 

Ɂeneèkokw’ǫǫ̀whelaa 85O old man-bones-there areDSuff 

▪ There are five graves here. 

Ɂenıh̨tł’èdawhetǫǫɂehdaà 85M paper-up-it isDSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ Some white people erected a sign here. 

Ɂenìıt̨ıı̨ ̨ Stagg River   

85J 

closed-it freezesDSuff 

▪ This place used to be called Kwekàateèlıą but its name was changed because of how 
it freezes up and blocks the river. Gabriel Lafferty used to live here in the springtime 
for muskrat hunting. His father had lots of children, with Dǫdòò the oldest, Sa ̨̀ą next, 
the husband of Delì. Because they were the oldest they went hunting for muskrat by 
boat. They killed lots of animals, maybe over a thousand. They went back from here 
to Gòloodıı̨k̨aà. There were lots of fish at Dehk’è, so they used to meet here. 
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Ɂenìıt̨ıı̨d̨eèhàtaèɂaa 85J closed-it freezesDSuff-riverPNSuff-out-water-it extends Dsuff 

▪ There is a child's grave here. 

Ɂet’èąbàatì  [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after a man called Ɂet’èąbàa. This round lake tıkàa is on a great 
trail, where moose and foxes can also be found. It has one island on it. The word is 
also pronounced as Ɂet’a ̨̀ąbàatì or Ɂek’èąbàatì. 

Ɂet’ootì 85N ?-poplar-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are poplars on both sides of this lake. 

Ɂetsaàɂı ̨ı̀ɂ̨edaà 86B/15 ?-behind?-crossingPNSuff 

▪ A caribou crossing — ɂekwǫ̀ nǫ̀ǫɂò. While the caribou are crossing people stabbed 
them with bone knives [behkà t’à ɂekwǫ̀ te gege]. It is easy for them to kill the 
caribou here among the small islands. The name includes the points of land on either 
side of the water. North of this area there is a grave on the largish island here. 

Ɂetsaàɂı ̨ı̀t̨ì Rawalpindi 

Lake 86B, 86G 

?-behind?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a caribou crossing here at a narrow spot on the lake where there is a place 
to lie in wait for caribou. There are graves on this lake. 

Ɂetsegààtì 95P ?-lakePNSuff 
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Ɂets’ǫǫ̀mǫǫ̀tsıı̨ ̨ ̀• 

Ɂets’ǫǫ̀mǫǫ̀chıı̨ ̨ ̀

86B ?-around-woodPNSuff 

▪ The name recalls ɂemǫǫ̀tsıı̨ ̨ ̀— ‘the fishnet pole’. 

Ɂewaàdıìhdaa  sand-islandPNSuff-long+narrow 

Ɂewàakwıı Russell 

Channel 

85K/16 

mouth-it pokesDSuff 

▪ At this place coney were so plentiful that a stick could be used to poke fish in the 
mouth and lift them out of the water. 

Ɂewaànıt’ıı  sand-it stretchesDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'where sand stretches in a line', an esker on the lake of the 
same name. 

Ɂewaànıt’ııtì Courageous 

Lake 76D 

sand-it stretches-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of a stretch of sand'. A contraction is Ɂewaàıt̨’ııtì. 

Ɂewaàwedàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ Hloo Channel 

86E/9 

sand-it-against?-it flowsDSuff 

▪ This is a dıı̨k̨a. 
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Ɂewaàwedàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 86B/12 sand-it-against-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'stream flowing against sand'. It is like a sandy point. The 
stream flows around through what looks like behk’ıì. Its name can be specified as 
Tıkwootì k’e Ɂewaàwedàıl̨ıı̨.̨ 

Ɂewàèht’oodeè 96A/8 sand?-?-riverPNSuff 

▪ River named after the type of rock here. 

Ɂewıh Leith 

Peninsula 

86E/10-12 

? 

▪ Large peninsula on the southern part of Great Bear Lake. 

Ɂezǫdzìtì • Ɂezhǫjìtì Rivière 

Grandin—

part of 86D/6 

spirit-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also heard as Ɂezhǫzìtì. 

Ɂezǫtì • Ɂezhǫtì Ghost Lake spirit-lakePNSuff 

Ɂezǫtì • Ɂezhǫtì Jolly Lake spirit-lakePNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daadzìhtì • Ɂıh̨daajìhtì 85N/11 jackfish-hook-lakePNSuff 

▪ Joe Mantla of Rae has a cabin here. 
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Ɂıh̨daagokwıı̨ ̨ ̀ 85K jackfish-axePNSuff 

▪ The name of a point. 

Ɂıh̨daagokwıı̨ ̨t̀ł’àà 85K jackfish-axePNSuff-bayPNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daak’èatì 85N/8-9 jackfish-site-SmSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of the small site for jackfish'. There is a lot of fish here. 
This lake is on a boat trail. The sled trail is to the east. 

Ɂıh̨daak’èatìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Ɂıh̨daak’èatìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85N jackfish-site-SmSuff-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There is a burial site here, of Ɂıd̨oozıı̨ ̨ ̀wechı, named Bruno. Wetsèet’a, Jimmy Gon, 
Bobby’s grandfather, has a house here. There is another grave in the vicinity. 

Ɂıh̨daak’ètì Marian Lake 

85K/16 

jackfish-site-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish in this lake, not just jackfish. 

Ɂıh̨daamı ̨h̀k’è 85N jackfish-net-site 

Ɂıh̨daamı ̨h̀k’è  jackfish-net-site 

▪ There are two places on Russell Lake with this name. The more southerly one is 
identified by being close to Dıkaatso or Tł’àgotso. 
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Ɂıh̨daamı ̨h̀k’è  jackfish-net-site 

▪ There are two places on Russell Lake with this name. The more northerly one is 
identified by being close to Kwekàaɂehdaàtso. 

Ɂıh̨daamı ̨h̀k’èa 85O jackfish-net-siteSmSuff 

▪ 'Little jackfish net site'. There are lots of fish at this spot. 

Ɂıh̨daamı ̨h̀k’èa 85J jackfish-net-siteSmSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish here. To distinguish this site from other places with the same 
name it can be called Dıı̨k̨atso tadaà Ɂıh̨daamı ̨h̀k’èa. 

Ɂıh̨daatì Stagg Lake 

85J 

jackfish-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of jackfish here, as well as lots of different types of fish. There are 
houses here, including one belonging to Phılıà Chocolate. 

Ɂıh̨daatì 86D/10 jackfish-lakePNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daatì Hornell Lake 

85L/6 

jackfish-lakePNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daatì 86D/3 jackfish-lakePNSuff 
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Ɂıh̨daatìdaadlıą 85J jackfish-lakePNSuff-?-it flowsDSuff-SmSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish here. 

Ɂıh̨daatìdeè 86D/3 jackfish-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daatìdeè 86D/11 jackfish-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daatìdeè Willowlake 

River   

85L/12-5 

jackfish-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Ɂıh̨daatìdeèhàèlıı̨ ̨  jackfish-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff-out-it flowsDSuff 

Ɂıh̨daatìghoa 86D/12 jackfish-lakePNSuff-narrow 

Ɂıh̨daatìghoadeè 86D jackfish-lakePNSuff-narrow-riverPNSuff 

▪ A river that flows from nǫdìı. 

Ɂı ̨h̀daèhdeè 95I ?-riverPNSuff 

▪ A long river marked in three places on the map. 

Ɂın̨dààkǫ̀ Fort 

Resolution 

far off-house 

▪ So named because Fort Resolution was way across the lake. 
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Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀dıì  leaf-islandPNSuff 

▪ Larger island south of Nìıɂ̨aa. 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀dıì 85K/16 leaf-islandPNSuff 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì Hardisty Lake 

86C 

leaf-narrows-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name of a long lake. In its longer forms it sounds like Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀kahtì • Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀hahtì. 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀mǫɂehdaà 86A Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀mǫ-pointPNSuff 

▪ A point on Wekweètì. The person named Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀mǫ is buried here. 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀mǫǫ̀ɂehdaà  leaf-around-pointPNSuff 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì 85N/9 leaf-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a portage between this lake and Ɂıh̨daak’èatì. 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì 86C/7 leaf-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is divided by a narrows. Its identifying name is Kwets’ıtì Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì. 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì Norris Lake 

86B/5  

leaf-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of birch trees around which are very beautiful. People like to camp 
here because of this and the plentiful fish. 
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Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì 86B/2 leaf-lakePNSuff 

▪ A longer name for this lake is Wekweètìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì. 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨ 86B leaf-lake-tailPNSuff-it flowsDSuff 

Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tsotì • Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀chotì  leaf-big-lakePNSuff 

Ɂıt̨s’èedıì Bell Island 

86D/15-16 

moose-islandPNSuff 

▪ This name includes the Bear Lake people's word for 'moose'. 

Ɂıt̨s’èedıìɂehdaàlǫtawoò 86E moose-islandPNSuff-pointPNSuff-tip-open waterPNSuff 

▪ The name of a strait with open water. 

Ɂıt̨s’èetì Hottah Lake 

86E 

moose-lakePNSuff 

▪ This term for 'moose' is more commonly used in Délıne. 

Ɂıt̨s’ǫtsotì Margaret 

Lake 86C/6, 

11 

moose?-big?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The first part of this word reminds us of the Bear Lake word for 'moose', ɂıt̨s’è. There 
are lots of moose in this area. 
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Ɂǫhdaats’ıìhoteıt̨’ıı • 

Ɂǫhdaach’ıìhoteıt̨’ıı 

86E jackfish-guts-portage-it stretchesDSuff 

▪ The name of a portage. It is named this way because the otters run along this route 
leaving the jackfish guts strewn along their path, so Alphonse Apple's father told him. 

Ɂǫhtsı ̨k̀’e 76D packsack-on 

▪ A longer designation is Ɂek’atìɂǫhtsı ̨k̀’e or hozìı k’e ǫhtsı ̨k̀’e. 

Baatì 76D [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of Baa'. 

Beɂaıtì Winter Lake 

86A 

?-lakePNSuff 

Beɂaıtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Beɂaıtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86A ?-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There are burial sites on this lake, including Lısì Lafferty's grandfather. 

Beèdzìtì 95P/3 [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake named after a Slavey person named Beèdzì. 

Behk’ìɂehdaà 86C cliff-pointPNSuff 

▪ Named for the cliffs here. 
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Behk’ìık̨aà  cliff-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ Narrows bounded by behk’ıì 'cliffs'. 

Behk’ìık̨aà 86C/15 cliff-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ There are behk’ıì here. 

Behk’ìık̨aà 85O cliff-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ This place is given this name because of the cliffs. There are lots of fish here. 

Behk’òdeè 85N seagull-riverPNSuff 

▪ On the portage there is a burial site. 

Behk’òdeèhoteè 85N seagull-riverPNSuff-portagePNSuff 

Behtsodìa • Behchodìa  Behcho-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

Behtsokǫ̀ • Behchokǫ̀ Rae 85K knife-big-house 

▪ It is named after a trader nicknamed Behcho, whose name translates as 'big knife' or 
'American'. An old name for a place in this area is Ts’ıık̨aà, which means 'spruce 
narrows'. 
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Behtsokǫ̀ gotadaà ɂehdaa • 

Behchokǫ̀ gotadaà ɂehdaa 

85K Rae AreaPref-across point 

▪ This is a point on the west side of Marian Lake, ‘point across from Rae’. 

Behtsotì • Behchotì Shoti Lake [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after someone named Behcho, whose name means 'big knife'. 

Behtsotì • Behchotì 85N [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named after a person named Behcho who lived on a small island on this 
lake. There are two burial sites on a small island on this lake. 

Behtsotìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Behchotìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85N [name]-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ This place includes the name of a lake named after Behcho. 

Behtsotìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Behchotìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85N [name]-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There are three gravesites on an island. This place includes the name of a lake named 
after Behcho. 

Behtsotìtıaghagoèɂàa • 

Behchotìtıaghagoèɂàa 

85N [name]-lakePNSuff-lakeSmSuff-through-it extendsDSuff 

▪ This is a sled trail. This place includes the name of a lake named after Behcho. 
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Bıayek’enàıd̨èetì Undine Lake 

76D 

[name]-it-on-livedDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake on which Bıa lived'. Bıa was the father of the late Johnny 
Migwi. 

Bıdoòmǫmı ̨h̀k’è 85K/16 [name]-mother-net-site 

▪ This ɂets’ahtì is named after a woman named 'Bıdoò's mother', who used a birchbark 
canoe to check her fishnets here. There is an eddy here and in springtime several 
kinds of fish can be caught here, as the lake is a dehtì with water flowing through it. 

Bòadıìk’enìık̨’ǫǫ 85K [name]-islandPNSuff-burnedDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'Bòa's burnt island'. Bòa is the father of Elizabeth Michel and 
Jimmy Mantla. On a bay on this island across from the point three white people are 
buried, one named Charlie. It is near a place called whagweè. 

Bǫbìlaɂehdaà 85O [name]-pointPNSuff 

▪ This point is on the trail. The point is named after Pontius Pilate. 

Bògǫɂehdaà 85K/16 meat-dry-pointPNSuff 

▪ A point on Ɂehtł’ètì. This is a good place for building a fire so you can dry meat. 

Daadlıı̨t̨ł’àà 86C ?-it flowsDSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ A place for fishtraps. 
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Daàghǫǫtì Daran Lake lichen type-lakePNSuff 

▪ Daàghǫǫ is a type of lichen that hangs like a cloth on trees, food for caribou. The first 
part of its name da- is used in words meaning things that are raised off the ground. 

Daàghǫǫtì 86B lichen type-lakePNSuff 

▪ A long lake. 

Daàts’ıìtì Mosher Lake 

85O/3 

?-guts-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also pronounced by some people as Daàts’eetì. 

Daàts’ıìtì 86A ?-guts-lakePNSuff 

Daàts’ıìtìk’enìwhelıı̨ ̨  Daàts’ıìtì-on-it flows ontoDSuff 

Dahɂaak’è 86C baited hook-site 

▪ This is the name of an area around a narrows. 

Dahɂaak’è 86C baited hook-site 

▪ The name of a fishing spot between two points on Wek’ełets’aadzìıtì. The longer 
name is Wek’ełets’aadzìıtì k’e Dahɂaak’è. 
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Dahɂaak’ètìa 85O baited hook-site-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ You can find jackfish, trout, and other fish here. There is a sled trail along this way. 

Dàhdzıt̨ì   •    Dàhjıt̨ì 85N ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is kweghoò around it and lots of narrow eskers. There are lots of hills between 
this lake and Wedoòtł’ootì. An esker extends from Yìhdèè all the way along below 
this lake. 

Dàhdzıt̨ìdeè • Dàhjıt̨ìdeè 85N ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Dahgaatì Naga Lake 

86E/3 

ring-necked duck-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named after this type of duck. 

Dat’èhtì Humpy Lake 

86A/12 

brant-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named after the duck dat’èh. 

Dats’aɂòtì 86D/16 float-lakePNSuff 

Dats’aɂòtì 86C float-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also known as Kweık̨aàtsoa godoo Dats’aɂòtì, meaning 'Dats’aɂòtì above 
Kweık̨aàtsoa', to distinguish it from other lakes with the same name. 
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Dats’aɂòtì 86C float-lakePNSuff 

▪ A big lake, so long that it seems you aren't moving when you are on it (hence the 
name). It is also known as Tseèmı ̨ ̀godoo Dats’aɂòtì, meaning 'Dats’aɂòtì above 
Tseèmı ̨’̀, to distinguish it from other lakes with the same name. 

Dazıd̨àhtì • Dazhıd̨àhtì  ?-from-against-lakePNSuff 

▪ The elders said to compare this word with sazıd̨àà • sazhıd̨àà 'southward'. A very 
shallow lake, therefore a good place for moose. 

Dazıd̨àhtì • Dazhıd̨àhtì 85N ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is in nice whagweè and has very nice land all around it used for hunting. 
There is a story of a type of dog-like animal called tłıęhxoo. 

Deamǫǫ̀t’ııtì 86B riverSmSuff-around-stretchesDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ A long lake. 

Dedìıɂedaà 85N moose-crossingPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of moose living in this area and lots of grass grows here. Jimmy Martin 
talks about how all the high hills have names. 

Dedìıɂedaàdehtìa  moose-crossingPNSuff-river-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 
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Dedìıɂehdaà 86C/11 moose-pointPNSuff 

▪ There are moose in the area. 

Dedìıɂehdaàhàtaıɂ̨àa 86C/11 moose-pointPNSuff-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

Dedìıɂehdaàtł’àà 86C moose-pointPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ One year there was no caribou so someone killed a muskox (ɂejıe) and that’s how 
they lived. Not many people know about this, but Philip Zoe's father told him about 
it. 

Dedìıtsı ̨ẁek’ewheɂǫǫtì • 

Dedìıchı ̨ẁek’ewheɂǫǫtì 

85N moose-nose-it-on-there isDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is a dehgà, Kweek’oodeè godoo. 

Dedìıtsı ̨ẁek’ewheɂǫǫtì • 

Dedìıchı ̨ẁek’ewheɂǫǫtì 

85O moose-nose-it-on-there isDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake on which there is a moose nose'. 

Dèdlıı̨d̨ıì 85J old growth forest area-islandPNSuff 

▪ There is an oldtimer's grave here. This is where Philip Husky was living, just above 
Edzo. 

Dèdlıı̨d̨ıìwek’egòɂǫǫtì 85J old growth forest area-islandPNSuff-it-on-there isDSuff-lakePNSuff 
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Dèdlıı̨t̨ì 85L/10 old growth forest area-lakePNSuff 

Deèzàatì • Deèzhàatì Point Lake + 

Lake 

Providence 

86H 

?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name is very old, and it is not known what the roots of the name are. The old 
word, which is the first part of this compound word, possibly relates to where 
caribou calves are kept. This lake extends a great distance, taking in a much greater 
body of water than what is included by the English name. This lake is an example of a 
dehtì. At the entrance to this lake there is whagweè and the grave of a woman 
named Weèhdzàa. She had about ten kids. 

Deèzàatìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Deèzhàatìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86G Deèzàatì-tail-flowsDSuff  

▪ People go here just for trapping. It is a strong river that flows to Ɂetsetì. It flows 
through woods. Hardly anyone goes here. That is a real trapping place. Narrow sticks 
flow out of it. You can see lots of footprints. Back then it was like that. Now there 
must be more trapping. It isn’t very far for a plane. They should take people here. 
Maybe they don’t know about it, that’s why. That is where my dad and them used to 
go trapping. That’s how we used to work back then; now we can’t do that. 

Deèzàatìdeè • Deèzhàatìdeè Coppermine 

River (part of) 

Deèzàatì-riverPNSuff 
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Degaımı ̨h̀k’è 85N holy-net-site 

▪ A bay. 

Deghàedaa  self-it looks atDSuff 

▪ This is the name of a spot on a river where two rivers flow together amidst hills, 
where they appear to be looking at each other. 

Deghàedaadehtì 86B self-it looks atDSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ At Deghàedaa, two rivers are looking at each other, which is the source of the name. 

Dehdaèhzaa • Dehdaèhzhaa Snare River 

dam 85N/8 

river-dammed upDSuff 

▪ There is a portage here. 

Dehdeèhàtaèɂaa 85J river-great-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

Dehdoomı ̨ı̀ ̨t̀ł’àà 86C sucker-netPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of dehdoo in this area. 

Dehdoonàzèets’ahtì • 

Dehdoonàzèech’ahtì 

85M sucker-huntDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 
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Dehdootegoèɂaa  sucker-over-AreaPref-it extendsDSuff 

▪ A portage to Sahtì. 

Dehk’è Frank 

Channel 85K 

river-site 

▪ The translation of this name means ‘Channel’. People live here and the firefighters 
have their station here. Across from the buildings there are about three burial sites. 

Dehtìdaa  river-lakePNSuff-by 

Dehtìk’ètł’àahoteè 85J river-lakePNSuff-bottom-portagePNSuff 

▪ There are falls here, and steps on the route. 

Dehtìnàelıı̨ ̨ Joint River 

Lake ? 85L/14 

river-lakePNSuff-down-it flowsDSuff 

Dehtìtso • Dehtìcho 85J river-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ This lake can be called Kwewıìtadeè Dehtìtso to distinguish it from other lakes with 
this name. 

Dehtsotseè • Dehchocheè 85O river-big-river mouth? 

▪ This is an island. 
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Dehtsotseèɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Dehchocheèɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

 river-big-river mouth?-tail-it flowsDSuff 

Dehtsotseèhàtaèɂaa • 

Dehchocheèhàtaèɂaa 

 river-big-river mouth?-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

Dehtsotseètahgà • 

Dehchocheètahgà 

85O river-big-river mouth?-water-beside 

▪ There is a trail along this way from Gamètì through Dehtsotseèts’ahtì. 

Dehtsotseèts’ahtì • 

Dehchocheèch’ahtì 

85O river-big-river mouth?-side-lakePNSuff 

Dek’ewhelıı̨ ̨ 85M ?-it flowsDSuff 

▪ It flows down from Kwet’ootì. A good place for trout. Sızì ɂeneèkoa fell in the open 
water here in winter. 

Denàadzìıdehtì • 

Denàajìıdehtì 

85O ?-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a waterfall here. 
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Denàdzìıɂehdaà • 

Denàjìıɂehdaà 

86C/16 river-?-chased-pointPNSuff 

▪ Denaat’ıı̨ ̨ ̀[Slavey people] chased Chipewyan people into the river. The Chipewyan 
people had been hunting people down but they got scared of someone living among 
them and so they fled into the river. People were afraid of that place because 
something was living inside the earth. Both sides of the mountain look like a 
hunchback. 

Denàdzìıdeè • Denàjìıdeè Acasta River 

86C/16 

river-?-chased-riverPNSuff 

Denèèt’oo 85N/2 ? 

Denèèt’oohoteè 85N/2 ?-portagePNSuff 

Denèèt’ooshìì 85N ?-mountainPNSuff 

▪ A mountain south of the portage of the same name, named after the flow of water 
down the mountain. 

Dètaèɂaa  land-amidst-it extendsDSuff 

▪ The name of a river that flows through rocks. Annie Black’s son Joe, Yamàadıı, was 
born here. 
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Dètaèɂaats’ahtì • 

Dètaèɂaach’ahtì 

85N land-amidst-it extendsDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ Ɂàlıwhǫ̀ǫtà wekǫ̀ gòɂǫǫ. The house is on tahgà. There are over ten graves and once 
there were lots of houses here. 

Dètaı ̨h̀tǫǫ Tayonton 

Lake 85N 

land-amidst-(water) sits in a contained spaceDSuff 

▪ This is the name of a ɂets’ahtì • Ɂech’ahtì, a side lake off another lake. There are old 
burial sites here. Madǫ̀ǫ̀ said that his grandfather on his mother's side is buried near 
here. The river goes through the land, which gives the place its name. 

Dètaı ̨h̀tǫǫts’ahtì • 

Dètaı ̨h̀tǫǫch’ahtì 

 land-amidst-(water) sits in a contained spaceDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

Det’ǫtì Burke Lake 

85N/10 

duck-lakePNSuff 

▪ The sled trail and the boat trail cross each other here. 

Det’ǫtì 85K duck-lakePNSuff 

Det’ǫtsoɂehdaà •    

Det’ǫchoɂehdaà 

86C eagle-pointPNSuff 

▪ So named because eagles live here. 

Det’ǫtsodıì •  Det’ǫchodıì 85N/4 eagle-islandPNSuff 

▪ This collection of small islands also has the name Tàtł’aadıì and is great for fishing. 
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Det’ǫtsot’odawheɂǫǫ •    

Det’ǫchot’odawheɂǫǫ 

85J eagle-nest-raised-it isDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'where an eagle's nest is up above'. This is a small island. 
Moose appear in this area and tǫdzı also swim across to it. 

Dewèeɂehdaà 85M [type of duck]-pointPNSuff 

Dıɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• Dıɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨ 85N island?-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ This place has a second name: Tìmı ̨t̀s’ahtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨.̨ 

Dìgakweɂı ̨è̀htłaa 86C wolf-rock-behind-it wentDSuff 

▪ A rock so named because of the story of a wolf trying to jump across the river. It 
ended up in the river because it jumped short of the rock on the other side. 

Dìgatì Nadin Lake 

86F/6 

wolf-lakePNSuff 

▪ Several lakes are named Dìgatì. This one is also known as Ɂeèdàtì godoo Dìgatì 
meaning 'Dìgatì above Ɂeèdàtì'. 

Dìgatì Whitewolf 

Lake 86A/13 

wolf-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a good boat trail leading here. It is in the area of the Wekweètì people. Also 
pronounced as Dìgadegootì. 
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Dìgatì Grizzle Bear 

Lake 86A/3 

wolf-lakePNSuff 

▪ The portage before this lake is ts’oo but people came through it. There is a boat trail 
leading from the bottom end of this lake. There were lots of empty campsites of 
white people where you can see empty fuel barrels and the marks of boats being 
dragged up onto the land. There is also the grave of Baàchık̨’ǫ̀a, the wife of Gochıa, 
and the mother of Łets’aɂàa, Roseanne Mantla. Gochıa was the father of Nàtaewoa. 
The grave is on a sandy point. 

Dìgatì Zinto Lake 

86C/2 

wolf-lakePNSuff 

▪ This only one place of many that have this name. An old name, some elders say that 
the lake is named 'Wolf Lake' because of the wolves that have dens in the esker and 
chase the caribou when they migrate across this lake. It is a long lake, with narrows. 
There is a high esker here, with white sand. There are graves here. 

Dıhoèlaa 85K island-AreaPref-there areDSuff 

▪ The name of a group of islands in Marian Lake. 

Dıhoèlaaghataıɂ̨àa 85K island-AreaPref-there areDSuff-through-water-it extendsDSuff 

Dıhoèlaat’atł’àà 85K island-AreaPref-there areDSuff-?-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are two bays with this name. 
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Dıhoèlaat’atł’àà 85K island-AreaPref-there areDSuff-?-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are two bays with this name. The sled trail by here leads to Taanıdehtìa, 
Wets’ǫts’ahtì, and Wedoòtł’oots’ahtì. They are all separated by a portage. 

Dıı̨k̨atso • Dıı̨k̨acho 86E/1 narrows-big 

▪ Burial for Ɂaılìa. 

Dıı̨k̨atso • Dıı̨k̨acho 85J narrows-big 

▪ The grave site for Ɂedzagwòò, the father of Pierre Judas from Wekweètì. A place for 
beaver hunting. 

Dıı̨k̨atso • Dıı̨k̨acho 86C/12 narrows-big 

▪ There is a big tawoò here all year long and people don't pass through here. It is a 
good fishing area. 

Dıı̨k̨atsoa 86C/12 narrows-small 

▪ A narrows in Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì, a longer name for it is Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì Dıı̨k̨atsoa. 

Dıkaatso  island-?-big 

Dıkwìts’ìı 85K/16 island-head-it combsDSuff 

▪ This island looks like a comb. 
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Dıkwìts’ìıɂehdaà 85K/16 island-head-it combsDSuff-pointPNSuff 

Dıkwìts’ìıtł’àà 85K/16 island-head-it combsDSuff-bayPNSuff 

Dınaèlaatì 95P/16 island-across-there areDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Dınàgà Waite Island   

85J 

island-?-beside 

▪ An old name. In the springtime moose and tǫdzı appear in this area. 

Dınàgàwetaıɂ̨àa Pointe du Lac 

85J 

island-?-beside-it-among-it extendsDSuff 

▪ The name of the point on the island of the same name. 

Dınàhkotì 85O island-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name means 'high island lake'. There is a high cliff on the island that the lake is 
named after. This lake is also called Ɂeèhgòtìtso. 

Dınàıt̨soo • Dınàıc̨hoo 86G/12 island-pointedDSuff 

Dıt’àà MacQuade 

Island 86C/12 

island-? 

▪ The name of an island on Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì with a high peak. There are abandoned houses of 
white people near Dıı̨k̨atso. 
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Dıtso • Dıcho 86E/1 island-big 

▪ The name translates as 'big island'. 

Dıtso • Dıcho 85O island-big 

▪ An island in Wedoòtł’oots’ahtì. 

Dıtsotsoa • Dıchotsoa  island-big-small 

▪ The name translates as 'small big island'. It is also called Dıtsoa — 'small island'. 

Dıtsotsoa • Dıchotsoa 85N/4 island-big-small 

Dǫdıìdaetì Thoulezzeh 

Lake 86A/2 

person-food?-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name of this lake relates to the fact that it is situated on Mǫwhì's trail and 
therefore offers much to live on. It is at the edge of the tundra hozìılaa, a land of 
black spruce. There are graves here. The mother of Jimmy Mantla and Elizabeth 
Michel, Baì, is buried on this lake, as is Ɂaanìımǫ (the mother of Ɂaanìı, the wife of 
Chief Jimmy Bruneau), the wife of Kaa ̨̀zhe, who was a middleman. Laiza Koyina was 
there as a witness when Ɂaanìımǫ died because her family was travelling with them. 
Elizabeth Quitte was the godchild of the chief and she travelled with them too. The 
moose killed at Saàhmıı̨t̨ì in the fall of 2001 was packed to this lake. Its name was 
also heard as Dǫdıèdaetì and Nǫdıìdaetì. 
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Dǫkw’ǫǫ̀dıì  person-bones-islandPNSuff 

▪ Several different islands are named this, islands on which people have been buried. 

Dǫkw’ǫǫ̀dıì  person-bones-islandPNSuff 

▪ Several islands have this name. 

Dǫkw’ǫǫ̀dıìtł’àà 85N person-bones-islandPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ Big bay north of the long peninsula. 

Dootì 86C ?-lakePNSuff 

Dǫ̀ǫ̀tì  ?-lakePNSuff 

Dlaahtì 85N/8 water plant-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is also called Łıwełek’àatì. 

Dlòodèa 85N squirrel-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

Dlòodehtì 85N squirrel-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ A small lake. 
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Dlòodìa 85N squirrel-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ The small island off the point Dlòodìaɂehdaà. 

Dlòodìaɂehdaà 85N squirrel-islandPNSuff-SmSuff-pointPNSuff 

Dlòomı ̨t̀s’ahtì • Dlòomı ̨c̀h’ahtì 86B squirrel-net-side-lakePNSuff 

Dlòotì 85L squirrel-lakePNSuff 

Dządalaatì • Jądalaatì  Jean-?- lakePNSuff 

Dzèhkwıı̨d̨ıì  dzèhkwıı̨-̨islandPNSuff 

▪ Dzèhkwıı̨d̨ıì is a large island on Whahtłamı ̨h̀k’èts’ahtì. In the spring there are lots of 
people here. When the ice is melting that’s when they play dzèhkwıı̨ ̨and that’s why 
they give it this name. 

Dzìɂehdaà • Jìɂehdaà 86C/5 berry-pointPNSuff 

▪ So named because all kinds of berries grow here. It is on a major route. 

Dzìhk’èɂehdaà • Jìhk’èɂehdaà 85M hook-site-pointPNSuff 

▪ A fishing spot for trout. A lot of people used to live here and there are burial sites 
here. 
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Dzìmı ̨t̀ì • Jìmı ̨t̀ì 85P ?-net?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are all kinds of different habitat around here, including whagweè, kwekàashìh, 
dègok’eek’ǫ̀ǫ, ts’oo, dèdlıı̨ ̨nezıı̨.̨ On this lake there is an island called Whagweèhdıì. 
White people were living here and on the top of the island they stuck up a metal 
pole. They left two boats behind. 

Dzìmı ̨t̀ìdeghaèlıı̨ ̨• 

Jìmı ̨t̀ìdeghaèlıı̨ ̨

85P ?-net?-lakePNSuff-through-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish here in the winter. It is mı ̨h̀k’è. 

Dzımìyek’edèhtǫǫtì • 

Jımìyek’edèhtǫǫtì 

85O [name]-it-on-it frozeDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The old name of K’àgòokǫ̀a, a lake with a tractor shed on it. It was named after Jımì’s 
(Jimmy Bruneau) father’s camp where they got frozen in in the fall time. 

Dzǫtì 85O muskrat-lakePNSuff 

▪ There were lots of muskrats here before. 

Dzǫtìtsoa  muskrat-lakePNSuff-small 

Edzo Edzo 85K Edzo 

▪ This place is named after the Dogrib leader. 
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Edzonıh̨tł’èk’et’aak’è  Edzo-airplane-site 

▪ This place is the airport near Edzo. 

Gahk’eeɂehdaà 85O rabbit-?-pointPNSuff 

▪ A big point. 

Gahk’eetł’àà 85O rabbit-?-bayPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of rabbits in this area, which is whagweè. 

Gahtsodıì • Gahchodıì 86B/14 rabbit-big-islandPNSuff 

▪ Laiza Koyina's father Homı ̨ ̀Mantla killed many caribou here. They camped here on 
Gots’ǫkàtì. 

Gamètì Gameti 86C/3 [name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ Named after a person's name, 'Gamè's Lake'. The lake used to be called Kwìgamı ̨ı̀ ̨ ̀but 
people changed it to Gamètì. 

Gǫąhtì Sarah Lake 

85N/11 

jackpine-narrows-lakePNSuff 

▪ The full form of this word is Gǫǫ̀kahtì • Gǫǫ̀hahtì. Compare with Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì and 
Nǫdìıhahtì. 

Goèhɂaatso • Goèhɂaacho  stand of trees in a valley-big 
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Gohdlıı̨h̨sìì • Gohdlıı̨h̨shìì 86D/14 AreaPref-old growth forest-mountainPNSuff 

▪ Lots of area that has never been burnt. 

Gohdlıı̨h̨sììkałıetì • 

Gohdlıı̨h̨shììkałıetì 

Ortona Lake 

86D/14 

AreaPref-old growth forest-mountainPNSuff-top-fish-lakePNSuff 

Gokwìkw’ǫ̀ǫshìì  our-head-bone-is-mountainPNSuff 

▪ A short way of saying Gokwìkw’ǫǫ̀wheɂǫǫshìì — 'mountain where our skull is'. 

Gokwìkw’ǫǫ̀wek’ewheɂǫǫtì 86A our-head-bone-it-on-there isDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a lake named after the mountain nearby which looks like a skull. 
The mountain is named Gokwìkw’ǫ̀ǫshìì. This lake is at the edge of the tundra and 
wood was carried from here onto the tundra. The wood here was used to make 
snowshoes, sleds, ax handles, and the like. There are two mountains near this lake 
but it is named after the one in the shape of a skull. 

Gokw’ahsìì • Gokw’ahshìì 96A/7-8 ?-mountainPNSuff 

▪ Name of a mountain area. 

Gokw’ahsììłıetì • 

Gokw’ahshììłıetì 

96A/8 ?-mountainPNSuff-fish-lakePNSuff 
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Gokw’eèdeè  umbilical cord?-riverPNSuff 

Gokw’eèhàtaèɂaa 86D/3 umbilical cord?-out-water-it extends?DSuff 

▪ A river flows out from it. Called Gokw’eè on the map. 

Gòloodıì 85O burned over area-islandPNSuff 

▪ Two graves here. 

Gòloodıì 85J burned over area-islandPNSuff 

Gòloodıì 85K burned over area-islandPNSuff 

Gòloodıì 85K burned over area-islandPNSuff 

▪ This island is in Ɂewàakwıı. 

Gòloodıı̨k̨aà 85J burned over area-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ A fishing spot. The grave of Ɂasahdeè is here. 

Gòloodıı̨k̨aà 85J (?) burned over area-narrowsPNSuff 

Gòloodıìtł’àà 85K/16 burned over area-islandPNSuff-bayPNSuff 
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Gòlootì 85M/12 burned over area-lakePNSuff 

▪ Identified as Waàghoò ts’ǫ nıw̨à-lea Gòlootì whehtǫǫ to distinguish it from other 
lakes with the same name. 

Gòlootì 85J burned over area-lakePNSuff 

▪ Robert said it can be called Daàts’ıìtì godoo Gòlootì. 

Gòlootìdèa 85N burned over area-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

Gòlootìtso • Gòlootìcho 85N burned over area-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ Identified as Tsǫ̀tì godoo Gòlootì since there are several lakes with this name. 

Gòlootìtsoa 85N burned over area-lakePNSuff-small 

Gòotì Wopmay 

River dehtì 

86C/10 

worm-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is a dehtì, so named because of the curved shape, whezòo. There is a story 
about ɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨of this lake. 

Gòotìdeè Wopmay 

River - part of 

86C 

worm-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river flows from Gòotì to Tł’otetì. 
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Gòt’ǫǫtì Windflower 

Lake 85L/15 

?-lakePNSuff 

Gots’atì Lac Ste 

Therese 

96A/12 

AreaPref-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ Good area for beaver, named by Bear Lake people. Émile Petitot translated the name 
of this lake as 'Shelter Lake'. 

Gots’atìdeè 96A AreaPref-side-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Gots’atìtsotìtso • 

Gots’atìchotìcho 

Bartlett Lake 

85M/1 

AreaPref-side-lakePNSuff-big-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ Lots of animals around this lake on the hunting trail from Lac La Martre. 

Gots’atìtsotìtsoa • 

Gots’atìchotìtsoa 

Weyburn 

Lake 85N/4 

AreaPref-side-lakePNSuff-big-lakePNSuff-small 
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Gots’azıı̨ ̨k̀weè • 

Goch’azhıı̨ ̨k̀weè 

86C AreaPref-side-?-rockPNSuff 

▪ Nobody goes to this place. It is close to the lake south of it. In the past one family of 
medicine people went inside the rock and something happened to them. Later a 
relative went inside to find out what happened. When he went into the rock he saw 
lots of flies flying around and he saw a kind of water creature with eyes like a strong 
light. He saw bones lying around and when he came out he warned people not to go 
there. The mother creature moved away, but her baby has remained there and so it 
is still dangerous there. Philip said that once when they were camped there, there 
was something like an earthquake, with the sound like shooting, which woke up their 
dogs. 

Gots’ǫkàtì Mesa Lake 

86B 

cloudberry-lakePNSuff 

▪ Laiza Koyina talked about how people didn't know about things from white people. 
Everything was made from caribou and moose hide. People used birchbark canoes. 
She can remember her parents building them and paddling them that far. Elizabeth 
Michel also remembers her parents building birchbark canoes. People were so happy 
to reach this lake because they were happy to see so many caribou. Annie Black’s 
oldest daughter was born here. 
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Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa  cloudberry-lakePNSuff-bottomPNSuff 

▪ A story from Laiza Koyina about travel back from this far place to Rae carrying packs 
of drymeat. Her grandfather had gone on ahead of them. She also told the story of 
her mother delivering the baby of an Inuit woman at the edge of the woods. 

Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àaɂelàetǫdaaɂ

àa 

86B/14 cloudberry-lakePNSuff-bottom-boat-trail-up-it extendsDSuff 

▪ A landing, there is a grave here. The area is associated with Ɂedzo wedè, K’àtehwhì 
wets’èke. There is a trail between this landing and Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa near Wek’ehàıl̨ıı̨t̨ì on 
which Ɂedzo went back and forth when they were living in fear of Ɂekècho. This is 
where Ɂedzo make peace. There is a child buried here. 

Ghòatì DeVries Lake 

86C/7 

?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake surrounded by mountains. It is a big lake with a complex shape. 

Ghòatìdeè  ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river lies on a major boat and sled trail. There are about six portages to go to 
Gamètì. 

Hàèlıądeè Wopmay 

River – part of 

86C 

out-it flowsSmSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ The river flows out into Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì. 
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Hàèlıądeèhàɂàa 86C out-itflowsSmSuff-riverPNSuff-out-it extendsDSuff 

▪ Also known as Naedııt̨’ıı tadaà Hàèlıądeèhàɂàa, meaning 'Hàèlıądeèhàɂàa across 
from Naedııt̨’ıı', to distinguish it from other places with the same name. 

Hàèlıı̨ ̨ 85N out-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The mouth of the Marian River. Annie Black’s mother is buried here. Also 
pronounced as Kàèlıı̨,̨ Xàèlıı̨.̨ 

Hobàadıà 85N AreaPref-alongside-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ Annie Black and Robert Mackenzie mentioned graves here. There is lots of water 
here. 

Hobàadıìaık̨aà 85O AreaPref-alongside-islandPNSuff-through-narrowsPNSuff 

Hobàadıìlǫ  AreaPref-alongside-islandPNSuff-tip 

Hobàadıìlǫ 85J AreaPref-alongside-islandPNSuff-tip 

▪ Another name for this place is Kwebàadıìlǫ. 

Hobàateè 85O AreaPref-alongside-flatPNSuff 

▪ The name of a portage for boats and sleds. 
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Hobàatìdeè 85N AreaPref-alongside-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river flows all the way from Ts’eetì Dehdaèhzaa [Snare Hydro]. 

Hobàatìdeèhàɂaa 85O AreaPref-alongside-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff-out-it extendsDSuff 

▪ Hobàa seems to be short for kwebàa 'alongside rocks'. This is the outlet of the river 
of Hobàatì. 

Hobàatìtso • Hobàatìcho 85N AreaPref-alongside-lakePNSuff-big 

Hobàatìtsoa 85N/8 AreaPref-alongside-lakePNSuff-small 

Hobàatìtsoaɂehdaà 85N AreaPref-alongside-lakePNSuff-small-pointPNSuff 

▪ There is a mountain on the point. 

Hobàatìtsoaɂehdaàk’ètsıı̨ ̨b̀eht

sı ̨ètǫnıɂ̨àa • 

Hobàatìtsoaɂehdaàk’èchıı̨ ̨b̀eh

chı ̨ètǫnıɂ̨àa 

85N AreaPref-alongside-lakePNSuff-small-pointPNSuff-base-sled-trail-it extendsDSuff 

▪ The name of a portage. 

Hodàèhkw’ǫǫ̀dehtì 85M down-ice overflow-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ So called because of how the overflow ice falls onto itself. 
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Homı ̨t̀ì Gordon Lake 

85P 

?-net-lakePNSuff 

Hotehtso • Hotehcho 85O portage-big 

▪ The name of the portage at K’ıwìıhdıì. 

Hotehtso • Hotehcho 85N portage-big 

▪ On the sled trail. 

Hozìıdeè Emile River barrenlands-riverPNSuff/ tundra-riverPNSuff 

Jìmı ̨t̀ì Lower Carp 

Lake 85O/12 

?-net-lakePNSuff 

▪ As this is an old name, it is not known why the lake has this name. This lake is on a 
great route and has a very nice shore. This word was checked earlier and spelled 
Dzìmìtì • Jìmìtì. The middle syllable seems to be equal to 'net’, so the same spelling is 
used here. This is a revision in spelling from the earlier time. 

Kàıt̨s’ıı  out-it blowsDSuff 

Kehdlootì 85N snared rabbit?-lakePNSuff 
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Ketsıı̨ ̨t̀ahdıì • Kechıı̨ ̨t̀ahdıì 86E/2 ankle-?-islandPNSuff 

▪ The name for a group of three sizeable islands named in the language of the Bear 
Lake Slavey people. 

Kǫ̀k’èetì Contwoyto 

Lake 76E 

fire-site-lakePNSuff 

▪ The word kǫ̀k’è refers to an empty campsite. 

Kǫ̀k’èhdıì Old Fort 

Island  85J 

fire-site-islandPNSuff 

▪ The island has old timers' kǫ̀k’è — campsite. 

Kǫ̀mǫ̀laa 86C/6 house-around-there areDSuff 

▪ The name is for the graves here and is the abbreviated form of kǫ̀ mǫǫ̀ whelaa, an 
old term for gravesites used because of the fences surrounding them. Before our 
time there was a cross here, and houses. This is the name of the channel, dehk’è. It is 
the place where people first saw a priest. It is also a place where people used to live 
but there was a time when there was no food and people died. 

Kǫ̀mǫ̀ladèa 85N grave fence-there areDSuff-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ The burial site of Ɂelę̀ę, Bınàa wın̨de (Homı ̨)̀ wets’èke. Kǫ̀mǫǫ̀ is a word for the fence 
around a grave and place is named after the graves here: kǫ̀ mǫǫ̀ whelaa. 
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Kǫ̀tì Nose Lake 

76F 

fire-lakePNSuff 

Kǫ̀t’at’aatì Lastfire Lake 

86A/11 

house-?-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also pronounced as Kǫ̀t’adaatì and Kǫ̀t’araatì. 

K’ààtì Indin Lake 

86B 

wait!-lakePNSuff 

▪ The term k’àà is used as an interjection meaning 'wait!' It is also used as an adverb 
meaning 'while waiting'. People possibly waited at this lake for caribou. A very big 
lake with lots of tawoò on it. If you don't know that area it is hard to get around 
because of all the open water. 

K’ààtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• K’ààtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨ 86B wait!-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

K’ààtìdeè 86B wait!-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ There is a sled trail leading along this river to Daàghǫǫtì. 

K’àbaetì 85M ptarmigan-lakePNSuff 

K’àbamı ̨t̀ì Colville Lake ptarmigan-net-lakePNSuff 

▪ Lots of ptarmigan here. 
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K’àdzàetì Bulmer Lake 

95I/15 

dry willow-lakePNSuff 

▪ Called this because there is lots of k’àhdzàa dry willow around it. Called K’ádzáhk’é 
'Site for k’ádzáh' in South Slavey Topical Dictionary 1993. 

K’àdzàetìdeè 95I/15 dry willow-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

K’àèlıı̨ ̨ 86F wait?-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name of tawoò where they lie in wait for ducks, which are plentiful, then they 
shoot them. The name is in the Bear Lake people's language. 

K’àgòokǫ̀a 85O tractor-house-SmSuff 

▪ The name of a lake with a tractor shed on it. Its original name was Jımìyek’edèhtǫǫtì, 
named after Jimmy Bruneau’s father’s camp, where they got frozen in in the fall. 

K’àhdzàatsodehtì • 

K’àhdzàachodehtì 

95I dry willow-big-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake good for beaver. 

K’aìtì Reindeer Lake 

85P/13 

?-inside-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is a shortened form of K’azhìıtì. There is a hill at this location, which also has 
bear dens sahɂǫǫ. 

K’àtaıɂ̨àadıì 85M willow-among-it extendsDSuff-islandPNSuff 
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K’àtaıɂ̨àatł’àà 85M willow-among-it extendsDSuff-bayPNSuff 

K’àyetì 85L/11 willow-?-lakePNSuff 

K’eàgotì Hislop Lake 

85N 

?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of burials at one spot on the lake, on top of clay — łèdzèhka. Annie 
Black’s daughter Seelı ̨ ̀was born here. 

K’eàgotìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

K’eàgotìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85N/10 ?-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There used to be lots of houses here. Now there is nothing. There is one grave above 
the houses, a relative of Ɂewıhdǫ̀ǫ̀ and of Chief Joe Rabesca. It is nice whagweè. 

K’eàgotìdeè 85N ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ There are a number of portages on this river. 

K’eàgotìdeèɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨ 85N ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff-each other-with-it flowsDSuff 

K’ıą̨hkw’àık̨aà 86C/3 dried birch bark-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ This place is named because of the abundance of birches here. 

K’ìetsotì • K’ìechotì 85L/9 birch?-big-lakePNSuff 

▪ Slavey people lived here. 
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K’ìetsotìdehtì • K’ìechotìdehtì 85K birch?-big-lakePNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

K’ısìtì • K’ıshìtì Lac Levis 

85K/12 

birch-?-lakePNSuff 

K’ısìtìdehtì • K’ıshìtìdehtì 85L birch-?-lakePNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

K’ıtì Birch Lake 

85K/2 

birch-lakePNSuff 

K’ıtsıì • K’ıchıì Whitebeach 

Point    85J/6 

birch-? 

▪ The area on the western shore of the North Arm of Great Slave Lake opposite to 
Tłık̨eè. 

K’ıwìıɂehdaà 85N birch cluster-pointPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of houses in the area of Ɂehtł’ètì, including the house of Yìhgǫǫ̀, a 
ɂek’aàwı. There are houses at this place belonging to Bahgòa (Johnny Smith's 
grandfather) and a man the priest called Bìı Kwıìt’ì. His wife’s name was Gedlıèwàa. 
By a creek Wılìa had a house, where he lived with his son Bınǫ̀. Also Ɂedààwelahtsìì 
had a house near here, and Bıdè. 
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K’ıwìıdeè 95I birch cluster-riverPNSuff 

▪ Flows into K’àdzàetì. 

K’ıwìıdeè 95I birch cluster-riverPNSuff 

▪ Lots of birch at the mouth of this river. 

K’ıwìıdehtì 85M birch cluster-river-lakePNSuff 

K’ıwìıhdıì 85O birch cluster-islandPNSuff 

▪ The river flows on both sides on a long stretch of tahgà from Daàts’ıìtì. It is a major 
moose crossing area. The path goes up here so there is a big portage. This trail is 
used by Whatì people, so said the wife of Jimmy Martin's grandfather Mǫwhì. 

K’ıwìıhdııwheɂǫǫ  birch cluster-island-?-there isDSuff 

K’ıwìıhtì 95P/8 birch cluster-lakePNSuff 

▪ Called Wehdzishiti on the map. 

K’ıwìıhtì 85O birch cluster-lakePNSuff 

▪ Named because of the trees in the area. 

K’ıwìıhtìdeèhàɂaa 85O birch cluster-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff-out-extendsDSuff 
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K’ıwìıhtìtł’àhtsoahàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 86D/2 birch cluster-lakePNSuff-bay-small-out-it flowsDSuff 

K’ıwìıhtìtso • K’ıwìıhtìcho  birch cluster-lakePNSuff-big 

K’ıwìıhtìtso • K’ıwìıhtìcho 85N birch cluster-lakePNSuff-big 

K’ıwìıhtìtsoa  birch cluster-lakePNSuff-small 

K’ıwìıtaèlıı̨ ̨ 85N birch cluster-among-it flowsDSuff 

K’òòtìa 85N willow-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ A pond near Ɂehdaakw’oò. 

K’òtìtso • K’òtìcho 85J willow?-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ Willows grow here. 

K’òotseè • K’òocheè 86B/15 willow-river mouth? 

▪ This is the only place nearby to find willows, and they are big. On the stream beside 
the willows is a good place for drying meat [bò nagehgǫ], so this is an important 
place. Further from here there is no wood. People use the willows for poles to dry 
the meat and for camping. 
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K’òotseè • K’òocheè 86G/2 willow-river mouth? 

▪ There is a burial between the islands and there are lots of willows by the river. To 
distinguish it from other places with this name, it can be called Ɂetsaàɂı ̨ı̀t̨ì k’e 
K’òotseè. 

K’òtì 85M willow-lakePNSuff 

▪ Good place for fat moose. Lots of people lived here because of the plentiful caribou. 

K’òtìtsoa 85J willow?-lakePNSuff-small 

K’òyehtì 86C/2-3 willow-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Webàa k’òo łǫ dehshe. 

K’òyehtìɂehdaà 86C willow-?-lakePNSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ There is a sled portage at the base of this point. 

K’òyehtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

K’òyehtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86C willow-?-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ This is a portage on the sled and boat trail to Gamètì. 

Kweɂaatì 85L/13 rock-?-lakePNSuff 
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Kweɂèè 86E/7 rock-fishtrap 

▪ A great place for fishing. An old woman made a dam with ducks and she survived 
here on this and is still living here to this day. She used it to get across. 

Kweɂèèts’ahtì • 

Kweɂèèch’ahtì 

Kway Cha 

Lake 86E/7 

rock-fishtrap-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ The water flows from this lake towards Kweɂèè. 

Kweɂehdaà 86C/3 rock-pointPNSuff 

▪ The point is named this way because it is a mountain. 

Kweɂehdaà 85N rock-pointPNSuff 

▪ This point is across from Ts’ooɂehdaà. 

Kweɂehdaàtł’àà 85N rock-pointPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ There were three houses at the north end of the bay belonging to Kw’atıjımìa, Annie 
Black’s father Dawì, and Bınǫ̀ Mantla. Now Kw’atıjımìa's house is the only one. The 
others burned down. The stages and warehouses are all gone. Annie Black’s father is 
buried here. 

Kweɂèhtì Fishtrap Lake 

86E/7-8 

rock-fishtrap-lakePNSuff 

▪ A long narrow lake, tıdaa làanì. 
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Kwea 85K rock-SmSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'little rock’, the name of a point. 

Kweagee Wrigley Point   

85J 

rock-repeatedly-carryDSuff 

▪ A big point. There is a story told by the grandfather of Ɂedìwàız̨hı ̨à Blackduck, 
Yatàzoò. People visited him to hear a story. It was a story about going for fish and 
using ɂedè to open the ice in one place for ɂelàetǫǫmı ̨.̀ The net was long. They know 
where to set the net to get fish. They help one another. They tie rocks to the net and 
feed the net into the water. When it comes to the very end that’s when they use 
dahzò. That is why it is called 'kwe naègee' or the short version of this phrase. 

Kweaıt̨’ııtì Chelay Lake 

86E/3 

rock-through-stretched-lakePNSuff 

▪ Two lakes have this name. 

Kweaıt̨’ııtì  rock-through-stretched-lakePNSuff 

▪ Two lakes have this name. 

Kwebàadıì  rock-alongside-islandPNSuff 

▪ The name of the island is also pronounced Hobàadıì. 

Kwebàadıì 85N/2 rock-alongside-islandPNSuff 
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Kwebàadıì Smith Island  

85J 

rock-alongside-islandPNSuff 

▪ Also pronounced as Kwemàadıì by Jimmy Martin. 

Kwebàadıìlǫ  rock-alongside-islandPNSuff-tip 

▪ This is the name of the tip of an island bordered by rocks. 

Kwebàadıìlǫ  rock-alongside-islandPNSuff-tip 

▪ Also called Hobàadıìlǫ by some people. 

Kwebàatì Wopmay Lake 

86F/2 

rock-alongside-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of rocks here. It is surrounded by hills. There is an associated ɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨.̨ 

Kwebàatìdeè Wopmay 

River 86C 

rock-alongside-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ It flows into Yawàatì. 

Kwebàatsaa • Kwebàachaa Fort Smith rock-alongside-rapids 

▪ The place is so named because of the rapids here. 

Kwebè 85K rock-? 

▪ A point where there are three graves at the tip of the point, including Laiza Koyina's 
mom's mom Ts’eewhı ̨à and Bino's grandfather. 
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Kwebèdıìlǫ 85K rock-?-islandPNSuff-tip 

▪ Where Robert Mackenzie's house is, at the tip of the island by the named point. 

Kwebètł’àà 85K rock-?-bayPNSuff 

Kwedaahsìı • Kwedaahshìı 86D/16 rock-it is humped upDSuff 

▪ The name of a point, a short form of kwe dawhehshìı. This hill is on a major caribou 
trail. There is clay here despite the name. There are two houses here, belonging to 
Angelique Mantla's father and Kw’atıjımìa (Jimmy Lacorne). The place is also called 
Nǫ̀ǫhɂèe godaà Kwedaahshìı, meaning 'Kwedaahshìı ahead of Nǫ̀ǫhɂèe'. 

Kwedaahsìıtł’àà • 

Kwedaahshìıtł’àà 

86D rock-it is humped upDSuff-bayPNSuff 

Kwedaakǫǫ 86A rock-raised-it is there, on a flat surfaceDSuff 

▪ The name is a shortened form of Kwedawhekǫǫ, meaning 'rock raised on a 
tableland'. Caribou migrate right through this area. 

Kwedaakǫǫtì 86A rock-raised-it is there, on a flat surfaceDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'Lake of Kwedaakǫǫ', the lake next to Kwedaakǫǫ. 
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Kwedegootahàtaıɂ̨àa 85J rock-whiteDSuff-amidst-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

▪ The fish are fat here. 

Kwèdııɂèè 86D/6 ?-fishtrapPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of loche in this area. 

Kweedoò 86D/9 rock-bloodPNSuff? 

▪ There is a story of this place, a small, steep hill, how it is the place where Yamǫǫ̀zaa's 
grandfather was killed. The hole in the flat top of the rock is the hole in the top of his 
head that they made to kill him. Anglique told the story of picking berries with her 
grandmother one day and hearing the story about throwing a rock with a string tied 
around it down the hole. This was done to predict the future. They could hear the 
rock hitting the sides of the hole as it went down, sounding like a bell. Alphonse told 
of the late Joseph and the late Alphonse going up there and throwing rocks down the 
hole. The rock that Joe threw down made a sound all the way down, but Alphonse's 
didn't. You don't fool around with this place. Philip was up there once and said the 
ice on the top of the hole is like window glass. Around the hole it is very flat and 
looks like a checkerboard with the blood. 

Kweedoòtł’àà 86D rock-bloodPNSuff?-bayPNSuff 
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Kweedoòts’ahtì • 

Kweedoòch’ahtì 

86D/9 rock-bloodPNSuff?-side-lakePNSuff 

Kweek’oo 85J rocks-redDSuff 

▪ The name of a point. There are lots of fish in the bay here, although the bay itself has 
no name. Jimmy Martin spent time trapping here using an oldtime trail. 

Kweek’oodeè 85N rock-redDSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river flows from hozìı to Russell Lake. There is kwekàashìh around it. 

Kweek’oonaèlaa Lac Séguin 

86C/6 

rock-redDSuff-across-there areDSuff 

▪ A line of red rocks in the water. All year long there is open water. This is known as a 
year-round mı ̨h̀k’è, for all kinds of fish, including łìh, dehdoo, ɂıh̨daa, and more. 
Romie's father had three houses here. Another name for the place is Yaɂıı̨t̨ì. 

Kweelaats’eet’èe 86C rock-there areDSuff-people step?DSuff 

▪ The name of a portage where there are lots of rocks to go between. Philip Zoe told of 
one time when a fox went into a crevice in the rocks and died. 

Kweelaats’eet’èets’ǫ̀tł’àà 86C rock-there areDSuff-people step?DSuff-to-bayPNSuff 

▪ This bay can be called Tłeètì Kweelaats’eet’èets’ǫ̀tł’àà to identify it fully. 
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Kwèezìıtì • Kwèezhìıtì  sucker-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named after the sucker fish — kwìezhìı. 

Kwèezìıtì • Kwèezhìıtì 85O sucker-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named for the sucker fish — kwìezhìı. They saw a kind of fish in this lake 
that they hadn't seen before. 

Kweghaıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 85K rock-through-it flowsDSuff 

▪ On Marian Lake, connecting to Ɂehtł’ètì. 

Kweghaıt̨’ııtì 86C rock-through-it stretchesDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake runs between mountains. 

Kweghoòɂehdaà 86B/15 rock-rough-pointPNSuff 

▪ Named after the rough rocks here, it is a point opposite K’òotseè on Tatsǫ̀tì. 

Kweghoòɂehdaàtso • 

Kweghoòɂehdaàcho 

76D rock-rough-pointPNSuff-big 

▪ The name translates as 'big rough rock point’. 

Kweghoòdìa 76D rock-rough-islandPNSuffSmSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'little rough rock island'. 
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Kweghoòdıì 76D rock-rough-islandPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'rough rock island'. 

Kweghoòtaıl̨ıı̨ ̨  rock-rough-amidst-it flowsDSuff 

Kweık̨aà 86D/9 rock-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ So named because there are mountains on both sides of this narrows between 
Kweık̨ahtì and Nǫ̀ǫyawhelıı̨t̨s’ahtì. It is located at the south end of Ɂıt̨s’èetì. There is a 
house belonging to Ɂalìsì here. There was a water creature — weyèedıı here so in the 
past people didn't go through this narrows, they went around. But with the blasting 
and other activity associated with the mine in the area, weyèedıı left. The burial site 
for Jąa ̨̀nìtłòo wets’èke. 

Kweık̨ahtì Beaverlodge 

Lake 86D/9 

rock-narrows-lakePNSuff 

Kwekàaɂehdaà 85O rock-flat-pointPNSuff 

Kwekàaɂehdaàtso • 

Kwekàaɂehdaàtso 

 rock-flat-pointPNSuff-big 
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Kwekàaɂehdaàtso • 

Kwekàaɂehdaàcho 

85O rock-flat-pointPNSuff-big 

▪ An alternate name for Kwekàaɂehdaà, on Jimmy Martin's trail. 

Kwekàaɂehts’òa 85N rock-flat-?-SmSuff 

▪ A longer name is Behtsotì Kwekàaɂehts’òa. 

Kwekàaɂehts’òats’ahtì • 

Kwekàaɂehts’òach’ahtì 

85N rock-flat-?-SmSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ Ɂàlıwhǫ̀ǫ wetà (Lıwì Wèdaawı ̨)̀ wekǫ̀ gòɂǫǫ. He is also buried not far from here and 
so are four or five children. His wife is buried at Nıd̨zıık̨aà. 

Kwekàadaıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 86C/5 rock-flat-over?-it flowsDSuff 

▪ This name is descriptive of the place. The water flows over the ends of the rocks. 
There is open water all year round. 

Kwekàahtì Wecho Lake 

85P 

rock-flat-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of outcrops of rock’. 

Kwekàak’edatł’àts’eèhdaa 85K rock-flat-on-raised-bottom-someone sat downDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'where someone sat his bottom down upon flat rocks'. This 
place is beside Gòloodıì, close to Ɂewàakwıı. 
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Kwekàateèlıı̨ ̨ 85O rock-flat-over-it flowsDNSuff 

▪ The river flows out here. 

Kwekàateèlıı̨ ̨ 85J rock-flat-over-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There are two houses here and the gravesites of three people. One of them is 
Bıɂèetà. It is a high hill with whagweè at the bottom, with another five graves. It is 
the start of the trail to Wekweètì. 

Kwekàateèlıı̨t̨s’ahtì • 

Kwekàateèlıı̨c̨h’ahtì 

85O rock-flat-over-it flowsDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a clay point on this lake with graves on it, including Jimmy Martin's father's 
father, the father of Moise Martin, named Wełàht’ee; Lıwì, a man called Gahchè; and 
K’òkw’ı ̨à's child (Melanie Lafferty's child). 

Kwekàatenaedèa 85J rock-flat-across-repeatedly-they flyDSuff-SmSuff 

▪ A very small island where ducks fly through in ɂedaèk’ǫǫ. 

Kwekàatìdeè  rock-flat-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ Three people buried at the north end of a lake. 

Kwekàatı ̨ı̀ɂ̨àa 85J rock-flat-underwater?-it extendsDSuff 

▪ A slope. The bay that forms when the river from Ɂenìıt̨ıı̨ ̨flows out. 
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Kwekàats’ıìhoteè 86B rock-flat-rotten?-portagePNSuff 

Kwekàats’òa 85N rock-flat-?-SmSuff 

▪ A dehgà. This name will remain until the end of the earth. If you climb up on top you 
will see a river running through the rock. The rock looks sort of rotten. If you pay 
respect to it there will be lots of beaver. 

Kwekàats’òats’ahtì • 

Kwekàats’òach’ahtì 

85N rock-flat-?-SmSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

Kwekadatł’àts’eedaa 85K rock-top-raised-bottom-someone sitsDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'where someone sits his bottom up on top of the rock’. This 
place is also called Yamǫǫ̀zaakwekadatł’àedaa • Yamǫǫ̀zaakwekadatł’àedaa 'where 
Yamǫǫ̀zaa sits his bottom up on top of the rock’. 

Kwekaèlaa 86D rock-flat?-there areDSuff 

▪ This is on the boat trail to Sahtì. 

Kwekaghoòtì Desteffany 

Lake 76D 

rock-on top-rough-lakePNSuff' 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of rough tops of rock’. 
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Kwekaghoòtìdehtì 76D rock-on top-rough-lakePNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'river-lake of the lake of rough tops of rock’. 

Kwekaghǫ̀tì 76D rock-top-jagged-lakePNSuff 

▪ Ghǫ̀ — 'jagged' refers to the fact that there are lots of small bays on the shores of 
this lake. 

Kwekàık̨aà 85N rock-flat-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ There is tawoò here. 

Kwek’aak’èɂòo 86A rock-white-?-it floatsDSuff 

▪ This is a dıı̨k̨a. 

Kwek’atì Lac de Gras  

76D 

rock-fat-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of rockfat’. This is a second name for Lac de Gras, which 
some say is an older name. 

Kwek’odeè  rock-?-riverPNSuff 

▪ -k’o does not mean 'red'. The rocks here are black. A place close to Ray Rocks • 
Kwetıı̨ɂ̨àa. 
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Kwelàdeètì 85M rock-end?-riverPNSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are rocks here. 

Kwenàıɂ̨aatì 85K rock-standsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'standing rock lake'. The mountain it is named after is on 
Jimmy Martin's trail towards Rae. It is dèdlıı̨s̨hìh. There are fish. There are lots of 
rocks around this lake. He and Jimmy were heading towards Rae following the skidoo 
trail. They threw all the chipped rocks away but came across a big chunk of rock as 
big as a stove. It was dangerous. There is a big river flowing from it. It is on an 
oldtime trail. To the very end of it there is a big stretch of ɂelè. There are lots of trees 
around. There are lots of dead branches lying around on the ground and lots of 
ɂajììdegoo. It has been a long time. This was a place they camped overnight using 
dogteams. Bòyęę had his tent here. They went from here on their route to Fort 
Providence delivering mail. Someone who knew the route was travelling ahead of 
them on snowshoes. They were using a dogteam. They took about four to five nights 
delivering mail. 

Kwetıı̨ɂ̨àa Ray Rock 85N rock-into water-it extendsDSuff 

Kwetǫhkweè 86E rock-?-rockPNSuff 

▪ A high hill that winds swirl around. To the south of it are found large boulders. 
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Kwet’ıąkǫ̀gòɂǫǫtso • 

Kwet’ıąkǫ̀gòɂǫǫcho 

76D white personSmSuff-house-there isDSuff-big 

▪ The name translates as 'big house location of little Whiteman'. 

Kwet’ootì Lac Grandin 

86D/2 

rock-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ When this kind of rock—possible shale—is thrown into the fire it makes a sizzling 
sound and smells like gas. 

Kwet’ootìdeè 85M rock-?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Kwetsahtì • Kwechahtì Mazenod 

Lake 85N 

rock-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of rocks here. The middle syllable is not ts’a, as in ɂets’ahtì, according 
to Joe Migwi. 

Kwetsoozìì • Kwechoozhìì  rock-big?-mountainPNSuff 

▪ A large mountainous area to the west of Whatì. Also heard as Kwejoozhìì. 

Kwetsǫ̀tì  rock-dirt?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The term kwetsǫ̀ means 'black lichen'. 

Kwets’ahtì • Kwech’ahtì Etna Lake 

86D/5 

rock-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ Madeline Arrowmaker's grandfather is buried here. There is lots of loche here. 
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Kwets’ıtì Black Lichen 

Lake 86C/8 

rock-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are rocks all around it, hence the name for the lake. There are ɂelàetǫ and 
behtsı ̨ètǫ leading to this lake. 

Kwets’ıtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Kwets’ıtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86C rock-?-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The portage avoiding this place is Kwets’ıtìhoteè. There are stories of encounters 
with Chipewyan people in this area. 

Kwets’ıtìhoteè 86C/8 rock-?-lakePNSuff-portagePNSuff 

▪ A portage at Kwets’ıtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨.̨ There are stories of encounters with Chipewyan people 
in this area. 

Kwets’ootł’àà 85K rock-?-bayPNSuff 

▪ This bay is across from Nıh̨sìì. 

Kwewıìhtsaa • Kwewıìhchaa 86D/6 rock-puffy-rapids 

▪ The name of a river flowing around rocks. 

Kwewıìnàıl̨aa 86A rock-puffy-down?-there areDSuff? 
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Kwewıìtadeè 85J rock-puffy-amidst-riverPNSuff 

▪ There are a lot of fish here. Their fathers used to make fishtraps from clay because 
they didn't have nets. The fish would pour into it. They had their own hooks and 
ɂelàetǫǫmı ̨.̀ Joe Suzie Mackenzie's father made daètǫǫkǫ̀ here to live in. 

Kwewıìtaıdeè  rock-puffy-amidst-riverPNSuff 

▪ There are a lot of fish in this river because of the configuration of rocks. 

Kwewıìtadeèts’ahtì • 

Kwewıìtadeèch’ahtì 

85J rock-puffy-among-riverPNSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

Kweyıı̨ ̨ ̀ 85O rock-round 

▪ A point made by a high hill. There are lots of moose here. Once five or six were seen 
at once. There is a tahgà south of here. 
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Kweyìıɂełets’aadzìı • 

Kweyìıɂełets’aajìı 

86D/9 rock-inside-each other-people chasedDSuff 

▪ The name of a small island with a rock on it about the size of a house, but split in half 
and covered with kwetsı ̨ ̀that looked like blood. A story tells of how Ɂekècho was 
killing Tłıc̨hǫ people here and none survived. Gahcho was a very nice Tłıc̨hǫ person 
who didn't want to kill people but he did it for revenge. Where Tłıc̨hǫ people were 
camped, Gahcho's wife went around early in the morning warning people that the 
Chipewyan people were coming like nàhgąą. Unaware that Gahcho was there they 
started killing all of the Tłıc̨hǫ people in their sleep. Gahcho started to club the 
Chipewyan people to death. He chased some into a great split in the rock, which they 
entered as if going into a house (using medicine power). To kill these people, Gahcho 
stabbed at them and blood dripped out of the rock. Eventually they froze inside the 
rock. Gahcho was stronger than Ɂekècho and so he was a scary person. (Not in the 
same place as shown on the map) 

Kweyìıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 86F rock-inside-it flowsDSuff 

▪ A canyon with water flowing between rock hills. There is a portage to the north of 
this place because of open water on behchı ̨ètǫ. There are lots of fish here. 

Kweyıı̨ ̨t̀ì Kwejinne 

Lake 85O 

rock-round-lakePNSuff 
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Kwìgamı ̨ı̀ ̨ ̀ 86C head?-?-netPNSuff 

▪ An island associated with the person named Gamè or Kwìgamı ̨ı̀ ̨.̀ Angelique Mantla 
told her grandmother's story about the person named Kwìgamı ̨ı̀ ̨ ̀who saved his own 
life. The man paddled to an island and went to sleep there. A bear swam across and 
was about to eat him while he was sleeping. He woke up in time and by using 
medicine to keep the mouth of the bear open he saved himself. Romie gave some 
background on the story, saying that earlier Kwìgamı ̨ı̀ ̨ ̀had killed that bear's cub. 
When he paddled away the bear called to him to come back to shore but he 
wouldn't. The bear said that he would take his revenge and warned the man not to 
sleep alone. The man said that he would defeat him. Later the bear found him and 
was crouched over him, licking him on both sides of his mouth to wake him up. 
When he woke up, the bear asked, 'how do you want me to kill you?' The man said 
to kill him alive. The man used his power to keep the bear's mouth wide open. The 
man asked the bear why he was fooling around with himself [to close his mouth]. 
The man grabbed the bear's legs and tore it in two, throwing one half onto the land 
and the other half deep into the earth. People should not sleep here. 

Kwıìkǫ̀ǫ̀dıì 85N gunpowder-islandPNSuff 

▪ The ground looks black on this island. There used to be a weyèedıı near it. 

Kwık’ìıɂedaà 86H gun-crossing 

▪ The site is on both sides of a place where caribou travel. 
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Kwık’ìıɂedaàts’ahtì • 

Kwık’ìıɂedaàch’ahtì 

86H Kwık’ìıɂedaà-side-lakePNSuff 

Kwìtsè • Kwìchè 85M ?-tail 

▪ A bay on Ts’otı ̀(officially known as Lac La Martre.) 

Kwìtsèɂehdaà • 

Kwìchèɂehdaà 

85M ?-tail-pointPNSuff 

Kwìtsèɂehdaàtł’àà • 

Kwìchèɂehdaàtł’àà 

85M ?-tail-pointPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

Kwìtsèts’ahtì • Kwìchèch’ahtì 85M ?-tail-side-lakePNSuff 

Kwıd̨zììɂehdaà • Kwıj̨ììɂehdaà 85M ?-hookPNSuff-pointPNSuff 

Kwıd̨zììtł’àà • Kwıj̨ììtł’àà 85M ?-hookPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

Kw’atılıwìwetàłıgǫ̀hɂǫǫtì 85M [name]-his-father-fish-foundDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is named after the father of Kw’atılıwì (Chief Louis Beaulieu). 

Kw’èhdìa  [name]-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ This island is named after a person named Kw’èh. It is a small island west of Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀dıì. 
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Kw’ıtì Ketcheson 

Lake 85N/15 

straight?-lakePNSuff 

Kw’ıtì 86A straight?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Jimmy Martin ran into lots of caribou here on a trip with John B. Zoe. Jimmy's 
younger sister died here when she was four years old. This lake defines an area 
called Kw’ıtìtata. 

Kw’ıtìtata 86A straight?-lakePNSuff-water-among 

▪ Area bounded by Kw’ıtì and Tadeetì. 

Kw’ǫǫ̀htì  overflow ice-lakePNSuff 

▪ Between Ɂıt̨s’èetì and Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀hahtì. 

Kw’ǫǫ̀tì  ice overflow-lakePNSuff 

▪ Caribou like this type of place. 

Kw’ǫǫ̀yeèhdeè 86D ice overflow-packPNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ A river where the ice builds up into a solid mass when the water overflows 
repeatedly in the winter. Near the mouth of the river is the burial site for 
Ɂehtsèek’aàwı. 
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Kw’ǫǫ̀yeèhtì Malfait Lake 

86C/12 

ice overflow-packPNSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after the river where the ice builds up into a solid mass when the 
water overflows repeatedly in the winter. 

Kw’ǫǫ̀yeèhtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Kw’ǫǫ̀yeèhtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86D ice overflow-packPNSuff-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ This is the burial site for Madeleine Zoe Chocolate, Yabèzo wemǫ Madlę̀ę̀tso, John B. 
Zoe's grandmother. 

Letìa 86C ?-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

Łaàhk’ezhìı 85M bare dry wood-under 

▪ A bay. 

Łàdladıì  broken apart-islandPNSuff 

Łàtaèhdlıı̨ ̨ 86B/15 apart-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name of a portage. There are lots of dehdoo here. The place is also called 
Łàtaèhdlıı̨h̨oteè. 

Łatsoòtì  ?-lakePNSuff 
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Łatsoòtìwhat’àà  ?-lakePNSuff-eskerPNSuff 

▪ The name of an esker identified by the lake Łatsoòtì. 

Łèdzèdehtì 85N clay-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a portage here. The lake can be identified as close to Nàakaàtì. 

Łèdzèhdıì 85N clay-islandPNSuff 

▪ The grave of Wedıì, Pierre Washie's younger brother. Some of the land has 
disappeared because it was flooded. Since it was clay it just fell apart. 

Łèdzèhkweèdıì 86B clay-rockPNSuff-islandPNSuff 

Łèdzèhkweètł’àà 86B clay-rockPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

Łèdzèhtì 85N/9 clay-lakePNSuff 

Łèdzèhtì 85O clay-lakePNSuff 

Łèdzèık̨aà  clay-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ A narrows in an area full of łèdzèhshìh clay hills. 

Łèdzèık̨aà 85N clay-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ There are gravesites here on an island. 
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Łèdzèk’ehoteè 85N clay-on-portagePNSuff 

▪ There is clay here. 

Łèdzèk’ehoteè 85N clay-on-portagePNSuff 

Łèhdlııtì 85O together?-frozenDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Łıedaebeemı ̨h̀k’è 86F fish-it floatsDSuff-net-site 

▪ The name translates as 'floating fish net site'. There are lots of fish in this area, a 
narrows, and long fishnets can be set here. In the winter the ice tends to be thin so it 
is easy to make a hole in it. There are lots of old camps here because it was a major 
fishing area. It is known as Kwebàatì k’e Łıedaebeemı ̨h̀k’è, meaning 'Łıedaebeemı ̨h̀k’è 
on Kwebàatì'. 

Łıedaebeemı ̨h̀k’è 86B/12 fish-it floatsDSuff-net-site 

▪ The name translates as 'floating fish net site'. When people didn't have anything to 
eat this is where they went for fishing. Its name can be stated as Tıkwootì k’e 
Łıedaebeemı ̨h̀k’è. 

Łıedaebeemı ̨h̀k’è 85N fish-floatsDSuff-net-site 

▪ The name translates as 'floating fish net site'. 
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Łìèhtì 86G/8 whitefish-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Despite the different pronunciation, the same lake as Łìhtì. 

Łıetì Chedabucto 

Lake 85J 

fish-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are a lot of trout to be caught off the end of the point in this lake, inland from 
K’ıtsıì. Wıdàɂeneèko set nets here. 

Łıetìa 86C/10 fish-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

Łıetìa 85O/5 fish-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ This is a good fishing spot. 

Łıetìgòa 85O fish-lakePNSuff-?-SmSuff 

▪ Ɂelę̀ę Mantla, Yamè wemǫ, is buried here. 

Łıetìghı ̨à 85O/5 fish-lake-roundSmSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish in this lake, which is named for its shape. There is lots of 
kwekàashìh around it. 

Łıetsotì • Łıechotì Self Lake 86F fish-big-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after the fish in it. 
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Łıets’aɂòatì 85N fish-around-swimDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ One burial site here. There are fish here. 

Łıgòɂǫǫ 86C/12 fish-AreaPref-there isDSuff 

▪ The area of the narrows. There are lots of fish here of all kinds and lots of otters. 
When Joseph Rabesca (Moise's dad) and Pierre Washie were very young, they took a 
lot of fish here. The fish smell really strong near that place. There is open water all 
year round, which is why there are lots of otters, because of the fish too. One time 
Peter Zoe and his dad Philip saw lots of otters sitting on the ice, maybe nine or ten. 

Łıgòɂǫǫdeè 86C fish-AreaPref-there isDSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ A long river going all the way from Łıgòɂǫǫ to Łıgòɂǫǫdeèhàɂaa. A certain portion of 
it is dehgà, without rapids. 

Łıgòɂǫǫdeèhàɂaa 86D fish-AreaPref-there isDSuff-riverPNSuff-out-it extendsDSuff 

▪ White people have houses here, associated with Beaver Lodge mine, where ore was 
found in 1932. 

Łìhgǫǫtì 86B whitefish-it driesDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is a place for drying fish, as its name indicates, and is used as a campsite. There 
are lots of rough white rocks around this area. It is a good fishing area for all kinds of 
fish, even though the placename includes one type of fish in its name. 
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Łìhtì Parent Lake 

86G/8 

whitefish-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is very good for whitefish fishing. The lake is also known as Łìèhtì. 

Łìhtì 86H/4 whitefish-lakePNSuff 

▪ Going to this lake from Łèdzèhtì there is a long portage. The fish here look black but 
they taste good. 

Łìhtsomı ̨h̀k’è • Łìhchomı ̨h̀k’è 86B/14 whitefish-big-net-site 

▪ A great place for fishing; the whitefish are really big. The longer name is Wèet’aàlǫ 
Łìhtsomı ̨h̀k’è. K’aàwıa (Bruno Mantla) used to go here because of the big fish, not 
just whitefish but all kinds. 

Łılııtì  fish-frozenDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'frozen fish lake'. 

Łıt’aàtìtso • Łıt’aàtìcho  fish-fin?-lakePNSuff-big 

Łıt’aàtìtsoa  fish-fin?-lakePNSuff-small 

Łıwełek’àatì 85N/8 fish-it is fatDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'fat fish lake'. This lake is also called Dlaahtì. 
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Łıwetì 85L/4 fish-lakePNSuff 

Łıwetì 96A/8 fish-lakePNSuff 

Łıwets’aɂòa area on Lac 

du Sauvage 

76D 

fish-around-swimSmSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'little spot where fish swim in a circle'. This name is also 
pronounced as Łıts’aɂòa. 

Łıwets’aɂòats’ahtì • 

Łıwets’aɂòach’ahtì 

Lac du 

Sauvage 76D 

fish-around-swimSmSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'side lake of the little spot where fish swim in a circle'. 

Madǫ̀ǫ̀yek’eɂekwǫ̀ıh̨k’èetì 86A [name]-it-on-caribou-he shotDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name of the lake is 'lake on which Madǫ̀ǫ̀ shot a lot of caribou'. The verb phrase 
ɂekwǫ̀ ıh̨k’è means 'he shot [many] caribou' and contrasts with ɂekwǫ̀ whehk’è 
which means 'he shot [a] caribou'. Sometimes Madǫ̀ǫ̀ is referred to as Madǫ̀ǫ̀ezıı̨ ̨• 
Madǫ̀ǫ̀ezhıı̨ ̨and the lake may also be named Madǫ̀ǫ̀ezıı̨y̨ek’eɂekwǫ̀ıh̨k’èetì • 
Madǫ̀ǫ̀ezhıı̨y̨ek’eɂekwǫ̀ıh̨k’èetı. 

Mądzèetànıh̨bàawòanàıɂ̨aatì 85M/13 [name]-tepee-it standsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after a person named Mądzèetà, 'Mądzèe's father'. 
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Mı ̨ǹeehdaà  net-?-pointPNSuff 

▪ The point where the village of Whatì is built. 

Mı ̨t̀ì 85M/6 net-lakePNSuff 

Mǫ̀lakǫ̀k’è Fort 

Enterprise 

86A 

Frenchman-fire-site 

▪ The name translates as 'Frenchman's empty camp'. 

Nàakaàedııtì 86B/12 northern lights-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ “If you look down into the water for about 100 feet you can see the rocks at the 
bottom. One time people arrived back to this place, and they were starving. They 
used medicine to get weyèedıı out so that they can see it. Someone shot one of its 
arms off and it blew up and ended up stuck to the rock. Recently the rock fell down 
with weyèedıı's arm stuck to it. The lake is as clear as glass so that we can see the 
northern lights in it.” Audıo file,  Placename Habıtat Project (PHP)-01/12/01-2/7 

Nàakaàtì 86E northern lights-lakePNSuff 

▪ A long lake along a boat trail. 
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Nàakaàtì Labrish Lake 

85N/9 

northern lights-lakePNSuff 

▪ The sled trail is marked on the large map. There is open water on this lake and the 
sled trail goes alongside the lake. 

Nàakaàtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Nàakaàtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85N northern lights-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ It is a strong river that flows out here. 

Nàakaàzıìdeè • Nàakaàzhıìdeè Camsell River 

86E/9 

northern lights-under-riverPNSuff 

▪ A big river and very strong. 

Nàakaàzıìdeèɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Nàakaàzhıìdeèɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86F/12 northern lights-under-riverPNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

Naàzǫǫkaà 86C/14 ?-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ There is open water here. Philip Zoe has a house here. A big trail leads from this lake 
to the end of Łıgòɂǫǫ. 

Naàzǫtì 86C/14 ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Two parts of the lake are separated by narrows. This lake is on a major trail. Two 
portages are linked together. 
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Nàbehoteı ̨z̀oo 86E otter-portage-crookedDSuff 

▪ This is the name of a short portage and also the name of the whole island. The otters 
like to swim here in the open water all year long. 

Nàbelę̀ą 86D/16 otter-?-SmSuff 

▪ A narrows. There are lots of fish here that the otters live on. This is where they raise 
their offspring. There is open water all year. Bear Lake people named the place. 

Nàbelę̀ąɂetsı ̨g̀oèɂàa • 

Nàbelę̀ąɂechı ̨g̀oèɂàa 

86D otter-?-SmSuff-?-AreaPref-it extendsDSuff 

Nàbelę̀ąhàtaèɂaa 86D otter-?-SmSuff-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

Nàbelę̀ąts’ahtì • 

Nàbelę̀ąch’ahtì 

86D otter-?-SmSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake beyond Nàbelę̀ą. 

Nàbelę̀ąts’ahtìdıı̨k̨atso • 

Nàbelę̀ąch’ahtìdıı̨k̨acho 

86D otter-?-SmSuff-side-lakePNSuff-narrows-big 

Nadègòɂaa 86C/3 across-land-AreaPref-it extendsDSuff 

▪ A narrows that translates as 'land extending across'. You can see the land extending 
across under the shallow water. 
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Nàdenìıɂ̨àatì Exeter Lake 

76D 

? 

▪ The lake is named because there is an esker that stretches across the lake. This was 
an area where foxes were hunted. The water flows towards Deèzàatì. Some also 
called it Nàdegòıɂ̨àatì. 

Naedııt̨’ıı 86C/5 across-long-it stretchesDSuff 

▪ The name of a short portage at the isthmus of the point with the same name. Also 
called Naedııt̨’ıı wechıı̨ ̨.̀ 

Naedııt̨’ııɂehdaà 86C/5 across-long-it stretchesDSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ This name is short for Naedıınıt̨’ııɂehdaà. This point shares a name with the short 
portage that is found at the isthmus leading to the point. It is on a major route. It 
stretches from nǫdìı. 

Naedııt̨’ııɂehdaàbehtsı ̨ètǫ • 

Naedııt̨’ııɂehdaàbehchı ̨ètǫ 

86C across-long-it stretchesDSuff-pointPNSuff-sled-trail 

▪ This is on an oldtime sled trail. 

Nàgotsaà • Nàgochaà 86A ? 

▪ This is the name of a dıı̨k̨a — narrows. Alongside this place there is a nice area of old 
growth forest. Nothing is known about this name. Zhǫ̀cho wetà is buried here. 
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Nàgotsaàdıı̨k̨aà • 

Nàgochaàdıı̨k̨aà 

86A ?-narrowsPNSuff 

Nàhgąąkwekàaghaıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 85L bushman-rock-flat-through-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There is an eddy here where a net can be placed to catch a lot of fish. 

Nàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 85N/2 down-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name means 'waterfall'. It is the name of the falls on Tsǫ̀tìdeè. 

Nàıl̨ıı̨h̨oteè 85N/2 down-it flowsDSuff-portagePNSuff 

▪ The long portage on the falls on the Ts’otıd̀eh (Lac La Martre River). It is four to five 
miles long. 

Nàıl̨ıı̨t̨ì 85N down-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the name of the lake above the falls named Nàıl̨ıı̨.̨ 
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Nàkedzèedıì 86E ?-islandPNSuff 

▪ The big island in the group of three islands named Ketsıı̨ ̨t̀ahdıì. There is a story about 
this place told by Romie.  
“Two men were in love with the same woman. One man took the woman away from 
the other and took her away in a boat, abandoning the other man on this island. He 
survived using his medicine power, putting some glue-like substance on the rocks 
and catching ducks this way. The next spring the first man returned, not knowing the 
man on the island was still alive. When the boat landed the second man hid himself 
and waited until he could steal the boat away from the first man. He paddled away 
leaving him on the island. That man didn't survive. He managed to kill just one thing. 
The man with stronger medicine power survived. The name possibly relates to feet 
sticking to things.” Audio file, PHP-01/11/30-1/6 

Nakèeɂehdaà 85M ?-pointPNSuff 

Nakeèhk’ǫ̀atàdıì 85N [name]-father-islandPNSuff 

▪ An island in Ɂebòts’ıtì where Nakeèhk’ǫ̀a lived. He was from Fort Simpson. The island 
is named after him. 

Nàkets’aàhk’ǫǫ̀dehtì  ?-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a slope along this river lake so that people have to walk on a slant along the 
lake. The lake is named after this. 
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Nàk’aèzıìdeè  [name]-riverPNSuff 

▪ A long river named after a person named Nàk’aèzıì. In the past people would travel 
by birchbark canoe with a single dog running along the shore beside them. Nàk’aèzıì 
got angry because his dog died trying to cross above the rapids. So he threw his 
ɂǫhchı ̨à into the canoe, which went over the rapids, and he died too going after his 
dog. 

Nàk’òıɂ̨aa 76D willow standsDSuff 

▪ There are a lot of k’òò — 'willows' here. The word means 'willows standing' with k’ò 
incorporated into the word that means 'standing', nàıɂ̨aa. This is a common 
grammatical construction. 

Nàk’òıɂ̨aats’ahtì • 

Nàk’òıɂ̨aach’ahtì 

76D willow standsDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ At this place is found the last of a type of willow before hozìı. 

Natats’aèhmıı̨t̨ì 95P across-?-it swamDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name means ‘sounds like something swam across’. This lake is joined to 
Dınaèlaatì. 

Nàtł’ıɂèè 86D ?-fishtrapPNSuff? 

▪ A very old name. A lot of people lived here, on nice whagweè. 
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Nàtł’ıɂèèdıı̨k̨aà 85M ?-narrows 

Natsıı̨ ̨l̀aa • Nachıı̨ ̨l̀aa 86D/16 across-?-there areDSuff? 

▪ An area all around the island, where there is open water all winter. 

Nıd̨zıık̨aà  ?-narrowsPNSuff 

Nıh̨sìì • Nıh̨shìì Old Fort Rae 

85J 

?-mountainPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of burials and old houses at the tip of Nıh̨sìì. 

Nıh̨sììhoteè • Nıh̨shììhoteè 85J ?-mountainPNSuff-portagePNSuff 

▪ A skidoo trail, also called Nıh̨sììk’ètsıı̨ ̨h̀oteè. 

Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa 86B/14 land?-charred-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ The name means 'pond of blackened earth'. Nı ̨ ̀is probably an old form of dè — 'earth 
or land'. This is a skinny lake. People used to enjoy shooting ducks here. There is a 
lake with the name Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa on either side of Gots’ǫkàtì. This one is identified as 
Nı ̨h̀t’èık̨aà Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa. 
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Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa 86B/14 land?-charred-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ The name means 'pond of blackened earth'. Nı ̨ ̀is probably an old form of dè — 'earth 
or land'. This lake is in a muskeg area. There is like black moss there on the ground all 
surrounding Gots’ǫkàtì. This lake can be specified as Gots’ǫkàtìk’ètł’àa Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa. 
There is a lake with the name Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa on either side of Gots’ǫkàtì. This lake is on 
the trail to Tatsǫ̀tì. There are four portages on the trail between Gots’ǫkàtì and 
Tatsǫ̀tì, and two dehtì extend [tenagoèɂaa] along that trail. K’aàwıa wets’èke is 
buried on dehtì here. 

Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìak’ètł’àahoteè 86B/14 land?-charred-lakePNSuff-SmSuff-bottom-portagePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'the portage at the far end of Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa'. This is part of the 
trail to Gots’ǫkàtì. There are whaèhdǫǫ̀ buried here. 

Nı ̨h̀t’èık̨aà 86B/14 land?-charred-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ The full name is Gots’ǫ̀kàtì k’e Nı ̨h̀t’èık̨aà. 

Nìıɂ̨aa  it extends to a placeDSuff 

▪ An old name for this place is Ɂeɂèè, meaning '[beaver] dam', after the story of 
Yamoozha's beaver wife making a dam here. 

Nìıɂ̨aataıɂ̨àa  Nìıɂ̨aa-among-it extendsDSuff 

▪ Passage at the end of Nìıɂ̨aa. 
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Nı ̨s̀atsǫ̀ 86H ? 

▪ This word is so old that people don't know what the name means. There are white 
spruce here as big around as a 45-gallon drum. 

Nıt̨saghòòɂedaà 86H ?-crossing 

▪ This is a caribou crossing. Because this is an old word it is not known what the parts 
of the name mean. 

Nıt̨sètì • Nıc̨hètì 85M/12 ?-tail-lake 

Nìwıìɂehdaà 85M ?-puffy-pointPNSuff 

Nìwıìtł’àà 85M ?-puffy-bayPNSuff 

Nǫdìıhahtì • Nǫdìıkahtì MacKay Lake 

76D-75M 

plateau-narrows?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The pronunciation with k is from Jimmy Martin and is the older way of pronouncing 
the word. Compare Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì and Gǫąhtì. 

Nǫgèedìa 85N/4 fox-islandPnSuff-SmSuff 

Nǫ̀ghatì 86C/13 wolverine-lakePNSuff 

Nǫhkwèeɂehdaà 85M loche-pointPNSuff 
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Nǫhkwèedzìhtì • 

Nǫhkwèejìhtì 

Lac Tache 

96A/1-86D/4 

loche-hook-lakePNSuff 

Nǫ̀htànatì 95I grebe-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake good for beaver. 

Nǫ̀ǫhɂèe 86D/16 across-repeatedly-many swimDSuff 

▪ The place is named after the animals that swim across here. When they swim across 
they don't turn back, they keep on swimming to Nǫ̀ǫhɂèeɂehdaà. There are lots of 
fish here. 

Nǫ̀ǫhɂèeɂehdaà 86D across-repeatedly-many swimDSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ A long point. 

Nǫ̀ǫyawhelıı̨ ̨ 86D/16 across-repeatedly-?-it flowsDSuff 

▪ A river or long narrows between lakes. Madǫ̀ǫ̀ Mantla's wife's grave is here. 

Nǫ̀ǫyawhelıı̨ɂ̨ehdaà 86D/16 across-repeatedly-?-it flowsDSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ The gravesite of Wegarì wets’èke, Ɂaıbò wemǫ, Harry (Mantla) Bekale's mother is 
here. 

Nǫ̀ǫyawhelıı̨h̨àtaèɂaa 86D/16 across-repeatedly-?-it flowsDSuff-out-water-it extendsDSuff 
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Nǫ̀ǫyawhelıı̨t̨s’ahtì • 

Nǫ̀ǫyawhelıı̨c̨h’ahtì 

Beaverlodge 

Lake – north 

part of 86D 

across-repeatedly-?-it flowsDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

Nǫ̀ǫzıhtì • Nǫ̀ǫzhıhtì 86B across?-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ At the bottom of this lake the portage is crooked or sloping (tł’àk’e) and this is the 
source of the lake's name. 

Sąa ̨̀deèdehtì Redrock Lake 

86G 

?-riverPNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are two lakes of this name at either end of Deèzàatì • Deèzhàatì that bound 
that large lake. This lake is at the west end of the larger lake. 

Sąa ̨̀deèdehtì Desteffany 

Lake 76D 

?-riverPNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are two lakes of this name at either end of Deèzàatì • Deèzhàatì that bound 
that large lake. This lake is at the east end of the larger lake. 

Sąa ̨̀dehtì Desteffany 

Lake 76D 

?-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also called Sąa ̨̀deèdehtì. 
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Saàhmıı̨t̨ì Squalus Lake 

85P 

bear-it swam acrossDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The first part of this name is an abbreviated form of sah naèhmıı̨,̨ meaning 'where a 
bear swam across'. The abbreviation is what we would expect in a shortening of the 
word. In the middle of this lake is a narrows. There were lots of berries at this lake in 
the fall of 2001. The people on the school trip stayed here. Michel Louis Rabesca shot 
a moose here. 

Saàt’ootì Redrock Lake ?-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name of this lake is not related to 'bear'. 

Sabatì 85L/4 trout-lake 

▪ This is the Bear Lake word for trout. 

Sahdaà 85O/13 bear-pointPNSuff 

▪ The name is a short way of saying 'bear point’. Bears pick berries here so that is why 
it is called this. This point on Basler Lake is long and has a very very high kwekàashìh 
on it. 

Sahdıì  bear-islandPNSuff 

▪ Associated with a story of ɂık̨’ǫǫ̀. 
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Sahdıì 85N bear-islandPNSuff 

▪ People have shot bears here. 

Sahk’eèdeè 85N [name]-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river is named after a person named Sahk’eè. There is a burial site here. 

Sahk’eèdeèhoteè  [name]-riverPNSuff-portagePNSuff 

▪ There is a falls on this portage. 

Sahtì Great Bear 

Lake 96H 

bear-lakePNSuff 

Saìtìtso • Saìtìcho 85N bear-?-lakePNSuff-big 

Saìtìtsoa 85N bear-?-lakePNSuff-small 

▪ A bear was shot here on a portage. 

Samę̀ę̀yek’ełıgǫ̀hɂǫǫtì  [name]-it-on-fish-he foundDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ Sammy Football is the Sammy mentioned in the name. Also pronounced as 
Samę̀ę̀łıgǫ̀hɂǫǫtì or Samę̀ę̀łıǫ̀hɂǫǫtì. 
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Sayaàdeetì  ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also pronounced as Sayąa ̨̀deetì. 

Sazìì • Sazhìì 96H bear?-mountainPNSuff? 

▪ A large peninsula on the south shore of Sahtì. Madǫ̀ǫ̀ talks about how his children 
Rosie Wetrade and Joe Mantla (from Gamètì) were born Sahtìbàa, and how their 
mother carried them as they travelled. There are lots of trout in Sahtì and the 
whitefish are very big. 

Semı ̨d̀eè  ?-net-riverPNSuff 

Semı ̨t̀ì Faber Lake 

85N/14 

?-net-lakePNSuff 

▪ Compare semı ̨ı̀ ̨— 'net area' and Semı ̨d̀eè. Also heard as Sımı ̨t̀ì. Annie Black was 
raised here. Her mother died in childbirth when she was a young child. Sometimes 
there was no caribou. If they had a hide they divided it according to how many sleds 
there were. Annie and her younger brother were raised by her older sister and 
Madǫ̀ǫ̀'s father, so Madǫ̀ǫ̀ considers Annie like his younger sister. 

Semı ̨t̀ìbehtsı ̨ètǫk’è • 

Semı ̨t̀ìbehchı ̨ètǫk’è 

86C/3 Semı ̨t̀ì-sled-trail-site 

▪ This trail goes on the lakes between Semı ̨t̀ì and Gamètì. 
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Sìɂeghoò • Shìɂeghoò 85K mountain-? 

▪ This is the name of a point. It is the highest mountain so you can see far from it. 
Jimmy Martin was staying with his grandfather in Rae and another family arrived 
from Whatì wanting to get supplies for the trapping season. His grandfather told him 
to take another guy and go to get łıgotsè at this place. 

Sìɂeghoòtł’àà • 

Shìɂeghoòtł’àà 

85K mountain-?-bayPNSuff 

Sìedzèa • Shìejèa 86A mountain-?SmSuff 

▪ People feel very happy at this place and tell of singing and dancing there from their 
happiness. The name is so old that the origins of the name are not known. 

Sìhkałıetì • Shìhkałıetì (possibly not 

a place name) 

85M 

mountain-top-fish-lakePNSuff 

▪ A few places are called this, two of them marked on the map. On one of them there 
are two burial sites: Pierre Beaverho's father's father Tsàkwoa and Jimmy Drybones' 
wife. 

Sìhk’etì • Shìhk’etì Willow Lake 

85L/3 

mountain-on-lakePNSuff 

Sìhk’etìdeè • Shìhk’etìdeè 85L/6 mountain-on-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 
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Sìıgǫǫ̀làa • Shìıgǫǫ̀làa Shegonla Hills 

95P 

mountain-?-? 

▪ These mountains extend all the way to Wrigley [Pedzéh Kı ̨ ̀— ‘Clay Place]. East of 
here is a gahk’è where there are lots of rabbits and therefore lots of nǫ̀da feeding on 
them. 

Sısìmǫɂehdaà 85J [name]-mother-pointPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'Sısì's mother's point’. This point is named after a woman, 
Sısìmǫ, an oldtimer. It is across from Nıh̨sìì. 

Sızèmahgàɂehdaà 85K [name]-pointPNSuff 

▪ This point is named after the person Sızèmahgà, who has a house here. 

Sǫǫ̀mbak’è Yellowknife 

85J 

money-site 

▪ This is the term for a mine, the most prominent feature of Yellowknife when it 
became a town. 

Taanıts’ahtì • Taanıch’ahtì  middle-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ Some ghis lake a fuller name: Wedoòtł’oo Taanıts’ahtì, after the bay Wedoòtł’oo. 
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Tadeetì 86A shallow water-lakePNSuff 

▪ The water in this lake comes no higher than the knees. It is very clear but there are 
no fish in it because it is so shallow. It is on a great boat and sled trail, and the area 
provides lots of grass for caribou. Together with Kw’ıtì this lake defines Kw’ıtìtata. 

Taghǫatì 85M water-?-lakePNSuff 

Tàhtsıı̨ ̨t̀ì • Tàhchıı̨ ̨t̀ì 85O ?-woodPNSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ A narrow lake. Elizabeth Michel talked about how there is lots of nice vegetation 
around here, including willows, grass, and others. The beavers on this lake are big. 
There are lots of ɂa ̨̀ąwąa ̨̀ in early spring. 

Taıɂ̨aa 85P among-it extendsDSuff 

▪ The trail really winds back and forth and the name relates to this fact. 

Takadaàɂehdaà 85M water?-top-?-pointPNSuff 

Takadaàts’ahtì • 

Takadaàch’ahtì 

85M water?-top-?-side-lakePNSuff 
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Tamı ̨k̀’àowòadehtì  [name]-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ This river-lake is named after a man named Tamı ̨k̀’àowòa. His name can be 
translated as 'Little Boss of the Fishnets’. 

Tàtł’aadıì 85N/4 water?-under?-islandPNSuff 

▪ This collection of small islands also has the name Det’ǫchodıì and is great for fishing. 

Tatsaàɂı ̨ı̀t̨ì 86A water?-?-behind?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a long point on this lake where caribou cross. There is a very nice what’àa. It 
is not known why the lake is called this. 

Tatsakweè 85O falcon-rockPNSuff 

▪ On an island, this rocky hill is named for a type of falcon—tatsea—that nests here. 

Tatsakweèɂehdaà 85O falcon-rockPNSuff-pointPNSuff 

▪ The point is named for the rock here, beside Gahk’eeɂehdaà. Falcons nest here, 
which is why the place is named 'falcon rock’. 

Tatseèhnǫǫ • Tacheèhnǫǫ   water-? 

▪ A place name remembered from childhood as a place where children were warned 
not to play. It is an area prone to flooding. 
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Tatsǫ̀tì  raven-lakePNSuff 

Tatsǫ̀tì Grenville Lake 

86B/15 

?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The source of this name is not known. The lake is also called Hatsǫ̀tì or Satsǫ̀tì but we 
were told that it is properly called Tatsǫ̀tì. The water flows out of this lake in both 
directions, towards Deèzaàtì and the Coppermine River and also towards Rae; and 
from there to the Mackenzie River and Fort MacPherson.  
[Tatsǫ̀tì ɂehts’ǫǫ̀ èhdlı ̨• ɂehts’ǫǫ̀ nıl̨ı]̨ 

Tatsǫ̀tìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ɂ̨elàetǫdaaɂàa • 

Tatsǫ̀tìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ɂ̨elàetǫdaaɂàa 

86B/15 ?-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff-boat-trail-up-it extendsDSuff 

▪ A landing. A boat trail leads from here to Russell Lake. 

Tatsǫ̀t’odawheɂǫǫtł’àà 85J raven-nest-raised-it isDSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'bay where there is a raven's nest up above'. 

Tawoòhàèlıı̨t̨ì 76F open water-out-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Tawoòmı ̨h̀k’è 85K open water-net-site 

▪ This place gets its name for the fact that there is water or soft ice here all winter. In 
springtime several kinds of fish can be caught here. A variety of trees and berry 
bushes are found here. It is a good area for beaver and muskrat hunting. 
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Tawoòtsots’ahtì • 

Tawoòchoch’ahtì 

86F open water-big-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of places with open water on this lake because of the strong current 
that runs through the narrows on it. 

Tèetì 85O underwater-lakePNSuff 

Tèetìdeghaèlıą 85O underwater-lakePNSuff-through-it flowsDSuff-SmSuff 

▪ The grave of Sızè Mackenzie's older brother Jimmy — Jımı ̨g̀aà is on whagweè here. 

Tehk’àadıghǫtì 85N muskrat-island-?-lake 

▪ There are lots of muskrats here. 

Tehtǫǫtì Cassino Lake 

86D/3 

water-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ At the end of this lake is the grave of Pierre Beaverho's grandmother Wedzıhtsıì. 
There are nice trees here. It is a good place for fishing and trapping. 

Teht’atì  water lily-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are a lot of tèeht’aà — 'water lily' here. 

Teht’atìa  water lily-lakePNSuff-SmSuff 
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Teht’atìtso • Teht’atìcho 85O water lily-lakePNSuff-big 

▪ This name uses a short form of tèeht’aà — 'water lily'. There is a long stretch that 
they have to paddle. 

Teht’atìtsoa 85O water lily-lakePNSuff-small 

Tehtsàatì 86D/7,2 water bug-lakePNSuff 

Tehtsàatìdeè 86D/2 water bug-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Tıdeè Great Slave 

Lake 

lake-great 

Tıdzęę̀tì • Tıjęę̀tì Tuche Lake 

86C/6 

water-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is on a major trail. 

Tıdzıı̨ ̨t̀ì • Tıjıı̨ ̨t̀ì Ingray Lake 

86C/8 

water-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a lake with high hills all around it. 

Tıegǫ̀tì Keller Lake 

95P/13, 

96A/4 

water-smooth?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This large lake has no islands in it, which is the source of its name. It is a good lake for 
fishing and beavers, and is the habitat for a good variety of trees and animals. The 
name of this lake is also pronounced as Teegǫ̀tì. 
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Tıegǫ̀tì Basler Lake 

85O/13 

water-smooth?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The water is very smooth on this lake and delicious to drink. There is a dıı̨k̨a in the 
middle of the lake. Many types of medicine are available here, including a type of 
yellow flower and many useful grasses. Caribou and moose frequent the area. The 
name of this lake is also pronounced as Teegǫ̀tì. 

Tıeghòotì Angle Lake 

86F/2 

water-bentDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ Named because of the shape of the lake. There are traplines between Łıetsotì and 
this lake. Philip Zoe has a house here. The north bay is a major mı ̨h̀k’è, where you 
can get all kinds of fish, including whitefish, sucker, and jackfish. There are two etǫ 
leading to this lake. 

Tıełı ̨ı̀l̨atì Beauparlant 

Lake 86A 

lake-each other-end-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake where lakes come end to end'. 

Tıı ̨l̀ıı̨ ̨ 96A/14 water-?-it flowsDSuff 

▪ Where the Johnny Hoe River flows into Sahtì. 

Tıkàtì Boulder Lake 

85P/14 

water-flat?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Someone heard the pronunciation Chıkàtì. 
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Tıkàtì 85P water-flat?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a portage to a long lake from the bottom of this one. Jimmy Martin told a 
story of hunting from his youth. 

Tıkàtìdeghaèlıą  Tıkàtì-through-flowingDSuff-SmSuff 

Tıkàtìdeghaèlıı̨ ̨ 85P water-flat?-lakePNSuff-through-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There is rough rock here but still they go through. 

Tıkwootì Brown Water 

Lake 86B/12 

water-yellowDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The water looks blackish because after a weyèedıı was killed here the blood went 
into the water. The lake is divided by a narrows that has no name. It is close to 
Weyìıhàak’èe. From the bottom of this lake (wek’ètł’àa) there is a portage going 
towards Tsık̨’eèmı ̨t̀ì. 

Tıkwootìdahɂaak’è 86B/12 water-yellowDSuff-lakePNSuff-baited hook-site 

▪ A collection of small islands; a nice fishing area. 

Tıłats’eehgootì 85O water-split?DSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a forked lake in the shape of a slingshot. Also pronounced 
Tıts’eèhgootì. 
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Tìmı ̨t̀s’ahtì • Tìmı ̨c̀h’ahtì 85N/7 ?-net-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ There were fish traps here in the fall time when there were lots of fish. 

Tìmı ̨t̀s’ahtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Tìmı ̨c̀h’ahtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85N ?-net-side-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ There are burial sites here. This is also a place where nets are set. This place has a 
second name: Dıɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨.̨ 

Tıtsıı̨ ̨ɂ̀èhɂaa • Tıchıı̨ ̨ɂ̀èhɂaa  lake-?-it extendsDSuff 

▪ This is where Elizabeth Michel's family lived, in the area of Beɂaıtì. There is a story of 
when they got frozen in. Seedǫ̀ Football wets’èke, Ɂılì; Wek’ohaatǫ̀a, whose real 
name is Bìì Wedzın; and a child are buried here. 

Tıtsıı̨ ̨ɂ̀èhɂaadeè • 

Tıchıı̨ ̨ɂ̀èhɂaadeè 

86A water-?-it extendsDSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This is a creek dehtsoa. 

Tıtso • Tıcho 76D lake-big 

▪ This is identified in the database as 'Seahorse Lake' in English. 

Tıtsotì • Tıchotì Seahorse 

Lake 76D 

water-big-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'big water lake'. 
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Tıtsotì • Tıchotì Big Lake 

86A/15 

water-big-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'big water lake'. 

Tıts’eèhgootì  water-split-?DSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a forked lake in the shape of a slingshot. Also pronounced 
Tıłats’eèhgootì. 

Tıts’eetì Tuchay Lake 

86E/6 

water-split?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A fuller name is Nàbelę̀ą godoo Tıts’eetì. 

Tıwheghòotì 86C/14 water-it is crookedDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This name comes from the curved or crooked shape of the lake. 

T’èehdaà 85M charcoal-pointPNSuff 

T’èhtsedeè 85M ashes-riverPNSuff 

▪ The area is all burnt over. 

T’èhtsedehtì 85M ashes-river-lakePNSuff 

T’èhtsedehtìtso • 

T’èhtsedehtìcho 

85M ashes-river-lakePNSuff-big 
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T’èhtsetł’àà 85M charcoal-?-bayPNSuff 

▪ Philip Zoe has a house here. T’èhtse is like ashes. 

T’oohbàtì 85N poplar-alongside?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of poplars here. 

T’oohdeè  poplar-riverPNSuff 

T’oohdeèhoteè 85N/2 poplar-riverPNSuff-portagePNSuff 

T’oohdıà 85K poplar-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ There are lots of poplars here. 

Tłeèdıì 86C ?-islandPNSuff 

▪ A large collection of islands. According to Émile Petitot, tłeè means 'pyrite'. 

Tłeèdıìghataıɂ̨àa 86C ?-islandPNSuff-through-water-it extendsDSuff 

▪ The water on either side of Tłeèdıì. 

Tłeèdıìmı ̨h̀k’è 86C ?-islandPNSuff-net-site 
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Tłeehdlııtì 85O ?-freezeDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The site of the late Louis Mackenzie's cabin. This is a major fishing spot on the route 
back from the tundra. People got here just in time to keep their dogs from starving 
because they had nothing to eat. It is on Jimmy Bruneau's trail. 

Tłeètì Lac Ste Croix 

86C 

?-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake provides a route to four different directions. K’aàwıdaà had a house here at 
a dıı̨k̨a and he is buried right across from where his house is. According to Émile 
Petitot, tłeè means 'pyrite'. 

Tłıęhxooɂehdaà 86C dog-barker-pointPNSuff 

▪ So named because of the sounds that can be heard here. People can only hear the 
sound if it is meant for them. They tell their fortune with it. Amen Tailbone told a 
story about the place. His group was going across in springtime, trapping for beavers. 
Across the rocks they can see something black moving back and forth. Its trail was in 
the water going back and forth from the water to the rocks. It must have moved 
somewhere away from that place. Audio file - PHP-01/11/30-3/6 

Tłıęhxooɂehdaàtł’ààdehtsoah

àıɂ̨àa 

86C dog-barker-pointPNSuff-bayPNSuff-river-small-out-it extendsDSuff 

▪ There are trails from here to Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì. Ɂajılì Mantla and her family lived around here. 
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Tłık̨eè 85J dog-footprintsPNSuff 

▪ An area on the eastern shore of the North Arm of Great Slave Lake. 

Tłık̨eèdeè Boundary 

Creek 85J 

dog-footprintsPNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ Robert Mackenzie talked about going trapping with about six people in this area. 
Jimmy Nitsiza took the guys to go to the shore after some tǫdzı that they saw. He 
told them to bring a teapot following them. Their dogs weren't that good but they 
followed tǫdzı. Philip Nitsiza's dogs were slow because they were nearly starved. 
They had the dogs pulling the canoe. Robert crawled into it and fell asleep because 
he was so tired. He woke up beside a fire but fell asleep again. If the others shot a 
caribou they would bring it back to them. This happened and they ate and fell asleep 
again. He woke to the sound of dog bells coming back with the four tǫdzı that they 
shot. They left one there and took three back to the community with Jimmy Nitsiza's 
dogs. They were very excited. 

Tłık̨eèdeèhàtaèɂaa 85J dog-footprintsPNSuff-riverPNSuff-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

▪ There are lots of swans in this area on the eastern shore of the North Arm of Great 
Slave Lake. 

Tł’àɂedaà 86G bay-crossingPNSuff 

▪ A major crossing for caribou on their trail. The grave of Sızè wekw’ǫǫ̀ whetǫǫ is here. 
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Tł’àɂedaà 86G bay-crossingPNSuff 

▪ Also called Ɂetsaàɂı ̨ı̀t̨ì Tł’àɂedaà. 

Tł’àɂedaàk’òotsèa • 

Tł’àɂedaàk’òochèa 

86G bay-crossingPNSuff-willow-river mouth?-SmSuff 

Tł’ààdoo 86C/3 bay-longDSuff 

▪ So named because the bay is long. A fuller name would be Gamètì Tł’ààdoo. 

Tł’ààdoo 86C bay-longDSuff 

▪ A longer name is Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì Tł’ààdoo. 

Tł’àgotso • Tł’àgocho 85M bay-AreaPref-big 

Tł’àgotso • Tł’àgocho 85J bay-AreaPref-big 

▪ A longer name is Ɂıh̨daatì Tł’àgotso. 

Tł’àgotso • Tł’àgocho 85J bay-AreaPref-big 

▪ A longer name for this place is Dınàgà godoo Tł’àgotso — 'Tł’àgotso above Dınàgà'. 

Tł’àgotso • Tł’àgocho  bay-area-big 

▪ This is the name of a bay on Russell Lake. 
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Tł’àhoteè 85O bay-portagePNSuff 

Tł’àmę̀ę̀ 86E bay-netPNSuff 

▪ There are lots of fish of all kinds at this place, including łìh, łıwezǫǫ, and ɂıh̨daa. It 
can be further stated as Kwetǫhkweè Tł’àmę̀ę̀. 

Tł’àmı ̨ɂ̀ehdaà 85N bay-net-pointPNSuff 

Tł’àmı ̨h̀dıì 85N bay-net-islandPNSuff 

▪ On the island next to this one there are two gravesites for the grandfather of Alexis 
Flunky, Whǫgèe and for one of his siblings. 

Tł’atsoòtì  ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Because the name is very old we don't know what the name of this lake means as a 
word. 

Tł’atsoòtìwhat’àà 86A Tł’atsoòtì-eskerPNSuff 

▪ The name means 'esker of Tł’atsoòtì'. This is a very long esker that has been 
described as a spine of the land. 

Tł’oɂehdaàkw’òa  grass-pointPNSuff-stretched out-SmSuff 

▪ A longer name is Ɂełèèdlıı̨ ̨Tł’oɂehdaàkw’òa. Philip Tatchia’s father had a house here. 
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Tł’oàgàdehtì 95P/10 grass-?-beside?-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also called Tł’oàgàtì. 

Tł’oàgàtì 95P/10 grass-?-beside?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also called Tł’oàgàdehtì. 

Tł’ok’àagatł’àà 85M foxtail grass-?-bayPNSuff 

Tł’ok’àetǫ 85N foxtail grass-trail 

Tł’ok’àetǫdèa 85N foxtail grass-trail-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ This stream flows from Saìtì. 

Tł’ok’àhwhıtì 85K/13,14 cattail-lakePNSuff 

Tł’ok’àhwhıtì 95I cattail-lakePNSuff 

▪ Lots of reeds here. 

Tł’ok’edaatì Starfish Lake 

76D 

grass-it walksDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of walking grass'. 
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Tł’ok’edaatsıı̨ ̨ ̀• Tł’ok’edaachıı̨ ̨ ̀ 76D grass-it walksDSuff-woodPNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a river through a wooded area. 

Tł’olatì 85L/5 grass-tip-lakePNSuff 

Tł’otetì 86C/10 grass-flats-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is situated in a grassy area with no rocks. There are lots of beaver here. 

Tł’otetìdeè 86C grass-flats-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ There is a great trail from Tł’otetì to Dootì. 

Tsàekwootì 85N beaver-yellowDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Tsàdèa Johnny Hoe 

River 96A/1,2 

beaver-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ It flows towards Bear Lake. 

Tsàdèa 85L beaver-riverPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ The name of this waterway translates as 'Beaver Creek’. It is also called Tsàdeè — 
'Beaver River'. 

Tsàekę̀ę̀dıì 85L beaver-lodge-islandPNSuff 

Tsàekę̀ę̀tì  beaver-lodge-lakePNSuff 
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Tsàtìedaatì 85M beaver-lakePNSuff?-liveDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is a beaver lake. Philip Nitsiza's mother Ɂaanì is buried here. 

Tsàtsè • Tsàchè 95I beaver-tail 

▪ A point on K’àzhìetì. 

Tsàtsèɂehdaà • Tsàchèɂehdaà 95I beaver-tail-pointPNSuff 

▪ A point on K’àdzàetì where there are burial sites. 

Tsàtsètì • Tsàchètì 85M/12 beaver-tail-lakePNSuff 

▪ Adele Wedawin has a child burried at the south end of this lake on a point at the 
outflow of the lake. 

Tseèmı ̨ ̀• Cheèmı ̨ ̀ 86D/9 river mouth?-net 

▪ The name of a narrows, a great place to set nets for various kinds of fish. Long ago a 
man lived here all year long. When he was about to leave he said, 'oh my beautiful 
place', because of the fish. Madǫ̀ǫ̀ Mantla's son is buried right above here. 

Tseèmı ̨ɂ̀etsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Cheèmı ̨ɂ̀echı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

 river mouth?-net-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ Burial for Madlę̀ę̀tso. 
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Tseèmı ̨h̀àtaèɂaa • 

Cheèmı ̨h̀àtaèɂaa 

86D/9 river mouth?-net-out-water-it extendsDSuff 

Tseèmı ̨t̀s’ahtì • Cheèmı ̨c̀h’ahtì 86D/9 river mouth?-net-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ On the northwest shore is the grave of Madǫ̀ǫ̀ Mantla wezha. There are two houses 
here, one belonging to Romie Wetrade's older brother and another one. 

Tsekozìıɂehdaà • 

Chekozhìıɂehdaà 

Gordon Point 

86E/5 

afterbirth-pointPNSuff 

▪ Named by Bear Lake people. It is a place where a woman died in childbirth. 

Tsık̨’eèmı ̨t̀ì • Chık̨’eèmı ̨t̀ì Emile River - 

part of 

86B/12 

north-net-lakePNSuff 

▪ A small dehtì on the boat trail. A portage is marked on the map. 

Tsǫ̀tì Little Marten 

Lake 86A/11 

excrement-lakePNSuff 

Tsǫ̀tì Lac La Martre 

85N 

excrement-lakePNSuff 

Tsǫ̀tìdeè Lac La Martre 

River 85N/2 

Tsǫ̀tì-riverPNSuff 
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Ts’eèhgootì Aylmer Lake 

76C/1 

splits-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ So named because it is a forked lake. 

Ts’eèht’ıı̨n̨ǫǫ̀hoteè 86B/14 ?-across-portagePNSuff 

▪ This trail crosses the trail called Ts’eèht’ıı̨ ̨that leads north from Rae. It is a long 
stretch of portage and very steep. This portage is like stairs with wooden steps. It is 
so steep you can look under a woman's dress. It gives a good lookout at the top. Part 
way along there is a rock where people stay overnight when they are going ɂıd̨aà — 
'ahead' and on the way back they also camp there overnight. In the middle of it is a 
dehtì. On whagweè at the end of the portage near the dehtì named Nı ̨h̀t’èhtìa is the 
grave of the woman named Ɂedaà, Rosa Husky wetà wets’èke, the sister of Jimmy 
Lacorne. Audio file, PHP-01/12/01-3/7 

Ts’eètì 85O ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A very long lake extending all the way to Kweyıı̨ ̨t̀ì. 

Ts’eètìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• Ts’eètìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨ 85O ?-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The Snare Hydro dam dehdaèhzaa is in this area. 

Ts’eètìdeè 85N ?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ The river flowing from Dehdaèhzaa. 
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Ts’èkomı ̨ı̀ ̨t̀ì 86B/15 woman-netPNSuff-lakePNSuff 

Ts’èkomı ̨ı̀ ̨t̀ìhàèlıı̨ ̨ 86B/15 woman-netPNSuff-lakePNSuff-out-it flowsDSuff 

▪ A bay that is a good fishing spot. It can also be called Tatsǫ̀tìe Ts’èkomı ̨ı̀ ̨t̀ìhàèlıı̨.̨  

Ts’èt’ıątì 95P/14 grayling-lakePNSuff 

Ts’èzǫǫ̀ɂehdaà • 

Ts’èzhǫǫ̀ɂehdaà 

 old woman-pointPNSuff 

▪ This is the burial place for the old woman for whom the mountain is named. It is 
close to the end of Wekweètı ̀(officially Snare Lake). 

Ts’èzǫǫ̀ɂehdaà • 

Ts’èzhǫǫ̀ɂehdaà 

85K old woman-pointPNSuff 

▪ A point that is a burial site. 

Ts’èzǫǫ̀sìì • Ts’èzhǫǫ̀shìì 86A old woman-mountainPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'old woman's mountain'. 

Ts’ıɂehdaà 76D spruce-pointPNSuff 

Ts’ıɂehdaà 85O spruce-pointPNSuff 

▪ The boat trail leads to Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ì. 
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Ts’ıɂehdaà 85J spruce-pointPNSuff 

▪ This area is associated with Sızè Mackenzie. 

Ts’ıɂehdaà 85N spruce-pointPNSuff 

▪ There are two houses here, belonging to Philip Zoe’s father and Joɂomı ̨.̀ 

Ts’ıɂehdaà • Ch’ıɂehdaà 85K spruce-pointPNSuff 

▪ Wıdàɂeneèko stayed here a lot for fishing, on a point above Edzo — Edzo wegodoa. 

Ts’ıɂehdaàmı ̨h̀k’è 85J tree-pointPNSuff-net-site 

▪ This area is associated with Sızè Mackenzie. 

Ts’ıɂehdaàtł’àà 85N spruce-pointPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

Ts’ıɂıł̨àet’eenàıɂ̨aa 85K/16 spruce-lone-standsDSuff 

▪ The name of a small island in Marian Lake. 

Ts’ıakweè • Ch’ıakweè 86D/16 ?-rockPNSuff 

▪ A mountain. The first part of the name is from the oldtimers' language and isn't 
understood now. 
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Ts’ıakweètł’àà • 

Ch’ıakweètłàà 

86D/16 ?-rockPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ A long bay with two arms; a gathering place for people from Bear Lake to Behchokǫ̀, 
Whatì, Gamètì, and Wekweètì. One time the Sahtì prophet Ayah, who was originally 
from Behchokǫ̀, came to talk about Jesus and a crowd gathered. People had a good 
time and they cleared a place so they could dance in the snow. A woman from 
Behchokǫ̀ is buried here. 

Ts’ıedaa 76D spruce-livesDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'living spruce tree'. The tree is white spruce. 

Ts’ıedaats’ǫ̀ɂelàetǫ 76D Ts’ıedaa-towards-boat-trail 

▪ The name means 'boat trail to the living spruce tree'. 

Ts’ıekw’ǫǫ̀tì Tseepantee 

Lake 95P/6 

spruce-bare-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name comes from the fact that trees in the area have been denuded by people 
taking branches to spread in tents. The name is also heard as Ts’ıekw’ǫǫ̀htì. 

Ts’ıekw’ǫǫ̀tìdeè 95P, 96A spruce-bare-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river flows out of the lake of the same name towards Sahtì. Its name is also 
heard as Ts’ıekw’ǫǫ̀htìdeè. 

Ts’ıekw’ǫǫ̀tìdehtì 95P spruce-bare-lakePNSuff-river-lakePNSuff 
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Ts’ıekw’ǫǫ̀tìdehtìɂełı ̨ı̀l̨aa 95P/6 spruce-bare-lakePNSuff-river-lakePNSuff-each other-there areDSuff 

Ts’ıgaàtì 85K spruce-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Robert Mackenzie was raised here. It is in a valley between mountains with lots of 
birch around. 

Ts’ıgaàtìdeè 85K spruce-?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Ts’ıgeèdıì 85O spruce?-between-islandPNSuff 

▪ Sızì Ɂeneèkoa Lamǫ̀ǫ̀ has a house here on the island. There are lots of trees here. 

Ts’ıhdìıwàıl̨ıı̨ ̨ 86D ant-mouth-it flowsDSuff 

▪ A winding canyon with narrow steep rock walls like the walls of a house, 'flowing 
down into the ant’s mouth'. The river flowing through is named after this canyon, 
which is quite far up the river. 

Ts’ıhdìıwàıl̨ıı̨d̨eè 86D/15 ant-mouth-it flowsDSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ A long river flowing into the west side of Ɂıt̨s’èetì named after the canyon with the 
same name. The burial for Ɂaıbò wetà. 

Ts’ıhtsoodeè • Ts’ıhchoodeè 85M/3 spruce?-big?-riverPNSuff 
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Ts’ıhtsoodehtì • 

Ts’ıhchoodehtì 

85M spruce?-big?-river-lakePNSuff 

Ts’ıık̨aà  spruce-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ The Fort Rae area used to be called this: 'spruce narrows'. 

Ts’ıkenìıt̨ł’àà 85M spirit?-bayPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as ‘reincarnation bay’. A caribou fence was made here. It is a 
point of leaving for the trip across to Gǫąhtì and further to hozìı, on the route from 
Łíílıı Kųę — ‘Fort Simpson’. 

Ts’ınàedaatì Phoenix Lake 

85P/14 

[name]-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the shortened name for Ts’ınàedaawhedaatì, a place named after Ts’ınàedaa. 

Ts’ınàedaawhedaatì Phoenix Lake 

85P/14 

[name]-beDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is a grave here at the narrows at the north end of the lake, whose name means 
'lake where Ts’ınàedaa is [buried]'. The lake is named after that man, whose name 
includes the word ts’ınà — 'orphan'. When Jimmy Martin was younger he and some 
other people took a plane here. In the fall of 2001 a school canoe trip reached here 
and people had hardly eaten for three days. It is a good place for fishing but they 
only got three fish. A shorter name is Ts’ınàedaatì. 
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Ts’ınàłaàgoèhzoo 85N spruce-? 

▪ Burial site of Jılì, Tsòchıa wets’èke. 

Ts’ınàwhedaa  [name]-isDSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'where Ts’ınà is'. A man named Ts’ınà is buried here at a 
narrows at the north end of a lake. The lake is named after the burial. 

Ts’ınàzèe Arseno Lake 

86B/12 

canoe-huntsDSuff 

▪ It is known as the hunting road; supplies were stored here. The word ts’ı is a word 
meaning 'canoe'. Other people said that the first part of this name refers to spruce. 

Ts’ınàzèetì 86O canoe-huntsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Ts’ınǫ̀ǫkwıı̨ ̨ǹàıɂ̨aa  spruce?-?-standsDSuff 

▪ A bay; not placed on the map. 

Ts’ıwàdıì 85N white spruce-islandPNSuff 

▪ A small island near Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀dıì. The burial site of Dzegǫǫ̀hsıą wetà is here. 

Ts’ızìedehtì • Ts’ızhìedehtì Second Lake 

85K/3 

spruce-?-river-lakePNSuff 
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Ts’ızìehtì • Ts’ızhìehtì Fawn Lake 

85K/4 

spruce-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Lots of trees here (dèdlıı̨)̨ and lots of stages for fish. Fort Providence people went 
here too. 

Ts’ooɂehdaà 86B muskeg-pointPNSuff 

Ts’ooɂehdaà 85J muskeg-pointPNSuff 

▪ This place is near Whǫsìınıw̨ekǫ̀ǫ̀. 

Ts’ooɂehdaà 85N/10 muskeg-pointPNSuff 

▪ This point is across from Kweɂehdaà. 

Ts’ooɂehdaàtł’àà 86B muskeg-pointPNSuff-bayPNSuff 

Ts’oodıì  muskeg-islandPNSuff 

Ts’oodıì  muskeg-islandPNSuff 

▪ A long island that stretches across a lake. 

Ts’oodıìnawhet’ıı 86B muskeg-islandPNSuff-across-it stretchesDSuff 

▪ A narrows. 
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Ts’ooteık̨w’ıı̨ ̨ ̀ 85M muskeg-over-? 

▪ A lake. It is ɂelètì, with no trees around it. 

Ts’ootì 85L/4 muskeg-lakePNSuff 

Ts’ootì 96A/2 muskeg-lakePNSuff 

Ts’ootì 85L/11 muskeg-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is identified as Tsàdeè yìınadà Ts’ootì. Jimmy Martin went here. 

Ts’ootì 85N muskeg-lakePNSuff 

Ts’ootì Bras D'or Lake    

85J 

muskeg-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake in the area associated with Whǫsìı. It is on his trail. 

Ts’ootìtso • Ts’ootìcho 85N muskeg-lakePNSuff-big 

Waàghoòdehtì 95P/9 [name]-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ Named after the Slavey person Waàghoò. 

Waàk’ǫ̀ǫts’ootì 85M [name]-muskeg-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after Jimmy Rabesca's father, Waàk’ǫ̀ǫ. This lake overlaps the 
map edges so there are two numbers, one on each. 
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Wedaàłèèdlıı̨k̨weè 85N/2 it-?-each other-with-it flowsDSuff-rockPNSuff 

▪ A hill with nàhgąą there. 

Wedaàwhìleetì 85O his-eyes-not presentDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'blindness lake'. There is a story of a child born without eyes. 
Jimmy Mantla told one version on videotape. The mother knew that she was going to 
die, so she asked for her son to be buried with her so that he would not suffer 
without her. He also told a story of people stopping at this lake on the way back from 
the tundra. They paid the lake and asked for good weather but it rained. They were 
anxious to go back so they can smoke. There is a grave at the north end of this lake. 
It seems it was disturbed when a tractor went over that area so people are not sure 
where it is now. A longer name for the lake is Weyèedııtì ɂıt̨s’èehɂǫ̀ǫneè 
Wedaàwhìleetì meaning 'Wedaàwhìleetì on the other side of Weyèedııtì'. A shorter 
one is Wedàìleetì. 

Wedaàwhìleets’ahtì 85O his-eyesPNSuff-not presentDSuff-side-lake 

▪ Called 'side-lake of blindness'. There is a story about a child born without eyes. 

Wedàèlı ̨àmı ̨h̀k’è 86D/16 [name]-net-site 

▪ This place is named after Philip Chocolate's older sister, Wedàèlı ̨à, who used to live 
here because of all the fish. One time they lived on fish all year long because there 
was no caribou. 
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Wedoòtł’oo 85J it-above-grass 

▪ The name of a bay in Russell Lake. Some people call this place Wedıìtł’oo. Both are 
variations on Wedoìtł’oo. There are lots of muskrat here and all kinds of fish, 
including trout. The longer name is Ɂıh̨daatìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨Wedoòtł’oo. 

Wedoòtł’oo 85N it-above-grass 

▪ Another name for Wedoòtł’ootì. Other pronunciations are Wedıìtł’oo and 
Wedoìtł’oo. 

Wedoòtł’oodıì 85N Wedoòtł’oo-islandPNSuff 

Wedoòtł’ootì 85N Wedoòtł’oo-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also called Wedoòtł’ootì or Wedıìtł’ootì. 

Wedoòtł’oots’ahtì • 

Wedoòtł’ooch’ahtì 

85O Wedoòtł’oo-side-lakePNSuff  
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Wedzàakw’ootì  its-?-it fellDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This name refers to a lake where a caribou calf fell at birth. The name is also heard as 
Wedzìakw’ootì. The usual word for calf is tsıa. We are not certain if the two words 
wedzìa and tsıa are directly related to each other, because there is no common rule 
that would connect them. The name contains a shortened form of the verb nàekw’o 
— 'it fell down'. 

Wedzeèbàadehtì 85J [name]-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after Wedzeèbàa, Pierre Washie, where he raised his family. It is 
good fishing. It flows from here to Ɂenìıt̨ıı̨.̨ 

Wedzıhtsıì • Wejıhchıì 85M/5 ? 

▪ The name of a mountain ridge. 

Wedzìımıı̨t̨ì Agira Lake 

86D/10 

male caribou-it swam?DSuff-lakePNSuff 

Wèet’aà  ? 

▪ A narrow peninsula. Nothing is known about this very old placename. A caribou 
crossing where caribou were trapped among the surrounding islands, before there 
were guns. This name is also pronounced something like Wòot’aà. 
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Wèet’aà 86B/14 ? 

▪ A point on Gots’ǫkàtì. It is called this name because it is long and stretched. Another 
point with this name is found on Tatsǫ̀tì. The tip of this point has a name but no one 
could remember it. People use the tip of this point for a portage when it is really 
windy. 

Wèet’aà 86B/15 ? 

▪ A longer name is Tatsǫ̀tì k’e Wèet’aà. It is named this way because of its shape. 
Another point with this name is found on Gots’ǫkàtì. The caribou swim across here. 
There is a child buried across from Wèet’aà but it isn't known who it is because it is 
so long ago. It is a beautiful place. 

Wèet’aàk’ètsıı̨ ̨ɂ̀elàetǫ • 

Wèet’aàk’èchıı̨ ̨ɂ̀elàetǫ 

86B/15 ?-base-boat-trail 

▪ People make a short portage at the base of this point when it is windy on the lake. 

Wèet’aàk’ètsıı̨ ̨h̀oteè • 

Wèet’aàk’èchıı̨ ̨h̀oteè 

86B/14 ?-base-portagePNSuff 

▪ The name for the portage over the isthmus that joins the point to the mainland. 

Weèzàatì 86C/7-8 curved?-lakePNSuff 

▪ So named because it is curved, whezòo. This lake has lots of islands and lots of 
points. 
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Weghałaàtǫǫdaàtì 85K it-through-?-against-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are shorter pronunciations for this lake's name too. 

Weghałaàtǫǫdaàtìdeè 85K it-through-?-against-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Wek’ats’ıì 86B ? 

▪ A lake with really delicious cold water. There is a portage here. 

Wek’ats’ıìhoteè  Wek’ats’ıì-portagePNSuff 

Wek’edèdlıı̨g̨òlıı̨t̨ì 86A it-on-old growth woods-there areDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is on a great sled trail. It is mainly edzǫ growing in the area, though there is 
also some ts’ıwà. There is ɂajìì for caribou and good berries, including plenty of 
gots’ǫkà and a tasty berry called Ɂı ̨h̀k’aajìì, which resembles tsǫht’è but is bigger. 

Wek’edıłǫtì 85N it-on-island-lots-lakePNSuff 

Wek’ehàèlıı̨t̨ì  it-around?-out-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ Where water flows out of a lake along a curvy path. 
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Wek’ehàıl̨ıı̨t̨ì 86B/14 it-on-out-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ Harry Simpson said that his grandfather told him in a story that there is a portage to 
a small island on this lake where Edzo's wife waited for him. So it can be described as 
Ɂedzo wets’èke wek’e yeda ıd̨àa meaning '[the island] on which Edzo's wife waited 
for him'. Harry told a longer version of the story, saying that Ɂedzo was coming back 
from hunting in the tundra, ɂık̨wę̀ę. He got to Gots’ǫkàtì and saw that everyone was 
packing up getting ready to leave, bringing their stuff to the shore. He thought about 
everything, 'this can't go on, people can't keep killing each other', so he made up his 
mind to go back and meet Ɂekècho face to face and make peace. So he told his 
people to stay at Ts’eèht’ıı̨n̨ǫǫ̀. He asked for a meeting for everyone to get together. 
They met all night long. Ɂedzo told his people that Ɂekècho was trying to kill him, was 
gossiping about him, so he said that he was going to hear from him face to face. So 
some of his people were crying because they were afraid. Audo file, PHP-01/12/01-
3/7 

Wek’ełets’aadzìıtì • 

Wek’ełets’aajìıtì 

Castor Lake 

86C/8 

it-on-each other-people chasedDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ It looks like two lakes but it is just one. The narrows between the two parts is called 
Dahɂaak’è. Chipewyan and Tłıc̨hǫ people chased each other onto the lake. In the 
southeast corner is the ɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨,̨ leading to the Rae trail. 

Wek’ewhaèhtsootì • 

Wek’ewhaèhchootì 

Rodrigues 

Lake   86B/13 

it-on-sand-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is sand around this lake, not rocks. 
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Wek’ewhaèhtsootìdeè • 

Wek’ewhaèhchootìdeè 

Emile River - 

part of 

86B/13 

it-on-sand-?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ Part of dehgà. 

Wek’ewhaèhtsootìdehgà • 

Wek’ewhaèhchootìdehgà 

86B it-on-?-lakePNSuff-river-beside 

▪ Stories on tape from Laiza Koyina. Her mother saw a lot of dahkw’ıì on the trees. It is 
still there. She pronounced the name of the lake as Wek’emahchotì. 

Wek’ewhaèhtsootìtahgà • 

Wek’ewhaèhchootìtahgà 

Emile River 

86B/12 

it-on-sand-?-lakePNSuff-water-beside 

▪ The name for a dehtì leading to Wek’ewhaèhtsootì. 

Wek’ewhàıl̨ıı̨t̨ì Rawalpindi 

Lake 86G/1 

it-on-long distance-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as ‘lake on which the stream flows a long way’. On the trail from 
this lake to Deèzàatì there are 10 portages. 

Wek’ewhàıl̨ıı̨t̨ìłàtaèhdlıı̨ ̨ 86G it-on-long distance-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff-apart-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name of a portage on the trail to Deèzàatì. It is a major trail. People like to camp 
at this portage. There are lots of empty campsites here. 

Wekweètì Snare Lake + 

Roundrock 

Lake 86A 

his-rockPNSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ This is the name of a very long lake and the community located on the lake. 
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Wekweètìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Wekweètìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86B his-rockPNSuff-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ Elizabeth Michel told of the burial of Ɂımę̀ here. 

Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ì Mattberry 

Lake 86B 

its-head-top-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ Here water flows towards Fort Rae, flowing toward what looks like a head but is an 
island. 

Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ì 85M its-head-top-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

85O its-head-top-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ìk’enìwhelıı̨ ̨ 86B its-head-top-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff-on-it flows ontoDSuff 

Wekwìt’aıl̨ıı̨t̨ìtahgà 86B its-head-top-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff-water-beside 

▪ This is on a boat trail. 

Wenaelıı̨d̨eè Wopmay 

River - part of 

86C/10 

it-across-it flowsDSuff-riverPNSuff 

▪ This river flows to Gòotì. 
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Wenàzèèdehtì 76D [name]-river-lakePNSuff 

▪ The place is named after Wenàzèè and translates as 'Wenàzèè's river lake'. 

Wenàzèèwhat’àà 76D [name]-eskerPNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'Wenàzèè's esker'. 

Wetł’aezǫtì • Wetł’aezhǫtì Rebesca Lake 

86C/8 

it-?-spirit-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are lots of spirits here and weyèedıı on a point at the east end of the lake. 
Boats go either on the west-south shore or on the north shore. There is a trail from 
this lake to Tıkwootì and beyond. Philip told the story about when he was a young 
man a few of them were leaving from a bay late at night. The boats were too heavy. 
They saw the northern lights going into the water and they were scared. Jımìezhı ̨à 
told them to go to the shore and they did. Nothing happened to them. Audio file, 
PHP-01/12/01-1/7 
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Wetł’aezǫtìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• 

Wetł’aezhǫtìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨

86C/10 it-?-spirit-lakePNSuff-tail-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The water flows towards Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀tì. A similar thing happened with a plane to what 
happened with a boat at Weyèedıı. A plane with mining people in it landed here and 
the water started to go around. The plane was stuck in weyèedıı with the tail 
pointing down, but the pilot threw his stuff out, paying the lake, and he managed to 
take off out of the swirling water. The pilot Arnie (from Sahtì) was talking to the late 
Johnny Arrowmaker, who was telling the story to Alphone Apple, and it was true. 
Philip Zoe says that the water here makes peculiar noises. 

Wets’ıìtì Boland Lake 

86B/12 

its-guts-lakePNSuff 

▪ Also heard as Wets’eètì. 

Wets’ǫhodàekw’ǫǫtì 85O it-from-down-?DSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ People from Wekweètì are associated with this lake. 

Wets’ǫnàıl̨ıı̨t̨ì  it-from-down-it flowsDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of the waterfall from it’. 

Wewàęhdaà 85M ?-pointPNSuff 

▪ An old name. A point with houses on it; a very nice place to stay. Dora's mother's 
father stayed here. 
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Weyèedıı 86C/9 whirlpool 

▪ The longer name of this point is Wetł’aezǫtì k’e Weyèedıı. Romie Wetrade and Harry 
Simpson both told versions of this story.  
There were about 100 people coming back from hunting in the area Ɂık̨wę̀ę. They 
were camping together at this place. One man had a dream warning the people not 
to take their boats straight past this point. The people didn't believe him and said, 
'what are you talking about that kind of thing for? It isn't windy.' Everyone on shore 
was packing everything up and there was a lot of commotion and rushing around. 
The boats left in the direction he had said not to go but he waited because he had 
the feeling that something was going to happen. He left in his boat but he stayed 
close to the shore. He could hear shouting and crying out from the people in the 
boats. The boats were going around and around and then they went down.  
The water just looked calm after this all happened. He was the only one who 
survived. He passed the word around about weyèedıı. In the past people had never 
heard about weyèedıı. So, a year later, he wanted to know what had happened to his 
relatives and how they had died. He was thinking about it and couldn't get it out of 
his mind. He knew that he would have to go back and find out what happened. Other 
people asked, 'what are you talking about?' They said they would wait for him at the 
other end of the lake in the bay. He went to the place where his family was killed. His 
canoe was just going around and around and then it went down. When he arrived 
back he was telling his family that weyèedıı is very scary, and when his boat went 
down, he could see some kind of creature, and the boat went by him and through his 
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hand. After, his boat made it to where his family was waiting for him. This way 
people would know what happened there. People are afraid to go there because of 
what happened earlier. Nobody is allowed to go there, no matter what kind of travel 
they are doing. The point is shaped like a house. On the top of the hill is a small lake. 
The water in it looks black, burnt, because of the black rock lining the lake. audio file, 
PHP-01/12/01-1/7 

Weyèedııtì 85O/4 whirlpool-lakePNSuff 

▪ A longer name is Hobàateè Weyèedııtì. 

Weyèedııtì Wijinnedi 

Lake 86B/12 

whirlpool-lakePNSuff 

▪ Far north, near Ɂezǫtì. Nice rock outcrops. The swimming of a creature creates a 
whirlpool that sucks things into it. A related word is weyìı — 'inside it’. 

Weyìıhàak’èe 86B/12 it-inside-out-it blastsDSuff 

▪ The name of a portage on a major trail, meaning 'blasting out from inside'. The name 
comes from the appearance of the place, which looked like an explosion happened 
here. It is also called Weyìıhàak’èehoteè. Philip Zoe's mother told him stories about 
the portage. There were some well-oufitted people (dǫahxe), Ɂaìɂetà, who were 
camped at the portage. Two or three of their dogs were coming along the portage on 
the other side from where they were camping. One dog went to the edge and fell 
down the face of sheer rock. Audio file, PHP-01/12/01-2/7 
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Weyìıts’atłaa 85N it-inside-someone wentDSuff 

▪ A couple went inside this mountain to escape a jealous husband. The name is also 
pronounced as Wezìıts’atłaa • Wezhìıts’atłaa. 

Weyìıts’atłaatł’àà 85N it-inside-someone wentDSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ The name of the place is also pronounced as Wezìıts’atłaatł’àà  • Wezhìıts’atłaatł’àà. 

Wıdàwek’enàıd̨èetì 85O Wıdà-it-on-livedDSuff-lakePNSuff 

Woòtì 86C/13 wolf-lakePNSuff 

▪ The Tłıc̨hǫ name for this lake is said to derive from the English name 'Wolf Lake'. 
There are lots of trails in this area, with lots of portages. 

Wòsılàtì 85O Wòsılà-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is named after a person. A major trail goes from here through a number of 
dehtì. 

Whaàhtsotì  old?-?-lakePNSuff 

Whaàt’ǫǫtì Raccoon Lake 

8K/13 

sand-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ An esker extends at the south end of this lake. 
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Whagweèghaelıı̨ ̨ Camsell River 

- part of 

86C/13 

sandy area-through-it flowsDSuff 

▪ Between mountains; an area with lots of fish. 

Whagweèghaelıı̨d̨ehtì 86C/13 sandy area-through-it flowsDSuff-river-lakePNSuff 

Whagweèghaelıı̨t̨s’ahtì • 

Whagweèghaelıı̨c̨h’ahtì 

Isabella Lake 

86C/13 

sandy area-through-it flowsDSuff-side-lakePNSuff 

▪ In the middle of the lake there is tawoò, so you can't go through here, you have to go 
on the sides. If you go by here you can see fish swimming in the tawoò. 

Whagweèhdìa 86B/15 sandy area-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ There is a child’s grave on this small island along the portage. 

Whagweèhdıì 85M sandy area-islandPNSuff 

▪ An island in Kwet’ootì. 

Whagweèhdıì  sandy area-islandPNSuff 

Whagweèhdıì 86G sandy area-islandPNSuff 

▪ Also called Ɂetsaàɂı ̨ı̀t̨ì Whagweèhdıì. 

Whagweèhtì  sandy area-lakePNSuff 
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Whagweèhtì 85O sandy area-lakePNSuff 

▪ This lake is on the sled trail. It is very nice whagweè. It is a good place to stop 
because there is a house belonging to Wekweètìet’ıı̨ ̨here. 

Whagweètehoteè 86E sandy area-over-portagePNSuff 

▪ A portage by Bear Lake, shown on the map. 

Whahdıìnoòlaa • 

Whahdıìnaàlaa 

76D sand-islandPNSuff-across?-there areDSuff 

▪ The name translates roughly as 'string of sand islands'. Compare to the dictionary's dı 
nı ̨hoèlaa. 

Whahtłaàmı ̨h̀k’è 85J ?-net-site 

▪ A place associated with Mıshèɂemìı, Jimmy Martin’s uncle. He has heard that 
Mıshèɂemì and his wife are buried here but he hasn’t seen their graves even though 
he has travelled here many times. It is near Tłık̨eèdeè. It is also pronounced like 
Ma ̨̀ątłaàmı ̨h̀k’è. Someone named Ma ̨̀ątłaà or Jıbìıɂeneèko had a store here, for which 
he got supplies on a barge. 

Whahtładeèhàɂaa  ?-riverPNSuff-out-it extendsDSuff 

Whahtłamı ̨h̀k’èts’ahtì  ?-net-site-side-lakePNSuff 
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Whaık̨aà 86B sand-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ Also called Ɂemǫǫ̀ts’ıìtì Whaık̨aà. There is a portage to Ɂemǫǫ̀ts’ıìtì in this area. 

Whaık̨aà 86B sand-narrowsPNSuff 

▪ Madeleine Martin's mother is buried here. 

Whaı ̨t̀sòotł’àà  far-highDSuff-bayPNSuff 

▪ This placename includes a contraction of the word nàıt̨sò — 'it is high'. 

Whaı ̨t̀sòotł’ààhàıl̨ıı̨ ̨  Whaı ̨t̀sòotł’àà-out-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name of a high hill. 

Whalaelıı̨ ̨ 86A sand-there is-it flowsDSuff 

▪ The name means 'stream where there is sand', shortened from Whawhelaaelıı̨.̨ 

Whanàıt̨sòo  far-highDSuff 

▪ This place is mentioned as a very high hill. From the top you can see far. 

Whataèlıı̨ ̨ 85N/2 sand-amidst-it flowsDSuff 

▪ A very good fishing place where the water flows through a lot of islands. Here is the 
burial site of Bahgà, Philip Nitsiza's dad's younger brother. 
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Whateghòa 86B sand-flats-?-SmSuff 

▪ Elizabeth Michel's father's mother, Ma ̨̀ątła wets’èke, is buried here. 

Whatèhdìa  sand-mat-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ This small island is just sand so nobody lives here. In this area there is some good 
grass for caribou. It is located at the end of Roundrock Lake, near Mǫ̀lakǫ̀k’è. Since it 
is close to the tundra, the trees are very short. 

Whatèhdıì  sand-mat-islandPNSuff 

▪ This island is on Tıdeè, a large island in a windy spot near Nıh̨sìì • Nıh̨shìì. 

Whatèhdıì 85J sand-mat-islandPNSuff 

▪ Three or four islands. 

Whatì Wha Ti     

85M 

marten-lakePNSuff 

▪ The community formerly called Tsǫ̀tì. Robert Mackenzie was raised on this lake. Back 
then there were no houses, school, airport, and all that kind of thing. There were no 
caribou in this area so people lived on fish. They also went for rabbits. One time they 
got about 400 fish at a place but it wasn't really enough for all the people who had 
gathered. They went trapping and where they were there were lots of muskrat. 
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Whatì Spider Lake 

86B/11 

marten-lakePNSuff 

Whatì 86H/4 sand-lakePNSuff 

▪ There is ɂewaà here, no rocks. Whatì is between Łìhtì and Deèzàatì. 

Whatì  sand-lakePNSuff 

▪ Burial site of Baègǫǫ̀, Tł’ız̨ı ̨ı̀ ̨wets’èke. 

Whatì  sand-lakePNSuff 

What’àahdıì 86B/13 esker-islandPNSuff 

▪ Also called Wek’ewhaèhtsootì k’e What’àahdıì. 

What’àanàıt̨sòo  esker-it is highDSuff 

What’àèhdıì  esker-?-islandPNSuff 

What’ànìıɂ̨aa 76D esker-it extends to a placeDSuff 

▪ Site where there are two graves on top of the esker. Also called What’àkwı ̨ı̀ ̨ɂ̀aa by 
Jimmy Martin, What’àkı ̨ı̀ ̨ɂ̀aa by Romie Wetrade, and What’àtıı̨ɂ̨aa by Harry Simpson. 
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What’àtèwhekòo 76F esker-flat-it is wideDSuff 

▪ This is the name of a high hill with a flat broad top by Kǫ̀tì. There is no rock on it and 
no lakes right by it, just sand. Muskox were hunted here. Also pronounced 
What’àtèokòo or What’àtèekòo. 

Whǫsìıwekǫ̀ǫ̀ Blackduck’s 

Camp 85J 

[name]-his-housePNSuff 

▪ A creek runs out into the North Arm here. The place is named after Whǫsìı. 

Xàhkw’ǫǫ̀wek’ewheɂǫǫtì 86D/11 stump-it-on-there isDSuff-lakePNSuff 

▪ Charlie Tailbone's father has a house here. There are lots of stumps in this area. 

Xanaàtì Tonggot Lake 

85M/13 

goose-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are two lakes with this name. Robert Mackenzie went from here to 
Ts’ıhtsoodeè, going by the creek all the way. They were all gathered there, nine dog 
sleds, so it was a lot of people, mostly two people per sled, except with one sled it 
was three. Charlie Bishop was there too. Some went ahead of others because there 
was no meat.  
They met up together on a nice whagweè, with a fire burning. People were eating 
when they arrived but the food was all gone. They spotted some tǫdzı in the area. 
They planned to get them at sunrise. Zozè Wesıìdlàa was too wild. Robert was 
following Jıbì and Charlie Bishop was following him. They came upon moose tracks. 
As it was getting dark they were trying to figure out where the moose went and they 
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told each other not to shoot. They met all together and made a big fire.  
Jimmy Rabesca said that his dogs were very sensitive to caribou and Charlie Bishop 
said his dogs were very good for moose. Zemı ̨ ̀and Jimmy went back with the dogs 
and made fire while they were waiting, but they had nothing to eat. Day came.  
Charlie's dog was getting excited and they let him lead. The dog got away, dragging 
its chain. The dog bit the moose calf on the nose. The calf fell on the ice and they 
shot it. One man grabbed the dog and five of them followed the track of the mother 
moose with the dog leading hard on its chain. You could hear the dog crying not long 
after, and they found the dog going around the moose in ts’oo. That was the time 
you are not supposed to shoot female moose but they shot it.  
Some went back for sleds, some were fixing the meat and some were cooking. They 
brought some meat back. There were lots of dogs. It was way late in the afternoon 
so every single one of them cooked something. A game warden came but they told 
him they had absolutely nothing to eat so they had no choice but to kill the moose. 
That was what they did when there was nothing to eat. They kept on trapping even 
without food. They cooked moose calf for the game warden and he thought it was 
delicious. He said he would tell his boss to take off the prohibition against female 
moose.  
All of the men got their limit of 25 muskrats. He said he would tell his boss to get rid 
of the restrictions. He had gone to the area of Wrigley twice. Is it ever a strong river. 
Because of the waves and wind their boats drifted to the shore. They had no rope 
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either. They wanted to go back there to look at their trails. The waves were like hills. 
Were they ever strong. There were no portages at all. 

Xanaàtì Clive Lake 

85M/2 

goose-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ There are two lakes with this name. 

Xanaàtìdeè 85M/3 goose-?-lakePNSuff-riverPNSuff 

Xat’ahtì 95P ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ The lake is full of water plants with big leaves on the surface, like tèeht’aà, which the 
lake is named after. 

Xeamı ̨h̀k’èɂehdaà 86B ?-SmSuff-net-site-pointPNSuff 

▪ Elizabeth Michel's younger brother is buried here. 

Xomı ̨h̀k’è 85J year-net-site 

▪ The name comes about because there are lots of fish here all through the year. It is 
just above Kwekàatenaedèa. Jimmy Martin’s uncle’s father, Mıshèɂemì wetà, had a 
house here with his son. The other house here belonged to Jımı ̨ɂ̀ezhıı̨ ̨ ̀wetà. You can 
see the oldtime fireplaces from those houses, which are falling apart. 
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Yaɂıı̨t̨ì Lac Séguin 

86C/6 

?-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Another name for the same place is Kweek’oonaèlaa, with the literal translation 
rock-red-across-there areDSuff — 'red rocks going across'. (Joe Migwi) 

Yaɂıı̨t̨ìɂetsı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨• Yaɂıı̨t̨ìɂechı ̨ı̀l̨ıı̨ ̨ 86C/6 Yaɂıı̨t̨ì-tail-it flowsDSuff 

Yààzǫatì 95P/14 scoter-lakePNSuff 

Yààzǫatì 86C/11 scoter-lakePNSuff 

▪ Lots of muskrats on this lake. 

Yabàahtì Yamba Lake  

76D 

sky-alongside-lakePNSuff 

▪ The name translates as 'lake of the edge of the sky'. 

Yàezǫatì  ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake nearɁıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì. 

Yak’èdàtì  sky?-?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Some people heard Yak’èndàtì. 

Yakwìwaàɂehdaà 86B sky?-head?-?-pointPNSuff 

▪ Madlę̀lamǫ̀ǫ̀, the mother of Mary Adele Eyakfwo, is buried at the tip of this point. 
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Yakwìwaàɂehdaàgotadaàtł’àà 86B sky?-head?-?-pointPNSuff-AreaPref-across from-bay 

▪ There are two very old burial sites here. 

Yat’ǫǫ̀hdaadıì 85M swallow-islandPNSuff 

▪ A collection of islands named after the swallow. 

Yawàatì Zebulon Lake 

86F/4 

?-sand?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Since there are two lakes near each other with this name, this one is known as 
Nàbelę̀ą godoo Yawàatì — 'Yawàatì above Nàbelę̀ą. The waters of Yawàatìhàèlıı̨ ̨flow 
into Ɂıt̨s’èetì. Moose live in the area all year. 

Yawàatì Longtom Lake 

86F/4 

?-sand?-lakePNSuff 

▪ Since there are two lakes near each other with this name, this one is known as 
Dıı̨k̨atso godoo Yawàatì — 'Yawàatì above Dıı̨k̨atso. 

Yawàatì Grant Lake + 

Little Crapeau 

Lake 86C/15 

?-sand?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake in two parts. It is known as Behk’ìık̨aà Yawàatì to distinguish it from other 
lakes with the same name. Between the two parts it is like tahgà, curving through the 
narrows. In the middle of the lake is a sled trail. The waters flowing out of this lake 
end up flowing into Ɂıt̨’ǫ̀ąhtì. 
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Yawàatìhàèlıı̨ ̨  ?-sand-lakePNSuff-out-it flowsDSuff 

▪ It is not known what the syllable /ya/ means but there is a lot of sand at this place. 
The waters flow into Ɂıt̨s’èetì. 

Yìhdèè 85N ? 

▪ A long point. There is sand all around here, nice trees, and nice whagweè. 

Yìhdèètàdeèɂaa 85N ? 

▪ Another name for the point Yìhdèè; more descriptive. 

Yìhgǫǫ̀ 85K American bittern 

▪ This place is named after a type of yellow bird. 

Zàhdıà • Zhàhdıà Louise Island 

85J 

?-islandPNSuff-SmSuff 

▪ This is a sandy island. There is a story about Jimmy Martin and some other guys 
chopping about ten cords of wood here. 

Zęę̀tì • Zhęę̀tì Yen Lake 86E ?-lakePNSuff 

▪ A lake named by Bear Lake Slavey people. Another pronunciation is Zıı̨ ̨t̀ì. This is a 
fishing lake. There is a trail from this lake to Sahtì. 
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